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ABSTRACT

THE EARTH MOVER’S DISTANCE THROUGH THE LENS OF ALGEBRAIC
COMBINATORICS

by

William Q. Erickson

The University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, 2022
Under the Supervision of Professor Jeb F. Willenbring

The earth mover’s distance (EMD) is a metric for comparing two histograms, with

burgeoning applications in image retrieval, computer vision, optimal transport, physics,

cosmology, political science, epidemiology, and many other fields. In this thesis,

however, we approach the EMD from three distinct viewpoints in algebraic

combinatorics. First, by regarding the EMD as the symmetric difference of two Young

diagrams, we use combinatorial arguments to answer statistical questions about

histogram pairs. Second, we adopt as a natural model for the EMD a certain

infinite-dimensional module, known as the first Wallach representation of the Lie

algebra supp, qq, which arises in the Howe duality setting in Type A; in this setting, we

show how the second fundamental theorem of invariant theory generalizes the

“northwest corner rule” from optimal transport theory, yielding a simple interpretation

of the “partial matching” case of the EMD via separation into invariants and harmonics.

Third, we reapproach partial matching in the context of crystal bases of Types A, B, and

C, which leads us to introduce a variation of the EMD in terms of distance on a crystal

graph. Having exploited these three approaches, we generalize all of our EMD results to

an arbitrary number of histograms rather than only two at a time. In the final chapter,

we observe a combinatorial connection between generalized BGG resolutions arising in

Type-A Howe duality and certain non-holomorphic discrete series representations of the

group SUpp, qq.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The earth mover’s distance (EMD) is a measure of the closeness of two histograms, a

measure with a long history and with ever-widening applications in the present. Its story

begins nearly 250 years ago, with French geometer GASPARD MONGE. Monge wrote a

paper in 1781 bearing the French title Mémoire sur la théorie des déblais et des remblais: in

approximate English, “Treatise on the theory of excavating and refilling.” (Although the

“EMD” moniker was still two centuries away, this title vindicates Monge as the original

earth mover.) In the paper, Monge posed the following problem: given any two regions

of land, how can the “earth” be dug out of the first region and transported to cover the

second region, while expending the minimum amount of work? (A unit of work corre-

sponds to moving, say, one acre’s worth of earth by one mile.) This became known as the

Monge problem, and the minimum amount of required work would eventually become

known as the earth mover’s distance between the two regions. Throughout the follow-

ing centuries, the Monge problem proved fertile ground for many generalizations and

became the launch pad for optimal transport theory; consult, for instance, the opening of

Villani’s monumental reference [Vil09].

Figure 1: Gaspard Monge (1746–1818).
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1.1 Development of the EMD

In the late 1930’s, the Monge problem was unearthed by Leonid Kantorovich [Kan42],

who recast the solution as the distance between two probability distributions. Now

widely called the Monge–Kantorovich problem, this adaptation has been well-studied in

the decades since; in the context of probability distributions, the minimum work required

is also called the 1-Wasserstein distance, or the Mallows distance.

The Monge problem gained prominence in the 1990s, thanks to the paper [RTG98]

advocating for its application to image retrieval. This paper was also the first to intro-

duce the newly-coined nickname, the “earth mover’s distance.” (Evidently the name

was suggested in a 1994 letter written by Jorge Stolfi, who used the phrase in reference,

not to Monge, but to a CAD program for road design that involved transporting dirt.)

The authors of [RTG98] generalized the “match distance” proposed in [WPR85], which

had required that the two histograms have the same mass; on the contrary, the EMD

definition in [RTG98] allowed for partial matching when the masses are different. More-

over, [RTG98] emphasized a generalization of a histogram called a signature (see Section 3

therein). In recent years, the EMD has been adopted as a tool not only in computer vision,

but also in physics [KMT19], cosmology [FMM02], political science [LSW17], epidemiol-

ogy [MKV`20], and many other fields.

The solution to the Monge problem — called a “flow” or a “transport plan” — depends

not only on the values in the histograms, but also on the “cost” (or “ground distance”)

between each of the histogram bins. In this thesis, we study the special case in which

a histogram is regarded as n piles of earth lying one unit apart on the number line. We

share a maximally easy example to provide some early intuition.

Example 1.1. Consider the following grade distributions:

Letter grade A B C D F
Class X 3 1 5 0 1
Class Y 2 3 4 0 1

2



Suppose that moving one student up or down by one letter grade equals one unit of work.

Then the EMD between the distributions is just the minimum amount of work required

to transform one into the other. In this case, we can quickly compute this distance by

inspection: in Class X, for example, move one student from A to B, and move another

student from C to B, requiring two units of work in total. None of the other ways of

transforming X into Y (or vice versa) is possible with fewer than two units of work, and

so the EMD between X and Y is 2.

1.2 Preview of results

We now present an overview of the thesis, in particular highlighting the new results

and contributions we have included.

Chapter 2: The EMD as a statistic

This chapter is purely preliminary in nature, defining the EMD from the original per-

spective of transport theory. We do, however, introduce another statistic on histogram

pairs, which we call the weighted difference and denote by D; the interplay between the

EMD and the weighted difference will be a recurring theme of the thesis. The main take-

away from this chapter is the existence of a greedy algorithm known as the northwest

corner rule, for which (assuming a sufficiently nice cost function between the histogram

bins) the input is a pair of histograms, and the output is the optimal flow matrix solving

the Monge problem, and hence determining the EMD.

Chapter 3: A combinatorial approach to the EMD

Our primary innovation in this chapter is our viewing histograms as Young diagrams,

in such a way that the weighted difference D is simply the difference between the sizes

of the corresponding diagrams. We thereby use the language of Young diagrams to take

3



a purely combinatorial approach to the EMD. The main observation is Proposition 3.4,

which identifies the EMD as the symmetric difference of the corresponding Young dia-

grams. (The underlying content of this result is well known, but our expression of it in

terms of Young diagrams is a new perspective that allows for combinatorial arguments

throughout the chapter.) It is somewhat surprising that the symmetric difference of Young

diagrams has not been studied in the existing combinatorics literature; as a first step to-

ward filling the gap, we use our Proposition 3.4 to reinterpret a known EMD generating

function in terms of Young diagrams. In the opposite direction, we also answer two statis-

tical questions using combinatorial arguments: in Theorem 3.10 we find the probability

that EMD “ |D|, along with a nice asymptotic result in Corollary 3.11, while in Theorem

3.12 we compute the expected value of |D|. Finally, in Proposition 3.13 we express the

EMD directly in terms of D, using the structure of Young’s lattice.

Chapter 4: The EMD and the first Wallach representation

Now we introduce representation theory into our treatment of the EMD. Front and

center is the Lie group SUpp, qq and a certain infinite-dimensional module for its Lie alge-

bra, known as the first Wallach representation. The Wallach representations are signifi-

cant because they were constructed in [Wal79] as analytic continuations of discrete series

representations. (More on the discrete series at the end of this introduction.) The front

end of this chapter is fairly technical by nature, but it all culminates neatly in Section 4.6.

Specifically, we exhibit two models of the first Wallach representation of supp, qq: (1) a

certain algebra of invariant polynomials, and (2) the coordinate ring of a certain determi-

nantal variety. The second fundamental theorem of classical invariant theory furnishes

an algebra isomorphism ϕ between these two models: in Theorem 4.15, the highlight of

the chapter, we show that ϕ is actually the representation-theoretic analogue of the north-

west corner rule from Chapter 2. This new perspective then allows us to compute the

EMD completely within the framework of representation theory (Corollary 4.16). Even

4



more, we show (Theorem 4.19) how the case of partial matching (i.e., unequal histogram

masses) can be elegantly understood through representation theory — whereas until now,

we had avoided this case because it was not amenable to our combinatorial approach.

Chapter 5: The EMD as distance in crystal graphs

Crystal bases and their corresponding graphs arise from the study of quantum groups.

As deep as the representation theory of quantum groups is, the combinatorics of their

crystal bases is remarkably simple. In this chapter, we show how certain crystal graphs, in

each of the root system types A, B, and C, are perhaps the most natural possible setting for

the EMD, and in fact serve to clarify some results in previous chapters. In particular, the

EMD is nothing other than the graph distance in the Type-A crystal Bpmq (Proposition 5.1).

Even more strikingly, by essentially following our noses in the analogous crystals of Types

B and C (Definitions 5.2 and 5.6), we propose a variation on the EMD in order to better

address the case of partial matching, which remedies some of the statistical drawbacks

(described in [BL01]) of the original EMD definition.

Chapter 6: Generalization to more than two histograms

The project in this chapter is to generalize all of our previous combinatorial tools and

results so that we can compare arbitrarily many histograms at a time, rather than only

two. Most of the results here have appeared in the author’s paper [Eri21] or preprint

[Eria]. This generalization of the Monge problem has been studied in the literature, but

our main result is a recursive formula (Theorem 6.12) for the expected value of this gener-

alized EMD (which we now call an earth mover’s coefficient, since “distance” is no longer

accurate). We also propose a generalization of D as an element of the root lattice of the Lie

algebra sld (Definition 6.13), and we write down the distribution of D-values as a virtual

sld-character (Theorem 6.14).
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Chapter 7: Enright resolutions and Blattner’s formula in Type A

In this final chapter, we present an unexpected connection that we observed between

two settings: (1) the infinite-dimensional supp, qq-modules in Chapter 4 (which included

the first Wallach representation), and (2) certain non-holomorphic discrete series repre-

sentations of supk, p ` qq. Specifically, in Theorem 7.5, we interpret the coefficients of a

generating function (in the second setting) as the well-known generalized BGG resolu-

tions of the supp, qq-modules (in the first setting). This chapter is a light reworking of

the author’s preprint [Erib]; it is necessarily quite technical and assumes some familiarity

with the representation theory of real reductive groups. Since this final chapter leaves the

EMD behind, it can be regarded as an appendix to the thesis; but we believe that the result

is noteworthy and relevant since it occurs in the precise setting where the important map

ϕ arose in Chapter 4.

The discrete series in harmonic analysis

Since discrete series are the theme of Chapter 7, we provide a little background here.

Despite our algebraic perspective in that chapter, the original motivation is overwhelm-

ingly analytical. Although this angle will not appear in the main body of the thesis, we

sketch the main idea below for those readers who are interested. We follow the expo-

sition from the paper [Her91], which we recommend highly as a concise and excellent

synopsis of Harish–Chandra’s legacy in pioneering the harmonic analysis of semisimple

Lie groups.

The harmonic analysis of a semisimple Lie group G refers to the decomposition of its

regular representation L2pGq into irreducible unitary representations. In case G is com-

pact, the Plancherel formula takes the following form [Her91, p. 6]:

f “
ÿ

πP pG

dπpΘπ ˚ f q

6



for f P L2pGq, where pG is the unitary dual, i.e., the set of equivalence classes of irreducible

unitary representations of G (all finite-dimensional in the compact case); the coefficient

dπ is just the dimension of the representation space of π, and Θπ is the character of π, de-

fined as sending g ÞÝÑ tr πpgq. In this case, the Plancherel measure is the measure on pG

sending π ÞÝÑ dπ. Hence f decomposes into a sum of elementary functions parametrized

by pG, where the Plancherel measure of each π P pG determines its contribution to the

decomposition. (This generalizes the Fourier series, for which G is the compact abelian

group R{Z – S1, the Plancherel formula is f pxq “
ř

nPZ f̂ pnqe2πinx, and the Plancherel

measure is just the counting measure.) Hence the two basic problems of harmonic analy-

sis are (1) to determine pG, and (2) to determine the Plancherel measure on pG.

In general, for G noncompact, a direct-sum decomposition of L2pGq is not possible as

it is above; instead, a direct integral is required, and the Plancherel formula becomes

f p1q “
ż

pG
Θπp f q dµpπq,

with notation as follows:

• f P C8c pGq.

• Θπ is now the distribution on G defined by Θπp f q “ tr
ż

G
f pgqπpgq dg.

• µ is the Plancherel measure on pG.

A discrete series representation π P pG has positive point mass with respect to the

Plancherel measure µ. Therefore, upon restricting pG to the discrete series, the Plancherel

formula truly is a discrete sum again. As Varadarajan writes, “the discrete series repre-

sentations constitute a striking generalization of the finite-dimensional representations of

compact groups . . . it is hardly possible to have a more thoroughgoing generalization of

the compact theory.” [Var89, p. 188]

7



2 THE EMD AS A STATISTIC

This chapter is devoted to defining the EMD in terms of the solution to the Monge

problem. For now we assume the original perspective of statistics and optimal transport

theory, before taking up a combinatorial approach in the following chapter. The material

here is all preliminary in nature.

2.1 Histograms and the weighted difference D

In this thesis, we restrict our attention to discrete histograms on a one-dimensional

feature space, in which the bins are the elements of the set rns – t1, . . . , nu. Therefore we

will use the term histogram to refer to an element of Nn (with the convention 0 P N). We

will use a Greek letter to denote a histogram in the form

λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P Nn,

where λi is the number of data points in bin i. By the mass of a histogram, we mean the

total number of data points
ř

i λi, which we will typically denote by m. For fixed m, n P N,

we define the set

Hpm, nq :“
!

histograms with mass m and with n bins
)

.

The grade distributions in Example 1.1 are both elements of Hp10, 5q, if we identify the

grades A, B, C, D, F with bins 1, . . . , 5. We consider the cost (i.e., ground distance) between

two bins to be their distance on the number line. To be precise, we define an nˆ n cost

matrix C “ rCijs, where

Cij :“ |i´ j|. (2.1)
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For example, if n “ 5, then

C “

»

—

—

—

—

–

0 1 2 3 4
1 0 1 2 3
2 1 0 1 2
3 2 1 0 1
4 3 2 1 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

(2.2)

It will be most natural to regard bin 1 as the “best/highest” and bin n as the “worst/

lowest.” Therefore, for i P rns, we write i1 :“ n´ i. Then we define the weighted total of

a histogram λ as follows:

tpλq :“
ÿ

i

i1 ¨ λi. (2.3)

In words, each data point in bin i contributes i1 to the weighted total. Now it is natural to

define the weighted difference, denoted by D, between two histograms λ, µ P Hpm, nq:

Dpλ, µq :“ tpλq ´ tpµq,

i.e., the (signed) difference between their weighted totals.

Example 2.1. If n “ 5, and we regard the letter grades A, . . . , F as the bins 1, . . . , 5, then

tpλq equals the total grade points earned, under the familiar system whereby A = 4, B =

3, C = 2, D = 1, and F = 0. Dividing by m then obtains the class GPA. Given two grade

distributions λ, µ P Hpm, 5q, we are often interested in Dpλ,µq
m , the difference between the

two GPA’s. We will compute the expectation of the absolute value of D combinatorially

in Theorem 3.12.

Example 2.2. Consider m voters participating in a ranked-choice election between n can-

didates. Then for each candidate, the results are represented by a histogram λ P Hpm, nq,

where λi is the number of ith-place votes received. In this context, tpλq equals the Borda

count score for that candidate. In the Borda system, a candidate λ wins the election if and

only if Dpλ, µq ą 0 for all other candidates µ.

Remark. The weighted difference D may at first seem unconnected to the EMD. After

all, consider the histograms λ “ p2, 2, 2q, µ “ p3, 0, 3q, and ν “ p0, 6, 0q in Hp6, 3q. On one

9



hand, we can see immediately that the EMD between each pair of histograms is nonzero,

since some work must be done in order to equalize them. On the other hand, we find that

tpλq “ tpµq “ tpνq “ 6, and therefore Dpλ, µq “ Dpλ, νq “ Dpµ, νq “ 0. We will study

the interesting interplay between the EMD and D, and in particular we will demonstrate

a way in which the former can be reduced to the latter. Moreover, when we compare an

arbitrary number d of histograms in Chapter 6, we will redefine D as a weight of the Lie

algebra sld.

2.2 Definition of EMD

Consider two histograms with n bins, and with possibly unequal masses: λ P Hp`, nq

and µ P Hpm, nq. Their EMD is defined in [RTG98] by the solution to a certain linear pro-

gramming problem (traditionally named after Gaspard Monge, or various combinations

of Monge, Kantorovich, Hitchcock, and Koopman). Recall that in our case, the nˆ n cost

matrix C “ rCijs is given by Cij “ |i´ j|. We want to find a real nˆ n flow matrix F “ rFijs

in order to solve the following Monge problem:

Minimize
n
ÿ

i,j“1

CijFij, (2.4)

subject to Fij ě 0 for all 1 ď i, j ď n, (2.5)

and
n
ÿ

j“1

Fij ď λi for each 1 ď i ď n, (2.6)

and
n
ÿ

i“1

Fij ď µj for each 1 ď j ď n, (2.7)

and
n
ÿ

i,j“1

Fij “ mint`, mu. (2.8)

The matrix F is also sometimes called a “transport plan” in the literature. The idea is that

any such F encodes a way to transform λ into µ (or as closely as possible, when ` ‰ m):

namely, Fij equals the amount of mass inside λ that must “flow” from bin i to bin j. Hence

any candidate F must have nonnegative entries (2.5); the ith row sum (i.e., amount of
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mass flowing out of bin i) of course cannot exceed the mass in bin i of λ (2.6); likewise,

the jth column sum (the amount of mass flowing into bin j) cannot exceed the mass in

bin j of µ (2.7); and as a final result of the flow, the smaller histogram must be completely

contained in the larger (2.8). We define Fλ,µ to be the set of all flow matrices F satisfying

constraints (2.5) – (2.8).

Once we have found an optimal solution F to the Monge problem, the earth mover’s

distance (EMD) is defined to be the objective quantity in (2.4); in other words,

EMDpλ, µq :“ inf
FPFλ,µ

$

&

%

ÿ

i,j

CijFij

,

.

-

. (2.9)

As a first example, consider the trivial pair pλ, λq of two equal distributions. Then the

diagonal matrix F “ diagpλ1, . . . , λnq lies in Fλ,λ, and we have Fij “ 0 whenever i ‰ j.

Since Cii “ 0, the total work in (2.4) equals
ř

i Ciiλi “ 0, and so EMDpλ, λq “ 0, just as we

would expect.

Remark (Normalization). In [RTG98] and in subsequent sources, the EMD is actually

defined to be the normalization of our EMD, via division by the mass mint`, mu of the

smaller histogram. In this thesis we retain the definition (2.9) in order to keep the com-

binatorics front and center, although we will occasionally proceed to normalize when

computing expected values in Section 6.4.

Remark (Complete vs. partial matching). From now on, unless otherwise stated, we will

consider only histogram pairs of equal mass m. In this case the flow determined by F

is called a complete matching in the literature; this is the assumption, for example, in the

application to texture matching in [PBRT99]. Under this assumption, mint`, mu can be

replaced by m in (2.8), which in turn forces equality in both (2.6) and (2.7). Neverthe-

less, we will describe an elegant way to understand the case of unequal masses (partial

matching) in Section 4.7, in the framework of representation theory. (See also Sections

5.3–5.4, where we introduce an alternative approach derived from the combinatorics of
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crystal bases.) As explained in [BL01], the allowance for unequal masses is precisely what

distinguishes the EMD from the 1-Wasserstein (or Mallows) distance.

Remark (Discrete vs. continuous). The EMD definition (2.9) certainly remains valid when

the histogram components λi are allowed to be nonnegative real numbers, as they are in

certain applications. In this thesis we study discrete histograms (which are also prevalent

in applications) in order to leverage tools from algebraic combinatorics, but we often can

extend results to the continuous setting via normalizing by 1{m and then taking limits as

m Ñ 8.

Remark (Taxicab distance). A recurring motif throughout our study of the EMD, in sev-

eral different contexts, is the `1-norm (commonly called the “taxicab,” “Manhattan,” or

“rectilinear” distance). We recall that given a vector x “ px1, . . . , xdq P Rd, its `1-norm is

defined to be

}x}1 “
d
ÿ

i“1

|xi|.

We then have the taxicab distance defined by

d1px, yq “ }x´ y}1 “
d
ÿ

i“1

|xi ´ yi|.

Note that the cost matrix entry Cij could alternatively be defined as the taxicab distance

from pi, jq to the line Np1, 1q, i.e., the main diagonal of the matrix. This fact will guide us

in generalizing the EMD for more than two histograms in Chapter 6.

2.3 The Monge property and the northwest corner rule

By definition, computing the EMD depends upon first solving the Monge problem

(2.4) – (2.8). The difficulty of this problem varies with the choice of cost matrix C. In our

case, where we have defined Cij “ |i ´ j|, our cost matrix C has a certain property that

allows the Monge problem to be solved by a greedy algorithm known as the northwest

corner rule. In this section, rather than dwell upon the algorithm itself, we simply aim
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to establish that there is an optimal F P Fλ,µ whose support is a chain under the product

order.

Definition 2.3. A matrix A “ rAijs has the Monge property if, for all i ă I and j ă J,

Aij ` AI J ď AI j ` Ai J .

That is, choose any two distinct row indices i, I and two distinct column indices j, J;

these two rows and two columns intersect at four entries arranged in a rectangle. The

Monge property guarantees that the sum of the northwest and southeast entries is at most

the sum of the northeast and southwest entries. From a moment’s glance at the example

(2.2), it is not hard to see that our cost matrix C has this property.

Lemma 2.4. The cost matrix C given by Cij “ |i´ j| has the Monge property.

Proof. Suppose the Monge property holds in the special case that I “ i` 1 and J “ j` 1.

Then we have

Cij ` Ci`1,j`1 ď Ci`1,j ` Ci,j`1, (2.10)

Ci,j`1 ` Ci`1,j`2 ď Ci`1,j`1 ` Ci,j`2,

which after adding and simplifying gives us

Cij ` Ci`1,j`2 ď Ci`1,j ` Ci,j`2,

and continuing in this fashion we arrive at all possible J ą j; symmetrically we can do the

same to arrive at all I ą i. Hence it suffices to prove (2.10).

The left-hand side of (2.10) equals 2|i ´ j| for any i, j. In the case that i “ j, the left-

hand side equals 0 and the right-hand side equals 2. In the case that i ą j, the left-hand

side equals 2pi ´ jq and the right-hand side also equals pi ´ jq ` 1` pi ´ jq ´ 1 “ 2pi ´ jq.

Finally, in the case that i ă j, the left-hand side is 2pj´ iq and the right-hand side is also

pj ´ iq ´ 1` pj ´ iq ` 1 “ 2pj ´ iq. Hence in the first case we obtain a strict inequality in

(2.10), and in the other two cases we obtain equality.
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Suppose λ, µ P Hpm, nq. The significance of the Monge property lies in a result of

Hoffman in [Hof63]: namely, the Monge problem (2.4) – (2.8) can be solved via an Op2nq-

time greedy algorithm (the “northwest corner rule”), if and only if the associated cost

matrix C has the Monge property. The northwest corner rule solves the Monge problem

by constructing an optimal flow matrix F P Fλ,µ: beginning in the upper-left, the algo-

rithm sets F11 “ mintλ1, µ1u, and then modifies both λ1 and µ1 by subtracting this same

value (so at least one of them becomes 0). This allows us to fill the remainder of either

the first row or the first column with 0’s; then we proceed either south or east, and repeat

the process until we have filled the entire matrix F, which is the solution to the Monge

problem. It is immediate from this construction that F lies in Fλ,µ. Furthermore, since

λ, µ P Hpm, nq have bin masses in N, it is clear that the entries of F are natural numbers

as well. Finally, and most importantly, we observe that the nonzero entries of this F lie in

a single path traveling either south or east at each step; in other words, for any i ă I and

j ă J, we never have both Fi J and FI j nonzero. This makes sense intuitively: if we want to

minimize work, we would not move mass both from bin i to bin J and also from bin I to

bin j. Instead, we move from i to j, then either from i to J or from I to j, and finally from I

to J. (This scheme of minimizing work will reappear in the context of standard monomial

theory in Section 4.3.)

To make the matter more precise, we recall the product order ĺ on the poset rns ˆ rns,

whereby pi, jq ĺ pk, `q if and only if i ď k and j ď `. Recall also that a chain in a poset is

a totally-ordered subset, i.e., a subset in which every pair of elements is comparable. We

now record the following crucial consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Hoffman’s result.

Proposition 2.5. There exists an optimal F P Fλ,µ with entries in N, whose support is a chain in

rns ˆ rns.

(Incidentally, the existence of this algorithm shows that the infimum in the definition

(2.9) is actually a true minimum.) We rather emphatically do not end this section with an

example of the northwest corner rule, because in the next chapter we develop a purely
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combinatorial alternative which we will use in its place.
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3 A COMBINATORIAL APPROACH TO THE EMD

In [BW20], Bourn and Willenbring introduced an alternative to the northwest cor-

ner rule for solving the Monge problem: in particular, they observed that the nonzero

entries of the optimal flow matrix F fall out of the well-known Robinson–Schensted–

Knuth (RSK) correspondence, a ubiquitous combinatorial phenomenon with applications

in many fields of mathematics. In this chapter, we build upon these insights by associat-

ing each histogram to a combinatorial object called a Young diagram, which provides an

elegant framework to answer statistical questions about the EMD and weighted differ-

ence. Much of the work in this chapter has appeared in the author’s preprint [Eria].

3.1 Realizing histograms as Young diagrams

The set Hpm, nq is equivalent (in combinatorial language) to the set of weak inte-

ger compositions of m into n parts, i.e., the subset of Nn consisting of n-tuples whose

components sum to m. We will continue to use the term “histogram” and the symbol

H as a nod to the statistical motivation for the EMD, but the reader is welcome to sub-

stitute the term “composition” whenever it seems more natural. It is well known that

#Hpm, nq “
`m`n´1

m
˘

“
`m`n´1

n´1

˘

, which we can see at once by imagining a histogram as

m indistinguishable data points along with n´ 1 dividers between the n bins: choosing

m locations for the data points (or equivalently n´ 1 locations for the dividers) uniquely

determines a histogram.

A partition ξ of t P N is a weakly decreasing tuple pξ1, . . . , ξkq of positive integers

(parts) that sum to t. Hence the notion of partition is stricter than that of histogram, due to

the weakly-decreasing condition. We call t the size of ξ, which we write either as |ξ| “ t

or ξ $ t. The number of parts is called the length, written `pξq. When convenient, we

pad with 0’s on the right, so that, for example, the partition p5, 3q is considered identical
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to p5, 3, 0, 0, 0q, although in both cases the length is 2. Partitions will play their largest role

in the representation theory of Chapter 4, but they are also part of this early picture, via

their visual avatars known as Young diagrams.

The Young diagram of a partition ξ is an arrangement of cells (boxes), justified along

the left and top edges, whose ith row (from the top) contains ξi cells. For example, if

ξ “ p4, 2, 1q, then its associated Young diagram is shown below:

Terminology carries over from partitions: the size |Y| is the number of cells in a Young

diagram Y, and its length is the number of rows. We also say that the width is the number

of columns, which equals the first part ξ1 of the associated partition.

In algebraic combinatorics, we often consider Young diagrams in which each cell is

filled with a value (usually a positive integer) taken from a certain alphabet. We call

these Young tableaux; moreover, if the values of a Young tableau weakly increase along

rows and strictly increase down columns, then it is said to be a semistandard Young

tableau (SSYT). The partition defining the underlying Young diagram is called the shape

of the tableau. For example, below are all SSYT’s with the shape p2, 1q and the alphabet

r3s “ t1, 2, 3u:
1 1
2

1 1
3

1 2
2

1 2
3

1 3
2

1 3
3

2 2
3

2 3
3

Given an SSYT in the alphabet rns, its content is the n-tuple

pnumber of 1’s, . . . , number of n’sq. (3.1)

For example, the first SSYT displayed above has content p2, 1, 0q, while the second has

content p2, 0, 1q.

We return to Young diagrams. Let Ypm, n´ 1q denote the set of Young diagrams with

length at most m and width at most n´ 1; in other words,

Ypm, n´ 1q “
 

Young diagrams that fit inside an mˆ pn´ 1q rectangle
(

.
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We are especially interested in this set because of the bijection

Hpm, nq ÐÑ Ypm, n´ 1q, (3.2)

which we obtain by letting each data point in bin i contribute a row of length i1 :“ n´ i.

By taking conjugates of Young diagrams (i.e., reflection across the main diagonal), we

have these additional bijective correspondences:

Hpm, nq ÐÑ Ypm, n´ 1q
İ

§

đ

İ

§

đ

Hpn´ 1, m` 1q ÐÑ Ypn´ 1, mq

(3.3)

This duality between the values pm, nq and pn ´ 1, m ` 1q will appear throughout our

results.

To make the correspondence (3.2) more precise, we define the word of a histogram.

For λ P Hpm, nq, define

wpλq :“ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
looooomooooon

λ1 times

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 2
looooomooooon

λ2 times

¨ ¨ ¨ n ¨ ¨ ¨ n
looooomooooon

λn times

,

namely, the unique SSYT of shape pmq with content λ. Recalling our abbreviation i1 :“

n´ i, we also define the “complementary” word

w1
pλq :“ p11, . . . , 11

looomooon

λ1 times

, 21, . . . , 21
looomooon

λ2 times

, . . . , n1, . . . , n1
looomooon

λn times

q,

which is a partition whose size, by (2.3), equals the weighted total tpλq. Since w1pλq is a

partition, it has an associated Young diagram, which we denote by Ypλq. Clearly
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“

tpλq. Moreover, w1pλq has length at most m, and each of its parts is at most 11 “ n ´ 1,

so we have Ypλq P Ypm, n´ 1q. In this way, we can now easily write down the explicit

correspondence in (3.2) as λ ÐÑ Ypλq. Whenever convenient, therefore, we will identify

a histogram λ with the Young diagram Ypλq.
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Remark. We have defined w1pλq only as a means to an end, that end being the Young

diagram Ypλq. It is worth observing that Ypλq is a cumulative histogram of λ, in the

following sense: the length of the ith column of Ypλq equals the mass contained in the

first i1 bins of λ.

Example 3.1. Let λ “ p2, 1, 0, 3, 1q P Hp7, 5q. Then we have

wpλq “ 1 1 2 4 4 4 5 ,

w1
pλq “ p4, 4, 3, 1, 1, 1, 0q,

Ypλq “ .

We observe that tpλq “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“ 14, and clearly Ypλq P Yp7, 4q.

3.2 The RSK correspondence

This section presents a previous result of [BW20], adapted to our notation. Its subject

is the Robinson–Schensted–Knuth (RSK) correspondence, which furnishes a bijection
$

&

%

ordered pairs of SSYT’s
with the same shape,

in the alphabet rns

,

.

-

ÐÑ

! nˆ n matrices
with entries in N

)

.
(3.4)

We will require only a very special case; see [Ful97, Chapter 4] or [Sta99, Sections 7.11–

7.14] for a more complete treatment of this remarkable correspondence. The connection

with the EMD arises from the following idea in [BW20]: given two histograms λ, µ P

Hpm, nq, their words wpλq and wpµq are both SSYT’s with shape pmq in the alphabet rns.

Therefore this pair pwpλq, wpµqq is an element of the left-hand side of (3.4). It turns out

that the matrix corresponding to this pair (via RSK) is an optimal flow matrix F that solves

the Monge problem and thus determines EMDpλ, µq.
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We now describe how this works. In the case of a pair of one-row SSYT’s, the RSK

correspondence is especially easy to implement; this is the only case we will need, since

words of histograms are one-row SSYT’s:

1. Regard wpλq and wpµq as the rows of a 2ˆm matrix Wλ,µ :“
”

wpλq
wpµq

ı

.

2. Construct the n ˆ n matrix F so that Fij equals the number of occurrences of the

column
”

i
j

ı

in Wλ,µ.

3. This F is the RSK image of pwpλq, wpµqq.

We claim that this F is the unique optimal matrix F described in Proposition 2.5. To

prove this, we must first show that F P Fλ,µ with entries in N. But this is obvious from the

RSK construction above: the row-sum and column-sum vectors of F are (respectively) λ

and µ, and hence the sum of all the Fij equals m, with each Fij P N. Finally, we must show

that the support of F is a chain in rns ˆ rns. But since both wpλq and wpµq are weakly

increasing, the columns of Wλ,µ are also weakly increasing when regarded as elements of

rns ˆ rns, and hence form a chain. Since this chain is precisely the support of F, and since

the RSK correspondence is bijective, we are done.

Example 3.2. Let λ “ p1, 7, 0, 1, 1q and µ “ p4, 0, 1, 3, 2q. Then λ, µ P Hp10, 5q. We first

write down their words

wpλq “ 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 5 ,

wpµq “ 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 5 5 ,

which gives us

Wλ,µ “

„

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 5
1 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 5 5



.

Now regarding each of these 10 columns
”

i
j

ı

as the pi, jq position in F, we obtain

F “

»

—

—

—

—

–

1 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
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Observe that the row and column sums of F recover λ and µ respectively, and the support

of F is indeed a chain. Now by inspecting F and ignoring all but its nonzero entries, we

conclude that

EMDpλ, µq “
ÿ

i,j

CijFij “ C11 ¨ 1` C21 ¨ 3` C23 ¨ 1` C24 ¨ 3` C45 ¨ 1` C55 ¨ 1

“ 0p1q ` 1p3q ` 1p1q ` 2p3q ` 1p1q ` 0p1q

“ 11.

As the example illustrates, the full matrix F is actually superfluous for the EMD com-

putation: in practice, rather than constructing the sparse n ˆ n matrix F, we can stop

once we have the 2ˆm matrix Wλ,µ, since the EMD is just the sum of the costs Cij of the

columns
”

i
j

ı

of Wλ,µ. Equivalently, if we regard words as m-dimensional vectors, then the

EMD is just the taxicab distance between wpλq and wpµq. We record these facts for our

use in the following section:

Lemma 3.3. Let λ, µ P Hpm, nq, with Wλ,µ “
”

wpλq
wpµq

ı

“

”

i1 ¨¨¨ im
j1 ¨¨¨ jm

ı

as above. Then we have

EMDpλ, µq “
m
ÿ

k“1

Cik,jk “ d1

´

wpλq, wpµq
¯

.

3.3 EMD as a symmetric difference

Recall that the symmetric difference 4 of two sets X and Y is defined as

X4Y :“ pX ∪ YqzpX ∩ Yq,

the set difference between their union and their intersection. If we regard each Young

diagram in Ypm, n´ 1q as a subset of the full mˆ pn´ 1q rectangle of cells, then it makes

sense to say that a given cell is an element of several different Young diagrams; for ex-

ample, the upper-left cell is an element of every Young diagram except for the empty

diagram. Therefore we can speak of the symmetric difference of two Young diagrams.
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The following proposition is the focal point of this chapter, and is essentially a combina-

torial formulation of the fact (see [RDG11]) that the EMD of two histograms equals the

`1-distance between their cumulative histograms.

Proposition 3.4. Let λ, µ P Hpm, nq. Then EMDpλ, µq “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq4Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have EMDpλ, µq “
řm

k“1 Cik,jk , where
”

ik
jk

ı

is the kth column

of Wλ,µ. Now, we observe that the cost matrix C is invariant under our “complement”

operation i ÞÑ i1 :“ n´ i:

Ci1 j1 “ |i1 ´ j1| “ |pn´ iq ´ pn´ jq| “ |j´ i| “ |i´ j| “ Cij,

and thus we can rewrite Lemma 3.3 as EMDpλ, µq “
ř

k Ci1k,j1k
. But i1k (respectively j1k) is

the kth component of w1pλq (resp. w1pµq), and therefore is the length of the kth row of

Ypλq (resp. Ypµq). Hence Ci1k,j1k
is just the size of the symmetric difference of the kth row of

Ypλq and the kth row of Ypµq. Summing over all m rows of the two Young diagrams, we

conclude that EMDpλ, µq “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq4Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
.

Example 3.5. We return to the histograms from Example 3.2, namely λ “ p1, 7, 0, 1, 1q and

µ “ p4, 0, 1, 3, 2q. We have

w1
pλq “ p4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1, 0q and w1

pµq “ p4, 4, 4, 4, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0q,

and therefore

Ypλq “ and Ypµq “ .

Incidentally, we see that Dpλ, µq “ 26´ 21 “ 5. We have shaded the diagrams red and

blue respectively, to help visualize their symmetric difference, which we represent by the
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set of shaded cells below:

Ypλq4Ypµq “

Counting the shaded cells, we find that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq4Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“ 11, which agrees with our result

for EMDpλ, µq from Example 3.2.

In light of Proposition 3.4, we can now describe not only the weighted difference, but

also the EMD of two histograms, entirely in the language of Young diagrams:

Dpλ, µq “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
´

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
and EMDpλ, µq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq4Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
.

3.4 A generating function

A generating function is a formal power series, in one or more indeterminates, whose

coefficients encode desired information. Generating functions are a powerful combina-

torial tool, especially when the closed formula for a desired sequence is impossible or

impractical to write down. In [Kre20], a recursive definition is given for a generating

function that keeps track of the number of histogram pairs with given EMD and given

weighted totals. (This is a refinement of the generating function for EMD alone, defined

in [BW20].) In light of the previous sections of this thesis, we can reinterpret these data

combinatorially, as the symmetric difference and sizes of certain Young diagram pairs.

It is somewhat surprising that symmetric differences of Young diagrams have not been

studied in the combinatorics literature, and we believe this lends some interest to our

reinterpretation of the generating function from [Kre20].

Because of the recursive nature of the definition in [Kre20], we must formally consider

histogram pairs with unequal numbers of bins (n1 and n2). As noted in [BW20], the EMD

is still defined on Hpm, n1q ˆHpm, n2q since we can append zeros so that all histograms
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are tuples of length maxtn1, n2u. We do not consider the statistical meaning of the EMD

in such a scenario; the unequal bin numbers are just a means to obtain a recursion.

Proposition 3.6. Formally, define

Hn1,n2 “ Hn1,n2pq, x, y, zq :“
8
ÿ

m“0

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

ÿ

λPHpm,n1q,
µPHpm,n2q

qEMDpλ,µqxtpλqytpµq

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

zm. (3.5)

Then we have the recursion

Hn1,n2 “
Hn1´1,n2 ` Hn1,n2´1 ´ Hn1´1,n2´1

1´ qCn1,n2 xn1´1yn2´1z
(3.6)

where H1,1 “
1

1´z , and H0,n2 “ Hn1,0 “ 0.

The proof given in [Kre20] is a specialization of the inclusion–exclusion principle used

in [BW20]. Here, however, we give a short proof entirely in terms of Young diagrams.

Proof. First we reinterpret the generating function (3.5) in terms of Young diagrams, set-

ting X “ Ypλq and Y “ Ypµq:

Hn1,n2pq, x, y, zq “
8
ÿ

m“0

¨

˚

˚

˝

ÿ

XPYpm, n1´1q,
YPYpm, n2´1q

q|X4Y|x|X|y|Y|

˛

‹

‹

‚

zm.

For the base case H1,1 it is clear that Ypm, 0q contains only the empty diagram, so the

coefficient of zm has only one term; since the empty diagram has size 0, the exponents

of x and y in this term are both 0. Moreover, the symmetric difference of two empty

diagrams is also empty, so the exponent of q is also 0. Hence the coefficient of zm in H1,1

is q0x0y0 “ 1, so H1,1 “ 1` z` z2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1
1´z . For the second base case, in which n1 or

n2 is 0, we have Ypm, ´1q “ ∅, since a Young diagram cannot have a negative number of

columns.

Now we consider Hn1,n2 in general. For any pair pX, Yq in the inside sum, the diagram

X has a certain number rX of maximal rows (length n1 ´ 1) at the top, and likewise Y has
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a certain number rY of maximal rows (length n2 ´ 1) at the top. Hence we can remove

r :“ mintrX, rYu maximal rows from each diagram. Since z tracks the number of rows in

each diagram, each removed row-pair had contributed 1 to the exponent of z. Note that

the size of the symmetric difference of a maximal row from X and a maximal row from

Y is exactly |n1 ´ n2| “ Cn1,n2 , so each of the removed row-pairs had contributed Cn1,n2

to the exponent of q. Moreover, each removed row-pair had contributed the size n1 ´ 1

to the exponent of x, and n2 ´ 1 to the exponent of y. Therefore we see that from each

term in Hn1,n2 we can factor out pqCn1,n2 xn1´1yn2´1zqr for some r, leaving us with a pair

of diagrams at least one of which contains no maximal rows; that is, at least one of them can

fit inside a rectangle with one less column than before. Hence, starting with Hn1,n2 and

factoring out the reciprocal of the denominator in (3.6), the remaining terms are precisely

those appearing in Hn1´1,n2 or in Hn1,n2´1. After correcting for double-counting the terms

appearing in both (namely Hn1´1,n2´1), we obtain the numerator of (3.6), and so we are

done.

Example 3.7. We first examine the specific case H2 :“ H2,2, which encodes information

about pairs of diagrams in Ypm, 1q, i.e., diagrams which are single columns of length m.

Either by hand or by software, we use the recursion (3.6) to find

H2 “
1´ q2xyz2

p1´ zqp1´ xyzqp1´ qxzqp1´ qyzq.

We now interpret this in terms of Young diagram pairs. In the denominator, each of the

four factors is the denominator of a geometric series, and corresponds to one of the ways

to build a diagram pair by adding a row to each diagram X and Y: namely, p1´ zq adds an

empty row to both diagrams, p1´ xyzq adds a 1-cell row to both diagrams, p1´ qxzq adds

a 1-cell row to X only (hence contributing 1 to the symmetric difference), and p1´ qyzq

adds a 1-cell row to Y only (again contributing 1 to the symmetric difference). But we

cannot choose just any combination of these four row-pairs and still obtain a pair of Young

diagrams: specifically, we cannot choose row-pairs from both the third and fourth factors,
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since it is impossible for a Young diagram to have a nonempty row below an empty row.

This relation necessitates the numerator term ´q2xyz2, which effectively kills any term in

the series containing the product pqxzqpqyzq.

Example 3.8. For larger values of n, the closed form of Hn :“ Hn,n spills over into several

lines, or pages, of text; an explicit (as opposed to recursive) formula involves an enormous

alternating sum of least common multiples, ranging over the power set of a certain set of

monomials (see the partial order we define below, and consider the set of noncomparable

pairwise products). As an illustrative example, we take n “ 3, corresponding to Young

diagrams in Ypm, 2q, and we inspect the denominator of H3:

p1´ tqp1´ xyzqp1´ x2y2zqp1´ qxzqp1´ qyzqp1´ qx2yzqp1´ qxy2zqp1´ q2x2zqp1´ q2y2zq

Again, each of these factors describes one way to choose a row in each diagram simul-

taneously, where the rows may now contain 0, 1, or 2 cells; notice that the exponent of q

is always the positive difference between those of x and y. But again, we cannot choose

just any combination of row-pairs to build a pair of Young diagrams. This time, the “for-

bidden” combinations seem more daunting to describe; to resolve this, we put a partial

order on monomials (ignoring the exponents of q and z), such that xiyj ĺ xky` if and only

if i ď k and j ď `. We now observe that two given row-pairs can coexist in X and Y

if and only if their monomials are comparable under our partial order. (This is a com-

binatorial translation of the “matrix straightening” from [BW20] via modding out by a

determinantal ideal.) Hence the “forbidden” combinations of factors are precisely those

which contain the product of two noncomparable monomials from the denominator. This

necessitates an alternating sum of terms in the numerator, which (despite many cancella-

tions) quickly becomes intractable as n increases, making the recursive definition the only

viable computational approach.
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The coefficient of z2 in the expansion of H3 is

1` xy` 2x2y2
` x3y3

` x4y4

` qpx` y` 2x2y` 2xy2
` 2x3y2

` 2x2y3
` x4y3

` x3y4
q

` q2
p2x2

` x3y` 2y2
` 2x2y2

` 2x4y2
` xy3

` 2x2y4
q

` q3
px3

` x4y` y3
` xy4

q

` q4
px4

` y4
q.

The reader can verify that these terms indeed encode all 36 ordered pairs of Young dia-

grams fitting inside a 2ˆ 2 rectangle, along with the sizes of the diagrams and the sym-

metric difference between them. (Also compare this with the top-center frequency plot in

Figure 2, where m “ 2 and n “ 3.)

3.5 Plotting D vs. EMD

Consider the generating function Hn :“ Hn,n defined in (3.5), with the recursive for-

mula given in (3.6). If we make the substitution y ÞÑ x´1, then we obtain xtpλqytpµq ÞÑ

xtpλq´tpµq “ xDpλ,µq, so that the exponent of x in each term now keeps track of the weighted

difference D. Programming this modified generating function in Mathematica, we can

then organize the coefficients into two-dimensional frequency plots, with D on the hor-

izontal axis and EMD on the vertical axis. Specifically, for given values of m and n, the

coefficient of zm in Hn is itself a polynomial in x and q, in which the coefficient of xaqb is

the number of histogram pairs in Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq whose weighted difference equals a

and whose EMD equals b. Our code then plots this coefficient of xaqb at the point pa, bq,

giving us a visualization of the distribution of D-values and EMD-values among pairs of

histograms from Hpm, nq. For example, the pair pλ, µq P Hp10, 5q ˆHp10, 5q from Exam-

ple 3.2 had a weighted difference of 5 and an EMD of 11; therefore pλ, µq contributes one

to the point plotted at the coordinates p5, 11q on the lower-right plot in Figure 3.
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We now take the reader on a brief guided tour of these plots, aided by Figures 2 and

3. We also include a three-dimensional rendering in Figure 4. The observations below

provide a sort of dictionary between the statistics of histograms and the combinatorics of

Young diagram pairs; ultimately, in light of Section 3.3, everything below is a statement

about the interplay of two Young diagrams’ symmetric difference with their difference in

size.

Figure 3: Frequency plots for larger values of m and n. Dark blue = minimum and red = maximum.

• By definition, histogram pairs pλ, µq lying further to the right (higher positive D-

values) are more “lopsided” (in terms of weighted total) in favor of λ, and vice versa.

But since the plot is symmetric about the vertical axis, without loss of generality we

can restrict our attention to the right-hand side, i.e., those pairs for which tpλq ě

tpµq. We therefore refer only to the right-hand half of the plots in the remainder of

this list.

• The plot for Hpm, nq is identical to that for Hpn´ 1, m` 1q. (Compare, for instance,

the first two plots in the second row of Figure 2; this is the only redundancy we have

included in the figures.) This duality is not at all obvious a priori from the statistical

definitions of EMD and D, but it is immediate when we consider the conjugates of

Young diagrams, as in (3.3):
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq4Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
and

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
and

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypµq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
are all invariant

under conjugates, so the D-vs.-EMD plots are as well.

• In general, EMD ě D since Ypλq4Ypµq Ě YpλqzYpµq.
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• The values of both EMD and D range from 0 to mpn´ 1q. This is obvious when we

consider the mˆ pn´ 1q rectangle containing every diagram in Ypm, n´ 1q.

• In each plot, the upper-rightmost data point corresponds to the unique pair pλ, µq

such that Ypλq is the full mˆ pn´ 1q rectangle and Ypµq is the empty diagram. Start-

ing from here, moving one unit to the left corresponds to either subtracting one cell

from Ypλq or adding one cell to Ypµq, in such a way that both remain in Ypm, n´ 1q.

• The plots make clear that for any histogram pair, D and EMD have the same par-

ity as each other. This reflects the fact that adding or removing one cell in either

diagram changes the symmetric difference by exactly 1.

• The “tail” along the diagonal on the far right reveals that after a certain threshold

when D is sufficiently large, D and EMD coincide with each other. In the language

of Young diagrams X and Y, this equality |X4Y| “ |X| ´ |Y| implies X Ě Y: thus

for any pair pλ, µq on the diagonal, we have Ypλq Ě Ypµq.

We claim that this threshold is D “ pm ´ 1qpn ´ 2q. To see this, start from the far

right at D “ mpn ´ 1q, where Ypλq is the full rectangle and Ypµq is empty. The

most efficient way to make Ypµq spill outside Ypλq is to remove the m cells from

the rightmost column of Ypλq and to add n´ 1 cells to the top row of Ypµq; at this

point, the cell in the upper-right will belong to Ypµq but not to Ypλq. Therefore,

since moving left from mpn ´ 1q by pm ` n ´ 1q steps takes us to the vertical line

D “ mn´ 2m´ n` 1, the “tail” must begin just to the right of this D-value, namely

D “ mn´ 2m´ n` 2 “ pm´ 1qpn´ 2q.

• We immediately observe that the highest concentration of histogram pairs occurs

relatively close to the origin, on the diagonal. These are pairs in which one Young

diagram contains the other, with a size difference of only a “few” cells. This ob-

servation naturally raises two statistical questions: (1) What proportion of pairs lie

along the diagonals of the plots? (2) Clearly the expected value of D is zero due to
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the symmetry of the plots, but what is the expected value of its absolute value |D|?

(The expected value of EMD has been derived in [BW20].) In the next section, we

answer both these questions using the combinatorics of Young diagrams.

3.6 Statistical answers via Young diagrams

In this section, we use the combinatorics of Young diagams to answer two statistical

questions about histogram pairs:

1. With what probability does EMD “ |D|?

2. What is the expected value of |D|?

3.6.1 Preliminaries: plane partitions

To answer the first question, we will use a generalization of Young diagrams known

as plane partitions. A plane partition is a Young tableau in which the entries weakly

decrease along each row and column. A plane partition is visualized three-dimensionally

by stacking cubes on a Young diagram such that the height above each cell is its integer

entry; for this reason, a plane partition whose underlying Young diagram has at most x

rows and y columns, with entries at most z, is said to fit inside an x ˆ y ˆ z box. The

number of such plane partitions is

PPpx, y, zq “
x
ź

i“1

y
ź

j“1

z
ź

k“1

i` j` k´ 1
i` j` k´ 2.

(3.7)

(This formula was proved by MacMahon in [Mac16]. See also [Sta99, Sections 7.20–22]

for an expansive treatment of the combinatorics of plane partitions.) For our particular

problem, we will appeal to the following specialization:

Lemma 3.9. In the case z “ 2, we have

PPpx, y, 2q “
px` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px` yq ¨ px` 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ px` y` 1q

y!py` 1q!
(3.8)
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where the omitted factors increase by 1.

Proof. Setting z “ 2, we separate (3.7) into two main factors (one for k “ 1 and the other

for k “ 2) and cancel the repeated factors:

PPpx, y, 2q “

¨

˝

ź

i,j

i` j
i` j´ 1

˛

‚

¨

˝

ź

i,j

i` j` 1
i` j

˛

‚ “
ź

i,j

i` j` 1
i` j´ 1.

Now we use induction on x and y to prove that this product is equivalent to (3.8). In the

base case x “ y “ 1, the product above is just the single factor 1`1`1
1`1´1 “ 3, and likewise

the expression in (3.8) is p1`1qp1`2q
1!2! “ 6

2 “ 3. (Note that the second string of factors in the

numerator of (3.8) is the empty product 1 in the case x “ y “ 1.)

To induct on x, assume that (3.8) holds for x´ 1 and y. Then we have

PPpx, y, 2q “
x
ź

i“1

y
ź

j“1

i` j` 1
i` j´ 1

“

y
ź

j“1

x` j` 1
x` j´ 1

¨ PPpx´ 1, y, 2q

“
px` yqpx` y` 1q

pxqpx` 1q
¨
pxq ¨ ¨ ¨ px` y´ 1q ¨ px` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px` yq

y!py` 1q!

“
px` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px` yq ¨ px` 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ px` y` 1q

y!py` 1q!

as in (3.8). The induction on y works out similarly.

Remark. The expression (3.8) can be written more elegantly using the Pochhammer sym-

bol paqb :“ Γpa`bq
Γpaq “ apa` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pa` b´ 1q, as follows: PPpx, y, 2q “

px`1qypx`1qy`1
px`1qy!py`1q! .

3.6.2 Probability that EMD = |D|

As we observed at the end of Section 3.5, there is a relatively high concentration along

the diagonals y “ |x| of our D-vs.-EMD plots. In other words, if we choose an element

uniformly at random from Hpm, nqˆHpm, nq, there is a (perhaps surprisingly) high prob-

ability that its EMD is nothing other than the absolute value of its weighted difference D.

We now determine this probability combinatorially.
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Theorem 3.10. Let pλ, µq P Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq be chosen uniformly at random. Then

P
´

EMDpλ, µq “ |Dpλ, µq|
¯

“
2pm` nq
npm` 1q

´
pn´ 1q!

pm` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` n´ 1q.

Proof. Translating into Young diagrams, we have EMDpλ, µq “ |Dpλ, µq| if and only if

one of the two Young diagrams Ypλq and Ypµq contains the other. We claim that there is a

bijective correspondence
$

’

&

’

%

unordered pairs of Young
diagrams from Ypm, n´ 1q

such that one diagram
contains the other

,

/

.

/

-

ÐÑ

$

&

%

plane partitions
fitting in an

mˆ pn´ 1q ˆ 2 box

,

.

-

.

To see this, consider a pair of diagrams in the left-hand set and superimpose them so that

their upper-left cells coincide. Filling any cell common to both diagrams with a “2,” and

all the others with a “1,” we obtain a plane partition in the right-hand set. In the opposite

direction, starting with a plane partition from the right-hand set, we produce a unique

pair of Young diagrams: the larger diagram is just the underlying diagram of the plane

partition, and the smaller diagram is the collection of cells with the entry “2.”

Therefore the number of unordered histogram pairs such that EMD “ |D| is equal to

PPpm, n´ 1, 2q. By Lemma 3.9, this number is

PPpm, n´ 1, 2q “
pm` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` n´ 1q ¨ pm` 2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` nq

n!pn´ 1q!
.

To find the number of such ordered pairs in Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq, we multiply by 2 to ac-

count for both pairs pλ, µq and pµ, λq, and then correct for the pairs pλ, λq by subtracting

#Hpm, nq “
`m`n´1

n´1

˘

“
pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q

pn´1q! . Hence the number of ordered pairs such that

EMD “ |D| is

2 ¨ PPpm, n´ 1, 2q ´
pm` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` n´ 1q

pn´ 1q!
.
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m
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 1 0.773 0.633 0.544 0.485 0.441 0.409 0.384 0.364
20 1 0.726 0.571 0.476 0.413 0.367 0.333 0.307 0.286
30 1 0.708 0.548 0.452 0.387 0.341 0.306 0.280 0.258
40 1 0.698 0.537 0.439 0.374 0.328 0.293 0.266 0.244
50 1 0.692 0.529 0.431 0.366 0.319 0.284 0.257 0.235
60 1 0.688 0.525 0.426 0.361 0.314 0.279 0.251 0.230
70 1 0.685 0.521 0.423 0.357 0.310 0.275 0.247 0.225
80 1 0.683 0.519 0.420 0.354 0.307 0.272 0.244 0.222
90 1 0.681 0.516 0.418 0.352 0.305 0.269 0.242 0.220
100 1 0.680 0.515 0.416 0.350 0.303 0.267 0.240 0.218

10,000 1 0.667 0.500 0.400 0.333 0.286 0.250 0.222 0.200

Table 1: Values of PpEMD “ |D|q on Hpm, nqˆHpm, nq. Obtained in Mathematica using Theorem
3.10.

Finally, to obtain the probability, we divide by |Hpm, nq|2, and after simplifying we obtain

2 ¨ PPpm, n´ 1, 2q ´ pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q
pn´1q!

´

pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q
pn´1q!

¯2

“

2pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q¨pm`2q¨¨¨pm`nq
n!pn´1q!

´

pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q
pn´1q!

¯2 ´

pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q
pn´1q!

´

pm`1q¨¨¨pm`n´1q
pn´1q!

¯2

“
2pm` nq
npm` 1q

´
pn´ 1q!

pm` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pm` n´ 1q.

See Table 1, which records this probability for selected values of m and n. Moreover,

taking the limit in Theorem 3.10 as m Ñ 8, we immediately observe the following, which

is confirmed by the bottom row of Table 1:

Corollary 3.11. For fixed n, as m Ñ 8, the probability in Theorem 3.10 is asymptotic to 2{n.

Remark. Suppose we define normalized versions of the EMD and weighted total, namely

ČEMDpλ, µq :“
EMDpλ, µq

m
and rtpλq :“

tpλq
m

,
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so that both statistics take values in the interval r0, n ´ 1s. (In this way, rt is a weighted

average; for example, a class GPA.) Then Corollary 3.11 becomes a statement about proba-

bility distributions (rather than discrete histograms) on the set rns. Indeed, both ČEMD and

rt (and therefore rD) have natural analogues on probability distributions on rns, obtained

by letting m Ñ 8. Then for a randomly chosen ordered pair pX, Yq of probability distribu-

tions on rns, we have P
´

ČEMDpX, Yq “ |rDpX, Yq|
¯

“ 2{n. We find it noteworthy that this

probabilistic result is so easily obtained using only the combinatorics of plane partitions.

3.6.3 Expected value of |D|

The second problem from this section was to find the expected value of |Dpλ, µq|,

assuming the uniform distribution on Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq. In order to express this result,

we recall the q-analogue of the binomial coefficients
`a

b
˘

. First we define rasq :“ 1` q `

¨ ¨ ¨ ` qa´1. Then writing rasq! :“ rasqra´ 1sq ¨ ¨ ¨ r1sq, we define the q-binomial coefficient
„

a
b



q
:“

rasq!
rbsq!ra´ bsq!

.

This is actually a polynomial (not just a rational function) in q, which encodes combina-

torial information central to this thesis:
„

m` n´ 1
m



q
“

ÿ

YPYpm, n´1q

q|Y| “
ÿ

λPHpm,nq

qtpλq. (3.9)

The first equality in (3.9) is Proposition 1.7.3 in [Sta12], and the second equality follows

from the fact that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
Ypλq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
“ tpλq. In other words, the coefficient of qt in

“m`n´1
m

‰

q is the

number of Young diagrams in Ypm, n ´ 1q with size t, or equivalently, the number of

histograms in Hpm, nqwith weighted total t.

We will borrow the “plussing” operator r s` from the theory of economic modeling;

this operator, also called a “linear annihilation operator” in [HS80], acts on a Laurent

series in q by annihilating negative powers of q:
«

8
ÿ

k“´8

ckqk

ff

`

:“
8
ÿ

k“0

ckqk.
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(See [HS80, p. 14], and the original Wiener–Kolmogorov prediction formula dating back

to [Wie49, Kol41].)

Theorem 3.12. The expected value of |D| on Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq equals

2
`m`n´1

m
˘2 ¨

d
dq

«

„

m` n´ 1
m



q

„

m` n´ 1
m



q´1

ff

`

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q“1.

Proof. We work inside–out, first using (3.9) to expand the product of the q-binomial coef-

ficients, a Laurent polynomial which we abbreviate by f pqq:

f pqq “
„

m` n´ 1
m



q

„

m` n´ 1
m



q´1
“

ÿ

λPHpm,nq

qtpλq
ÿ

µPHpm,nq

q´tpµq

“
ÿ

λ,µ

qtpλq´tpµq

“
ÿ

λ,µ

qDpλ,µq.

(We observe in passing that f pqq is the generating function for the column sums of our

D-vs.-EMD plots in Section 3.5.) Now applying the plussing operator, we have

r f pqqs` “
ÿ

tpλqětpµq

qDpλ,µq

“
ÿ

kě0

ck qk

where ck “ #tpλ, µq | Dpλ, µq “ ku. Hence

d
dq
r f pqqs` “

ÿ

kě0

pck ¨ kqqk´1

and therefore, since by the symmetry pλ, µq Ø pµ, λqwe must have ck “ c´k, we obtain

d
dq
r f pqqs`

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q“1

“
ÿ

kě0

ck ¨ k

“
ÿ

kě0

c´k ¨ k

“
1
2

ÿ

ką0

#
!

pλ, µq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
|Dpλ, µq| “ k

)

¨ k.
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m
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 0.364 0.266 0.224 0.201 0.185 0.174 0.166 0.159 0.154
20 0.349 0.250 0.208 0.183 0.167 0.155 0.146 0.139 0.133
30 0.344 0.245 0.202 0.177 0.160 0.148 0.139 0.132 0.126
40 0.341 0.242 0.199 0.174 0.157 0.145 0.135 0.128 0.122
50 0.340 0.240 0.197 0.172 0.155 0.143 0.133 0.126 0.119
60 0.339 0.239 0.196 0.171 0.154 0.141 0.132 0.124 0.118
70 0.338 0.238 0.195 0.170 0.153 0.140 0.130 0.123 0.116
80 0.337 0.238 0.194 0.169 0.152 0.139 0.130 0.122 0.115
90 0.337 0.237 0.194 0.168 0.151 0.139 0.129 0.121 0.115

100 0.337 0.237 0.193 0.168 0.151 0.138 0.128 0.121 0.114

Table 2: Expected value of |D| on Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq, unit normalized by dividing by mpn ´ 1q.
Obtained in Mathematica using the combinatorial formula in Theorem 3.12.

(Note that we omit the term corresponding to k “ 0 since it contributes 0 to the sum;

in this way, we avoid the need to correct for double-counting pairs pλ, λq.) Now if we

multiply both sides by 2, then the right-hand side is just the expected value of |Dpλ, µq|

multiplied by #Hpm, nq2, so we are done.

Remark. As before, we can normalize this result by dividing by m, or equivalently, by

using m
?q in place of q. Then the asymptotic as m Ñ 8 equals the expected value of |rD|

on pairs of probability distributions on rns.

Using the combinatorial formula in Theorem 3.12, we can quickly calculate expected

values of |D| in Mathematica. See Table 2, in which we have unit normalized to obtain

values between 0 and 1. For example, from Table 2, we see that the expected GPA differ-

ence for two classes of 30 students equals 4p0.177q “ 0.708. We have double-checked the

values in both Tables 1 and 2 by brute force in Mathematica, for sufficiently small m and

n. Of course, brute force quickly becomes impractical, since (for example) Hp100, 10q ˆ

Hp100, 10q contains approximately 1.8ˆ 1025 pairs; and yet the combinatorial approach

allows us to compute both statistics over all these pairs in just a few seconds.
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3.7 EMD and straightening on Young’s lattice

In this section we express EMD directly in terms of weighted difference D, and thereby

establish the recurring theme of “straightening” in this thesis. The first of several contexts

for this notion is that of Young’s lattice.

The set Y of all Young diagrams admits a partial order, defined by inclusion. Equipped

with this partial order, the poset Y has the structure of a distributive lattice, known as

Young’s lattice. This lattice Y is ranked with respect to the size of Young diagrams, so

that rank X “ |X| for X P Y . As usual, for two lattice elements x, y, we define their join

x_ y to be their least upper bound, and their meet x^ y to be their greatest lower bound.

See [Sta99, Chapter 7]; we provide a truncated picture of the Hasse diagram of Y in Figure

5, up to rank 5, where the ith row from the bottom corresponds to elements of rank i.

Figure 5: Hasse diagram of Young’s lattice Y , shown up to rank 5.

The set Ypm, n ´ 1q forms a sublattice of Y , namely the interval between the empty

diagram and the mˆ pn´ 1q rectangular diagram. We can continue, as we have through-

out this chapter, to regard diagrams in Ypm, n ´ 1q as histograms in Hpm, nq, via the

correspondence λ Ø Ypλq. Under this identification, without risk of confusion, we can

regard Hpm, nq itself as a poset, with partial order induced by that of Ypm, n´1q. Hence it
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makes sense to write (for example) λ_µ, which actually means the histogram ν P Hpm, nq

such that Ypνq “ Ypλq _ Ypµq. It is easy to translate D in terms of Young’s lattice: for

λ, µ P Hpm, nq, we have Dpλ, µq “ rank Ypλq ´ rank Ypµq, namely, the vertical “distance”

between Ypλq and Ypµq on the Hasse diagram of Y . In fact, the lattice structure allows us

to express the EMD entirely in terms of D:

Proposition 3.13. Let λ, µ P Hpm, nq. Then EMDpλ, µq “ Dpλ_ µ, λ^ µq.

Proof. Let X, Y P Ypm, n´1q. Since the partial order on Y is defined by inclusion of Young

diagrams, we have X _Y “ X ∪ Y and X ^Y “ X ∩ Y. On the other hand, by definition

of symmetric difference, we have
ˇ

ˇX4Y
ˇ

ˇ “
ˇ

ˇpX ∪ YqzpX ∩ Yq
ˇ

ˇ “ |X ∪ Y| ´ |X ∩ Y|, since

pX ∪ Yq Ě pX ∩ Yq. Combining this with Proposition 3.4, we conclude that

EMDpλ, µq “
ˇ

ˇYpλq4Ypµq
ˇ

ˇ

“
ˇ

ˇYpλq∪ Ypµq
ˇ

ˇ´
ˇ

ˇYpλq∩ Ypµq
ˇ

ˇ

“ rankpλ_ µq ´ rankpλ^ µq.

As an example, see Figure 5, and assume m ě 3 and n ě 4. Suppose we have high-

lighted Ypλq in blue and Ypµq in red. Since they are one row apart, we have Dpλ, µq “ 1.

We have added darker arrows to illustrate their meet and join; since the meet and join are

three rows apart, we see that EMDpλ, µq “ 3.
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Figure 2: Frequency plots for D vs. EMD.
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Figure 4: A three-dimensional rendering of (the right half of) the plot for m “ 10 and n “ 4 (dually,
for m “ 3 and n “ 11), seen from three angles.
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4 THE EMD AND THE FIRST WALLACH REPRESENTATION

In this chapter, we interpret the EMD in the context of the representation theory of

the special indefinite unitary group SUpp, qq. In particular we study a certain infinite-

dimensional module known as the first Wallach representation. Our main result in this

chapter is Theorem 4.15, which states that in the context of the first Wallach representa-

tion, the second fundamental theorem of classical invariant theory is an analogue of the

northwest corner rule from Section 2.3. In addition, we simplify the issue of partial match-

ing (i.e., the EMD for unequal histogram masses) by viewing the problem through the lens

of Howe duality, and “separating variables” into invariant and harmonic components.

4.1 SU(p,q) and other classical groups

Let Mn,k denote the set of complex n ˆ k matrices, and Mn :“ Mn,n. We begin by

recalling the general linear group GLn “ tg P Mn | det g ‰ 0u of invertible nˆ n matrices

under matrix multiplication. The special linear group SLn “ tg P GLn | det g “ 1u is the

subgroup of matrices with unit determinant. Both GLn and SLn are examples of complex

Lie groups, meaning that each has the structure of a complex manifold on which the

group multiplication and inversion maps are holomorphic.

Next we define the unitary group Un “ Upnq “ tg P GLn | g˚ Ig “ Iu, where g˚ “ gT

denotes the conjugate transpose. Hence elements of Un preserve the standard Hermitian

form on Cn given by pv, wq “ v ˚w.

Now let Ip (respectively Iq) denote the pˆ p (respectively qˆ q) identity matrix. Writ-

ing Ipq “
”

Ip 0
0 ´Iq

ı

, we can define the indefinite unitary group of signature pp, qq:

Upp, qq “
!

g P GLp`q

∣∣∣ g˚pIpqqg “ Ipq

)

.

More intuitively, elements of Upp, qq are linear transformations preserving the Hermitian
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form on Cp`q given by pv, wq “ v˚pIpqqw. Even more explicitly, we have

Upp, qq “
"

g “
“

A B
C D

‰

P GLp`q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

g´1
“

”

A˚ ´C˚
´B˚ D˚

ı

*

. (4.1)

Finally, the special indefinite unitary group is SUpp, qq “ Upp, qq∩ SLp`q.

The groups Un, Upp, qq, and SUpp, qq are examples of real Lie groups, meaning that

each has the structure of a (real) differentiable manifold on which the group multipli-

cation and inversion maps are differentiable. As a topological space, Un is compact,

while SUpp, qq is noncompact; nevertheless, SUpp, qq contains a maximal compact sub-

group SpUpˆUqq, where the “S” denotes the unit-determinant condition, realized block-

diagonally as follows:

SpUpˆUqq “

"

“

A 0
0 B

‰

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

A P Up, B P Uq, det A det B “ 1
*

. (4.2)

In general, given a real Lie group G0, the maximal compact subgroup is typically denoted

by K0.

Example 4.1. Let p “ q “ 1. Then we see from (4.1) that

SUp1, 1q “
"

”

a b
b a

ı

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

a, b P C with |a|2 ´ |b|2 “ 1
*

.

The group G0 “ SUp1, 1q is the isometry group of the Poincaré disk D “
!

z P C
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
|z| ă 1

)

,

acting transitively by Möbius transformations. Moreover,

K0 “ SpU1ˆU1q “
!

“

a 0
0 a

‰

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
|a| “ 1

)

– U1

is the stabilizer of the point 0, so we have G0{K0 – D. In general, G0{K0 is called a

symmetric space.

Given a Lie group G, its Lie algebra LiepGq is the vector space of left-invariant vector

fields on G, equipped with the commutator bracket. The Lie algebra of a real Lie group

is a real vector space, while that of a complex Lie group is complex. Since a left-invariant

vector field is determined by its value at the identity element of G, we can identify the Lie

algebra with the tangent space at the identity.
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We briefly recall the Lie algebras of the groups above. In each case, the Lie algebra is

a space of matrices equipped with the commutator bracket rX, Ys “ XY´YX.

• LiepGLnq “ gln “ tX P Mnu.

• LiepSLnq “ sln “ tX P Mn | trpXq “ 0u.

• LiepUnq “ un “ tX P gln | X˚ ` X “ 0u.

• LiepUpp, qqq “ upp, qq “
!

“

A B
B˚ D

‰

P slp`q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
A P up, D P uq

)

.

• LiepSUpp, qqq “ supp, qq “ upp, qq∩ slp`q.

• LiepSpUpˆUqqq “ spup ‘ uqq “
!

“

A 0
0 B

‰

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
A P up, B P uq, trpAq ` trpBq “ 0

)

.

The Lie algebras gln and sln are complex (i.e., as vector spaces), whereas the other

four are real. Since we will treat complex representations of these Lie algebras, it is most

convenient to deal with their complexified versions. Specifically, given a real Lie algebra

g0, its complexification is defined to be gC0 “ C bR g0 – g0 ‘ ig0. We then have the

following relationships:

• uCn “ gln.

• upp, qqC “ glp`q.

• supp, qqC “ slp`q.

• spup ‘ uqq
C “ spglp ‘ glqq, embedded block-diagonally as above.

If LiepG0q
C “ LiepGq, then we also say that the complex group G is the complexification

of the real group G0.
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4.2 Preliminaries in representation theory

This section collects the notions from representation theory which we will need in the

rest of the thesis; readers familiar with the subject can proceed directly to Section 4.3. The

material in this section can be found in any standard reference on representation theory,

such as [GW09], [FH91], or [Hum72], among the scores of others.

4.2.1 Roots and weights

Let G be a simple linear algebraic group over C, i.e., a subgroup of GLn defined by

polynomial equations. Let H – pCˆqr Ă G be a maximal algebraic torus; we call r the

rank of G or of its Lie algebra g. Let B be a choice of a Borel subgroup (i.e., a maximal

connected solvable algebraic subgroup), with T Ă B Ă G. In turn, we let g, h, and b

denote the Lie algebras of G, H, and B, respectively; this makes h a choice of a Cartan

subalgebra of g.

Example 4.2. Let G “ SLn, defined by the polynomial equation det “ 1. In this case, we

choose H to be the subgroup of unit-determinant diagonal matrices, so that r “ n ´ 1.

We choose B to be the subgroup of upper-triangular matrices. Then h Ă g is the subalge-

bra of trace-zero diagonal matrices, and b the subalgebra of trace-zero upper-triangular

matrices.

Let g be a semisimple complex Lie algebra (i.e., a direct sum of simple Lie algebras).

A weight is an element of h˚, i.e., a linear functional on the Cartan subalgebra h. Defining

ad : g ÝÑ Endpgq by pad xqpyq “ rx, ys for x, y P g, we have the standard fact that the

operators in adphq are simultaneously diagonalizable, and hence there is a direct sum

decomposition g “
À

αPh˚ gα, where gα “ tx P g | rh, xs “ αphqx for all h P hu. The space

gα is nonzero for only finitely many α P h˚. If gα ‰ t0u and α ‰ 0, then α is called a

root, and gα the corresponding root space. Each root space is one-dimensional (since h

is abelian). We denote by Φ :“ Φpg, hq the set of roots (or the root system) for the pair
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pg, hq. (It is a fundamental result, due mainly to the work of Wilhelm Killing and Elie

Cartan, that the root system Φ completely characterizes the semisimple Lie algebra g.)

Since h “ g0, we obtain g “ h ‘
À

αPΦ gα. Furthermore, the choice of B induces a set

partition Φ “ Φ` \ Φ´ such that
À

αPΦ` gα Ă b, where Φ´ “ ´Φ`. We call Φ` and

Φ´ the sets of positive and negative roots, respectively. A set of simple roots is a subset

Π “ tα1, . . . , αru Ă Φ` such that every positive root can be written as a unique N-linear

combination of the αi. Then Π is in fact a basis for h˚. We denote by ΛR the root lattice

ZΠ generated additively by the simple roots.

For each α P Φ`, there exist unique eα P gα and fα P g´α such that hα :“ reα, fαs

satisfies the equation αphαq “ 2; this hα is called the coroot of α. The set thα1 , . . . , hαn´1u is

a basis for h, and its dual basis for h˚ is the set tv1, . . . , vn´1u of fundamental weights:

hence viphαjq “ δij. Finally, we denote by Ppgq the set of integral weights, namely, Z-

linear combinations of the fundamental weights vi; likewise, P`pgq denotes the subset of

dominant integral weights, namely, N-linear combinations of the vi. (In the literature,

Ppgq and P`pgq are often denoted by Λ and Λ` as well.)

Example 4.3. We continue with the example g “ sln, in which Φ is known as the Type-A

root system, or more specifically Φ “ An´1 (since we have already seen that r “ n´ 1):

• We have h – th P Cn | h1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hn “ 0u, via diagph1, . . . , hnq ÞÑ h.

• We define the weight εi : diagph1, . . . , hnq ÞÝÑ hi, for i “ 1, . . . , n.

• We thus write elements of h˚ as n-tuples in the standard (or “epsilon”) coordinates.

Hence pa1, . . . , anq “ a1ε1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anεn. Note that ε1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εn “ 0 P h˚, and so

elements of h˚ are actually equivalence classes of n-tuples. For example, p1, 1, 0q “
´

1
3 , 1

3 ,´2
3

¯

.

• We have the positive roots Φ` “ tεi ´ ε j | 1 ď i ă j ď nu.
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• We have the root space gεi´ε j “ CEij, where Eij is the matrix with 1 in the pi, jq

position and 0’s elsewhere.

• We have the simple roots Π “ tα1, . . . , αn´1u, where αi “ εi ´ εi`1.

• We have the coroots hαi “ Eii ´ Ei`1,i`1, for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.

• We have the fundamental weights vi “

i
ÿ

k“1

εk “ p1, . . . , 1
loomoon

i

, 0, . . . , 0q P h˚.

Example 4.4. The root system Φ “ An´1 is associated with gln as well as sln. Although

gln is not semisimple (having a nontrivial center, namely the ideal of scalar matrices),

nonetheless it will be convenient for us (in lining up histograms with weights) to consider

Ppglnq rather than Ppslnq. This is because for gln we do not have the relation ε1` ¨ ¨ ¨` εn “

0, resulting in the following natural descriptions for weights:

• We have integral weights Ppglnq “ ta1ε1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anεn | ai P Zu – Zn.

• We have dominant integral weights P`pglnq “ ta1ε1` ¨ ¨ ¨` anεn | a1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě an P Zu.

By the term “Type A,” therefore, we refer to any of the following: the groups SLn

or GLn, the Lie algebras sln or gln, or the real forms SUn, Un, SUpp, qq, Upp, qq and their

Lie algebras. In the context of the EMD we will work almost exclusively in the Type-

A root system, but in Sections 5.3–5.4 we will have reason to consider Types B and C,

associated with the special orthogonal Lie algebra sop2n ` 1,Cq and the symplectic Lie

algebra spp2n,Cq respectively.

4.2.2 Representations

A representation of a group G on a complex vector space V is a homomorphism

π : G ÝÑ AutpVq. When G is a Lie group, a finite-dimensional representation π induces

a Lie algebra homomorphism dπ : LiepGq ÝÑ EndpVq, which is also called a represen-

tation of LiepGq on V. Letting g “ LiepGq, we then say that G (or g) “acts on” V, which
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we therefore call a G-module (or a g-module); furthermore, we abbreviate πpgqpvq and

dπpxqpvq by the simpler notation g ¨ v and x ¨ v, respectively. We also often speak of V it-

self as a representation of G or g, when the action via π is understood. We also sometimes

say that V is a model for the representation π. A G-module (or g-module) V is called

irreducible if t0u and V are the only subspaces that are stable under the group (or Lie

algebra) action. Two representations pπ, Vq and pπ1, V1q are called equivalent if there is a

linear isomorphism V ÝÑ V1 that commutes with the G-action.

For the following discussion, it is most natural to work at the level of the Lie algebra,

and then extend the results to the group level. Let V be a representation of g. Then for

λ P h˚, we define

Vλ :“
!

v P V
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
h ¨ v “ λphqv for all h P h

)

.

If Vλ ‰ t0u, then we say that λ is a weight of V, and we call Vλ the weight space of V

with weight λ. When V is finite-dimensional, we have a weight space decomposition

V “
À

λPh˚ Vλ.

Remark. Our use of the letters λ and µ is no accident — one of the themes of this chapter

(and even more so of Chapter 5) is viewing histograms in Hpm, nq as elements of Ppglnq.

The set of integral weights admits a partial order as follows: for λ, µ P Ppgq, we have

λ ľ µ if and only if λ ´ µ is an N-linear combination of positive roots (equivalently, of

simple roots). We say that ξ is the highest weight of a g-module V if ξ ą λ for any other

weights λ of V. On the other hand, a highest-weight representation is defined to be a

g-module that is generated by a weight vector v ‰ 0, such that v is killed by the action of

all positive root spaces in g. These two seemingly disparate notions are tied together by

the theorem of the highest weight:

• For any semisimple Lie algebra g, and ξ P P`pgq, there is a unique (up to equiva-

lence) irreducible finite-dimensional representation of g with highest weight ξ.
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• Conversely, every irreducible finite-dimensional representation of g is a highest-

weight representation with highest weight in P`pgq.

Therefore, the irreducible finite-dimensional representations of g are indexed (up to equiv-

alence) by their highest weights, i.e., by the set P`pgq.

Now consider the ring ZrPpgqs of formal Z-linear combinations of integral weights:

ZrPpgqs “
!

finite sums
ÿ

λPPpgq

mλeλ
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
mλ P Z

)

.

Note that we write a weight λ using the formal symbol eλ; this is (in part) to avoid con-

fusion between the natural additive structure of Ppgq and that of ZrPpgqs. For a finite-

dimensional representation V of g, we define the character as follows:

chg V :“
ÿ

λPPpgq

pdim Vλq eλ,

where dim Vλ is also called the multiplicity of the weight λ in V. (We often suppress the

subscript g from chg if the Lie algebra action is understood from context.) The exponential

notation is especially motivated by the way the ring operations mirror the direct sum and

tensor product of representations:

chpV ‘Wq “ ch V ` ch W, chpV bWq “ ch V ch W.

4.2.3 Important examples in Type A

Example 4.5. Let g “ sl2. Then g has just one fundamental weight v1 “ ε1, and so

P`pgq “ taεi | a P Nu. Hence there is one irreducible g-module for each natural number.

As it turns out, the representation with highest weight n´ 1 :“ pn´ 1qε1 is a vector space

of dimension n, which decomposes into one-dimensional weight spaces Vn´1 ‘ Vn´3 ‘

¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V3´n ‘ V1´n. There is a combinatorial device to express the character of this irre-

ducible sl2-module, namely another guise of the q-binomial coefficients we encountered

in Section 3.6.3: specifically, we define pnqq :“ qn´1 ` qn´3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q3´n ` q1´n. Then by
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identifying q with eε1 , we see that pnqq equals the character of the n-dimensional irre-

ducible representation of sl2. (We develop these q-binomial coefficients further in Exam-

ple 4.10.)

Example 4.6. Let g “ gln. Then we write Fξ
n to denote the irreducible representation of gln

with highest weight ξ, where ξ is a weakly-decreasing n-tuple of integers. In general, Fξ
n

is a rational representation of the group GLn, and if the ξi are all nonnegative (i.e., if ξ is a

partition), then Fξ
n is a polynomial representation of GLn. (“Rational” and “polynomial”

refer to the matrix entry functions in the image of the representation, in terms of the

coordinate functions on GLn.) Note that any weakly decreasing n-tuple ξ can be written

as a pair rξ`, ξ´s of partitions ξ` and ξ´, of lengths a and b respectively (where a` b ď n),

by setting

ξ “ rξ`, ξ´s :“ pξ`1 , . . . , ξ`a , 0, . . . , 0,´ξ´b , . . . ,´ξ´1 q. (4.3)

For example, if ξ “ p5, 2, 0, 0,´1,´3,´4q, then ξ` “ p5, 2q and ξ´ “ p4, 3, 1q.

Example 4.7. Again let G “ GLn and g “ gln. The trivial representation is the one-

dimensional space C where g ¨ v “ v (respectively, x ¨ v “ 0) for g P G (respectively, for

x P g), and all v P C. Clearly the highest weight is 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q. We therefore denote the

trivial representation either as 1 or as F0
n . Moreover, we have ch1 “ e0 “ 1.

Example 4.8. Again G “ GLn and g “ gln. Then Cn is the defining representation, on

which G and g each act by matrix multiplication. Note that the standard basis vector ei P

Cn is a vector of weight εi, and hence the highest weight is ε1. Therefore Cn “ Fp1,0,...,0q
n ,

and chCn “
řn

i“1 eεi .

Example 4.9. This example will be central in Sections 4.6, 4.7, and 5.2, each for different

reasons. Let pmq :“ pm, 0, . . . , 0q P P`pglnq. Then Fpmqn – SmpCnq, the mth symmetric

power of the defining representation. Moreover, the character of Fpmqn is the complete

homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree m in n variables:

ch Fpmqn “ hmpxq :“
ÿ

λ1`¨¨¨`λn“m

xλ1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xλn

n , (4.4)
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where xi “ eεi . From this, we can see that Fpmqn – SmpCnq has a basis of distinct weight

vectors, in natural bijective correspondence with the set Hpm, nq of histograms. In this

way, Fpmqn is the representation-theoretic analogue of Hpm, nq, a fact that underlies much

of the next two chapters.

Example 4.10. As a final example, we return to g “ sl2. Let Fn´1
2 – Cn denote the n-

dimensional irreducible representation of g from Example 4.5. Now we consider SmpFn´1
2 q,

on which sl2 also acts irreducibly, and we seek to write down its character. Recalling the

second guise of q-binomial coefficients from Example 4.5, we can write paqq! :“ paqq ¨ ¨ ¨ p1qq.

Then we define
ˆ

a
b

˙

q
:“

paqq!
pbqq!pa´ bqq!

.

This is a Laurent polynomial, invariant under q ÐÑ q´1. More to the point, we have the

following identity:

chsl2 Sm
pFn´1

2 q “

ˆ

m` n´ 1
m

˙

q,
(4.5)

where again q “ eε1 . (See Theorem 4.1.20 in [GW09].) In Chapter 6 we will need the

following conversion between the two guises of q-binomial coefficients:

ˆ

m` n´ 1
m

˙

q
“ q´mpn´1q

„

m` n´ 1
m



q2.
(4.6)

4.3 The first Wallach representation of supp, qq

The purpose of this section is to explain the representation-theoretic interest in a cer-

tain infinite-dimensional module that naturally models histogram pairs. The discussion

is fairly technical, but the reader may skip to the next section without serious loss of con-

tinuity.
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Real form Complexification
G0 “ SUpp, qq G “ SLp`q
g0 “ supp, qq g “ slp`q

K0 “ SpUpˆUqq K “ SpGLpˆGLqq

k0 “ spup ‘ uqq k “ spglp ‘ glqq

Table 3: Notation for the groups and Lie algebras associated with Hermitian symmetric pairs in
Type A.

4.3.1 Hermitian symmetric pairs: Type A

Throughout this section, we appeal to the general theory of Hermitian symmetric

pairs. (See [EHP14] for a thorough exposition of the theory, which we adopt as our per-

spective here.) Given a real simple noncompact group G0 and subgroup K0, the pair

pG0, K0q is called an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair of noncompact type if G0{K0

is a noncompact symmetric space admitting a complex structure on which G0 acts by bi-

holomorphic transformations. There are seven families of such pairs; in this chapter we

will single out the Type-A case, where G0 “ SUpp, qq, with K0 “ SpUpˆUqq Ă G0 embed-

ded block-diagonally as in (4.2). In Example 4.1, where p “ q “ 1, we already observed

that G0{K0 was a noncompact symmetric space (namely the Poincaré disk D) admitting

the requisite G0-action. In Table 3, we recall the notation for the various groups and Lie

algebras associated with Hermitian symmetric pairs in Type A.

Figure 6: The embedding k “ spglp ‘ glqq Ă g “ slp`q, with unique noncompact simple root αp.

Let h Ă k Ă g be the usual choice of Cartan subalgebra consisting of diagonal matrices.
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We observe from Figure 6 the Type-A Cartan decomposition

g “ k ‘ p` ‘ p´

slp`q “ spglp ‘ glqq ‘ Mp,q ‘ Mq,p

(4.7)

where p` and p´ are the upper-right and lower-left block-embeddings, respectively. For

each root α P Φ, we call α a compact root if gα Ă k, and a noncompact root if gα Ă p.

In Type A, since k embeds block-diagonally, we see from Figure 6 that αp is the unique

noncompact simple root. (In fact, the existence of a unique noncompact simple root can

be taken as an equivalent definition of a Hermitian symmetric pair.) We see further that

the compact roots in Type A are

 

˘pεi ´ ε jq | 1 ď i ă j ď p or p ă i ă j ď p` q
(

. (4.8)

4.3.2 Definition of the Wallach representations

The exposition below closely follows that in [Wal79, EW04, EH04]. The distinguished

weight ζ is defined to be the fundamental weight of g that is orthogonal to all compact

roots. Inspecting (4.8), we see that in Type A,

ζ “ p1, . . . , 1
loomoon

p

, 0, . . . , 0
loomoon

q

q “ vp.

In the general theory, to each family of Hermitian symmetric pairs is associated a certain

constant c; in Type A, we have c “ 1. We let r denote the rank of the symmetric space

G0{K0; in Type A, we have r “ mintp, qu.

For ξ P P`pkq, we can define the generalized (or parabolic) Verma module

Mξ :“ Upgq bUpqq Vξ

– Spp´q bVξ , (4.9)

where Vξ is the irreducible finite-dimensional k-module with highest weight ξ. Then Mξ

is a Upgq-module, and Lξ is defined to be the unique irreducible quotient of Mξ .
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Definition 4.11. Let pG0, K0q be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric pair. For 1 ď k ă r,

the kth Wallach representation of g0 is the g-module Wk :“ L´kcζ . Specifically, in Type A,

the kth Wallach representation of supp, qq is

Wk “ Lp´k,...,´k,0,...,0q.

Remark. The Wallach representations are significant in that they were constructed in

[Wal79] as analytic continuations of holomorphic discrete series representations; see the

end of the introduction to this thesis for the analytical motivation behind the discrete

series.

The complex group K acts on p` with finitely many orbits, whose closures form a

chain of varieties

0 “ Y0 Ă Y1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Yr “ p`.

The key fact (see [DES91, Jos92, Wal79]) is that the ideal

IpYkq :“
!

f P Crp`s
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
f pXq “ 0 for all X P Yk

)

,

when viewed as an Spp´q-module, is the annihilator of Wk. It follows that as g-modules,

we have Wk – CrYks. In Type A, the closed orbits Yk are the determinantal varieties

Yk “ Mďk
p,q :“

 

X P Mp,q | rank X ď k
(

.

We therefore have the following realization of the Wallach representations in Type A. (We

will encounter a second in Section 4.6.)

Proposition 4.12. As supp, qq-modules, we have Wk – CrMďk
p,qs.

In the context of the EMD, we will restrict our attention to the k “ 1 case; then the

first Wallach representation W1 of supp, qq is isomorphic to CrMď1
p,qs. Letting zij denote the

natural coordinate functions on Mp,q, we conclude that IpMď1
p,qq is the determinantal ideal

generated by all 2ˆ 2 minors:

IpMď1
p,qq “ xzijzI J ´ zI jzi JyiăI, jăJ.
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Therefore we now have

W1 – CrMď1
p,qs “ Crzijs

M

xzijzI J ´ zI jzi Jy.

As a result, in CrMď1
p,qs, we can replace any products of the form zI jzi J by zijzI J . Thus we

say that CrMď1
p,qs has a standard monomial theory, i.e., a monomial basis given by

!

zi1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zim,jm

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
m P N, pi1, j1q ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ pim, jmqw.r.t. product order on rps ˆ rqs

)

. (4.10)

Remark. For fixed m, the basis above should remind the reader of Proposition 2.5, which

characterized the optimal flow matrix for the Monge problem as a matrix whose entries

sum to m, with support in a chain. Indeed, the relations zijzI J ´ zI jzi J cutting out the

determinantal variety are a ring-theoretic analogue of “minimizing work” as in Section

2.3: just as an optimal flow matrix F can be constructed such that FI j and Fi J are never both

nonzero, so here a monomial in CrMď1
p,qs can always be written such that the exponent of

zI j and the exponent of zi J are never both nonzero. We will pursue this connection in

Section 4.6.

4.4 Howe duality in Type A

We have just seen that CrMďk
p,qs affords a model for the kth Wallach representation Wk in

Type A. In this section, we describe the Type-A Howe duality setting in classical invariant

theory, which is the “natural habitat” of a second model for Wk. These two realizations

of Wk will ultimately allow us (in Theorem 4.15) to recast the northwest corner rule from

Section 2.3 in the language of representation theory. The main result in Chapter 7 will also

depend heavily upon this section. We largely follow the exposition in [HTW05, Section

3].

Fix k, p, q P N, and let

V “ Mk,p‘Mk,q . (4.11)

(For reasons that will become clear, we purposely reuse the “k” that parametrized the kth

Wallach representation in the previous section.) The pair pUk, Upp, qqq is called a compact
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dual pair, since the first element is a compact group, and since the two groups centralize

each other as subgroups of the symplectic group Spp2kpp ` qq,Rq. We are interested in

the action of the dual pair pUk, Upp, qqq on the coordinate ring CrVs. It will be convenient

to consider instead the complexification GLk of the first group, and the complexified Lie

algebra glp`q of the second group. This will allow us to avoid technicalities involving

a covering group of Upp, qq. Hence, we consider the pair pGLk, glp`qq and its action on

CrVs. We will denote an element of V by an ordered pair pX, Yq, and when we have need

of coordinates, we will let xij denote the natural coordinate functions on Mk,p, and yij

those on Mk,q.

The group GLk acts by matrix multiplication on the second summand Mk,q of V, and

by the inverse transpose (denoted by the superscript ´T) on the first summand Mk,p:

g ¨ pX, Yq “ pg´TX, gYq. (4.12)

In classical invariant theory, this is the natural action obtained by regarding Mk,q as the

sum of q copies of the defining representation Ck, and Mk,p as the sum of p copies of the

dual representation pCkq˚. The action (4.12) induces the usual action on CrVs via

g ¨ f pX, Yq “ f pgTX, g´1Yq. (4.13)

This classical action of GLk on CrVs extends to the Weyl algebra DpVq of polynomial-

coefficient differential operators onCrVs; in particular, GLk normalizesDpVq inside EndpCrVsq.

Let DpVqGLk be the GLk-invariant subalgebra, i.e., the subalgebra containing those op-

erators that commute with the GLk-action on CrVs. Then DpVqGLk is generated (as an

algebra) by a subset which is isomorphic to glp`q as a Lie algebra.

For future reference, we now explicitly describe this glp`q-action on CrVs. (This was

written out in [CEW22, Section 2].) Let xij and yij denote the coordinate functions on

a pair of matrices pX, Yq P V, and consider a pp ` qq ˆ pp ` qq matrix D of differential
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operators

D “

»

–

´kxpj, iq ∆pi, jq

´hpj, iq kypi, jq

fi

fl

,

(4.14)

written in 2 ˆ 2 block form, where the indexing begins at p1, 1q within each individual

block, and where

• kxpi, jq “
řk

`“1 x`i
B
Bx`j

` kδij (shifted Euler operators), for 1 ď i, j ď p;

• kypi, jq “
řk

`“1 y`i
B
By`j

(Euler operators), for 1 ď i, j ď q;

• ∆pi, jq “
řk

`“1
B2

Bx`iBy`j
(raising operators), for 1 ď i ď p and 1 ď j ď q;

• hpi, jq “
řk

`“1 x`iy`j (lowering operators), for 1 ď i ď q and 1 ď j ď p.

(For the original analytic picture, see [KV78, p. 33].) The pp` qq2 operators in D generate

DpVqGLk , and they form a basis for a Lie algebra isomorphic to glp`q as follows. Let

Eij P glp`q denote the matrix with 1 in the pi, jq position and 0’s elsewhere. Then the map

Eij ÞÑ Dij extends to a homomorphism of Lie algebras glp`q Ñ DpVqGLk , and glp`q acts on

CrVs via its image in DpVqGLk .

The fact that glp`q generates DpVqGLk implies the following Howe duality decompo-

sition as a module for GLkˆglp`q:

CrVs –
à

ξ

Fξ
k b

rFξ
p,q (4.15)

where

• ξ ranges over a certain subset of the highest weights (which we will clarify below)

indexing the rational representations of GLk.

• Fξ
k is the rational representation of GLk with highest weight ξ.

• rFξ
p,q is an infinite-dimensional glp`q-module uniquely determined by ξ.
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To begin to connect this picture with the Wallach representations from Section 4.3, we

consider the restriction of the action of Upp, qq to G0 “ SUpp, qq, and therefore of upp, qq to

g0 “ supp, qq, and of glp`q to g “ slp`q (with notation as in Section 4.3). In this way, rFξ
p,q is

a g-module.

4.5 Classical invariant theory: FFT and SFT for GLk

With CrVs as in the previous section, we denote the GLk-invariant subalgebra by

CrVsGLk :“
!

f P CrVs
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
g ¨ f pX, Yq “ f pX, Yq, for all g P GLk and pX, Yq P V

)

.

This invariant subalgebra has an especially nice description, thanks to Hermann Weyl’s

first and second fundamental theorems (FFT and SFT) of classical invariant theory [Wey39].

Theorem 4.13 (FFT for GLk). The invariant subalgebra CrVsGLk is generated by the quadratic

functions

rij :“
k
ÿ

`“1

x`iy`j (4.16)

for i P rps and j P rqs.

We can easily see this invariance by recognizing rij as the dot product of the two col-

umn vectors xi and yj: namely, rij “ pxi, yjq “ xT
i yj. Under the action of g P GLk in (4.13),

we have g ¨ rij “ pgTxi, g´1yjq “ pgTxiq
Tg´1yj “ xT

i gg´1yj “ xT
i yj “ pxi, yjq “ rij, and so

the invariance of the rij is clear. See [GW09, Theorem 5.2.1] for the full proof, including

the fact that the rij indeed generate CrVsGLk . While the FFT describes the generators of

CrVsGLk , the SFT describes the relations among them, which are precisely the determi-

nants of all pk` 1q ˆ pk` 1qminors, if we regard the rij as entries of a pˆ q matrix.

Theorem 4.14 (SFT for GLk). Let zij be the natural coordinate functions on Mp,q. We have an

algebra isomorphism ϕ : CrVsGLk ÝÑ CrMďk
p,qs, given by ϕ : rij ÞÝÑ zij.

(See [GW09, Theorem 5.2.2].) In light of Proposition 4.12, the isomorphism ϕ maps

CrVsGLk to a model for the kth Wallach representation Wk. But in fact, from the perspective
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of the Howe duality decomposition (4.15), we can make the identification CrVsGLk “ rF0
p,q,

since the corresponding GLk-module F0
k is the trivial representation. Hence we can restate

the SFT as an algebra isomorphism between two different models of Wk:

ϕ : rF0
p,q ÝÑ CrMďk

p,qs (4.17)

rij ÞÝÑ zij.

In the next section, we will see that when k “ 1, this isomorphism ϕ is actually the

representation-theoretic analogue of the northwest corner rule from Section 2.3, which

started with a pair of histograms and output an optimal flow matrix F to solve the Monge

problem and hence determine the EMD.

4.6 The first Wallach representation and the northwest corner rule

To uncover the connection to the EMD, we adopt the following specializations for the

remainder of the chapter:

• We set k “ 1; hence GLk “ GL1 “ Cˆ, so ξ P Z. In particular, we now write the zero

weight for GL1 as 0 rather than 0.

• We set p “ q, and rename both as the single parameter n. (This is meant to echo the

“n” that denoted the number of histogram bins in previous chapters.)

Having set the Howe duality parameters pk, p, qq “ p1, n, nq, we now have

V “ M1,n‘M1,n

and thus in CrVswe can suppress the first index in our variables:

CrVs “ Crx, ys :“ Crx1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yns,

where the GL1-action (4.13) on the coordinate functions is given by g ¨ xi “ gxi and g ¨ yi “

g´1yi, for g P Cˆ. The definition of the invariant generators rij from (4.16) can thus be
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simplified as

rij “ xiyj, i, j P rns. (4.18)

Crucially, we can now identify a pair of n-bin histograms with an exponent vector, and so

we can write monomials in CrVs as follows:

xλyµ :“ xλ1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xλn

n yµ1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ y

µn
n .

In this way, we can decompose rF0
n,n into one-dimensional subspaces corresponding to

histogram pairs of equal mass:1

rF0
n,n “ Crxiyjs “

à

mPN

¨

˝

à

λ,µPHpm,nq
Cxλyµ

˛

‚.

We are now equipped to state the main result of this chapter, which reinterprets the SFT

(Theorem 4.14) as an analogue of the northwest corner rule.

Theorem 4.15. Set k “ 1 in the Howe duality setting, let ϕ be the SFT map in (4.17), and choose

the monomial basis (4.10) for CrMď1
n s. Then for λ, µ P Hpm, nq, we have

ϕpxλyµ
q “

ź

i,jPrns

z
Fij
ij , (4.19)

where F “ rFijs is the output of the northwest corner rule given the input pλ, µq.

Proof. By (4.18), the monomial xλyµ is in the domain of ϕ if and only if λ, µ P Hpm, nq for

some m P N; therefore the left-hand side of (4.19) is indeed defined. Now, we can rewrite

as xλyµ “ ri1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rim,jm such that Wλ,µ “
”

i1 ... im
j1 ... jm

ı

, where Wλ,µ is the matrix defined in

Section 3.2. By the definition of ϕ in (4.17), we then have

ϕpxλyµ
q “ ϕpri1,j1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕprim,jmq “ zi1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zim,jm . (4.20)

By the definition of Wλ,µ, we have pi1, j1q ĺ ¨ ¨ ¨ ĺ pim, jmq in rns ˆ rns, and so zi1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zim,jm

is already an element of the basis (4.10). Finally, by the RSK construction, the output of

1Of course, the notation Crxiyjs is not to be understood as the polynomial ring in the xiyj, due to the
obvious syzygies pxiyjqpxIyJq “ pxiyJqpxIyjq.
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the northwest corner rule is the matrix F such that Fij equals the number of occurrences of

the column
”

i
j

ı

in Wλ,µ, which is the number of occurrences of zij in the right-hand side

of (4.20). Hence (4.20) can be written as (4.19), which completes the proof.

Next, in order to capture the EMD, we define a sort of q-analogue denoted by ϕq:

ϕqp´q :“ ϕp´q
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

zij“q|i´j|.
(4.21)

Corollary 4.16. We have ϕqpxλyµq “ qEMDpλ,µq.

Proof. Applying the evaluation zij “ q|i´j| to the right-hand side of (4.19), we have

ź

i,j

q|i´j| Fij “ q
ř

i,j |i´j| Fij “ q
ř

i,j CijFij “ qEMDpλ,µq.

Example 4.17. We return to Example 3.2, in which λ “ p1, 7, 0, 1, 1q and µ “ p4, 0, 1, 3, 2q.

(It is instructive to compare each step below to its analogue in Example 3.2.) We have

ϕpxλyµq “ ϕpx1x7
2x4x5 y4

1y3y3
4y2

5q “ ϕpr11r3
21r23r3

24r45r55q “ z11z3
21z23z3

24z45z55. Upon mak-

ing the substitutions zij “ q|i´j|, we obtain ϕqpxλyµq “ q0pq1q3q1pq2q3q1q0 “ q11, which

agrees with our earlier result EMDpλ, µq “ 11.

Recall the decomposition rF0
n,n “

À

mPN

´

À

λ,µPHpm,nqCxλyµ
¯

. Each of the one-dimensional

subspaces in this decomposition is a weight space of weight pλ, µq under the action of

K “ SpGLnˆGLnq. Hence we have the following character as a k-module:

chk
rF0

n,n “
ÿ

mPN
hmpxq hmpyq,

where the hm’s are the polynomials defined in (4.4), and xi “ eεi in the first copy of gln,

while yi “ eεi in the second copy of gln. This character implies the K-decomposition

rF0
n,n –

à

mPN
Fpmqn b Fpmqn

“
à

m
Sm
pCn

q b Sm
pCn

q. (4.22)
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Each graded component of (4.22) is called a K-type. We observe (as in Example 4.9)

that each of these K-types SmpCnq b SmpCnq is the representation-theoretic analogue of

Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq, since the former has a basis of distinct weight vectors, each of which

corresponds naturally to a distinct ordered pair of histograms.

The complexified action of g0 “ supp, qq on the first Wallach representation can nat-

urally be interpreted in terms of manipulating histogram pairs. Each K-type in rF0
n,n is

invariant under the action of k Ă g, via the differential operators from (4.14), whose ac-

tion on monomials xλyµ can be interpreted in terms of histogram pairs:

• kxpi, jq “ xi
B
Bxj
` δij moves a data point in λ from bin j to bin i.

• kypi, jq “ yi
B
Byj

moves a data point in µ from bin j to bin i.

Likewise, the action of p “ p` ‘ p´ Ă g from (4.14) has a similar interpretation, although

it no longer preserves each K-type:

• ∆pi, jq “ B2

BxiByj
removes a data point from bin i in λ and from bin j in µ.

• hpi, jq “ xiyj adds one data point to bin i in λ and to bin j in µ.

4.7 Partial matching via Howe duality

We are finally equipped to shed light on the case of histograms with unequal masses

(i.e., partial matching). Recall that the original definition of the EMD, in terms of the Monge

problem (2.4) – (2.8), assumes that the masses of λ and µ may indeed be different. This

possibility is precisely what distinguishes the EMD from the 1-Wasserstein distance, as

noted in [BL01]: the EMD compares histograms without first normalizing them, whereas

the Wasserstein distance compares distributions of random variables. Until now we have

deferred discussion of unequal masses because it is not amenable to our combinatorial

approach: the northwest corner rule assumes equal masses, the RSK correspondence re-

quires words of equal length, and the symmetric difference fails to embody an EMD if
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the two Young diagrams are limited to different numbers of rows. Indeed, a priori it is a

complicated combinatorial problem to find an optimal flow matrix F when the masses are

different. We find it notable, therefore, that there is a direct route to the EMD in this com-

plicated case, via representation theory. Our method is to separate polynomials into an

invariant component (corresponding to the data points being matched) and a harmonic

component (corresponding to the superfluous data points in the larger histogram).

In the Howe duality setting of this chapter, the GLk-harmonic polynomials on V are

defined as

H pVq :“
!

h P CrVs
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
∆pi, jq ¨ h “ 0 for all i, j

)

,

where ∆pi, jq are the differential operators from (4.14). When k “ 1, with the first index

dropped, we simply have ∆pi, jq “ B2

BxiByj
and hence

H pVq “ span
´

txλ
| λ P Nn

u∪ tyµ
| µ P Nn

u

¯

“
à

aě0
Crxsa ‘

à

aă0
Crys´a

–
à

aPZ
Fa

1 b

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Fa
n b 1, a ě 0,

1b F´a
n , a ă 0

“:
à

aPZ
HapVq

as a GL1ˆK-module, where Cr´sa denotes the homogeneous polynomial functions of

degree a. It is a standard fact of invariant theory that we have a surjection

P :“ CrVsGL1 bH pVq� CrVsGL1 ¨H pVq “ CrVs, (4.23)

defined by pointwise multiplication of functions and extended by linearity. (We use the

letter P to evoke the product of invariant and harmonic functions.) This “separation of

variables” is a generalization of the familiar case of SOp3q-harmonic functions in physics,

namely those polynomial functions on R3 killed by the Laplace operator: in that case,

because the map in (4.23) is an isomorphism, every polynomial function on R3 can be
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written uniquely as a product of an SOp3q-invariant function (the radial component) and

a harmonic function (the angular component). Upon restriction to the sphere, Laplace’s

spherical harmonics furnish an orthonormal basis for the space of the harmonic functions.

We will regard P “ rF0
n,n bH pVq as a K-module only; hence for the sake of concrete-

ness, for each a P Z, we will write out the ath component as

Pa :“ rF0
n,n bHapVq

“ Crxiyjs b

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Crxsa b 1, a ě 0,

1bCrys´a, a ă 0.

Recall the functions ϕ and ϕq from (4.17) and (4.21); we will now naturally extend their

domain from rF0
n,n to P . In order to maintain a linear map, for a harmonic h “ hpxq b 1 or

h “ 1b hpyq, we define the evaluation h|1 :“ hp1, . . . , 1q P C. Then for f b h P P , we can

define the following and extend by linearity:

ϕp f b hq :“ ϕp f q ¨ h|1. (4.24)

Example 4.18. Let n “ 2, with f “ x2
1y1y2 P Crxiyjs, and h “ x3

1x2 b 1 P H4pVq. Then

ϕp f b hq “ ϕpx2
1y1y2q ¨ px3

1x2q|1 “ z11z12 ¨ 1 “ z11z12.

Our motivation is that ϕ “sees” only the invariant factor f , and “ignores” the harmonic

factor h: we will soon see that this is analogous to the EMD “ignoring” superfluous data

points in the larger histogram.

Let λ P Hp`, nq and µ P Hpm, nq. Under the action of K, the pair pλ, µq determines the

weight space

Pλ,µ :“

#

p P P

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

˜

„ s1
. . .

sn



,

«

t1
. . .

tn

ff¸

¨ p “ sλtµ p

+

.

If we put a “ `´m, then Pλ,µ Ă Pa, and has the monomial basis

Bλ,µ “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

!

xλ1yµ b pxλ´λ1 b 1q
ˇ

ˇ λ´ λ1 P Hpa, nq
)

, a ě 0,
!

xλyµ1 b p1b yµ´µ1q
ˇ

ˇ µ´ µ1 P Hp´a, nq
)

, a ă 0.
(4.25)
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Clearly Bλ,µ is finite, since there are only finitely many ways to remove a data points

from a histogram. In the language of representation theory, #Bλ,µ “ dim Pλ,µ is called

the multiplicity of the weight pλ, µq in P .

In the theorem below, by the order (ord) of a polynomial we will mean the lowest

power with nonzero coefficient. (This agrees with the usual definition of the order of a

power series.) The upshot of the theorem is that the EMD for unequal masses can be

reduced to the equal-mass case, organized in terms of the weight space Pλ,µ in the Howe

duality setting.

Theorem 4.19. Let λ P Hp`, nq and µ P Hpm, nq. Then

EMDpλ, µq “ ord
ÿ

bPBλ,µ

ϕqpbq.

Proof. Set a “ `´m. Without loss of generality, assume a ě 0 (if not, then just switch λ

and µ). By the constraints (2.5) – (2.8) of the Monge problem, any flow matrix F P Fλ,µ

must have column sums given by the smaller histogram µ, whereas the row sums are

given by some histogram λ1 P Hpm, nq such that λ´ λ1 P Hpa, nq. In words, λ1 must be

obtained by removing a data points from λ. Hence in the general case we have

EMDpλ, µq “

#

mintEMDpλ1, µq | λ´ λ1 P Hpa, nqu, a ě 0,
mintEMDpλ, µ1q | µ´ µ1 P Hp´a, nqu, a ă 0.

(4.26)

In either case, xλ1yµ (respectively xλyµ1) is an element of Crxiyjs, which we know how to

relate to the EMD via the function ϕq. Indeed, comparing (4.21), (4.24), (4.25), and (4.26),

we see that EMDpλ, µq equals the smallest i such that qi P tϕqpbq | b P Bλ,µu. The theorem

follows immediately.

Example 4.20. When λ and µ do have the same mass, then a “ 0 and Bλ,µ is the singleton

txλyµ b p1 b 1qu. Hence Theorem 4.19 gives us EMDpλ, µq “ ord ϕqpxλyµ b 1 b 1q “

ord qEMDpλ,µq “ EMDpλ, µq, which is just as trivial as we would expect.

Example 4.21. When λ contains µ, in the sense that λi ě µi for all i P rns, then EMDpλ, µq “

0. In fact, this is a tautology when we consider that in general the EMD is the minimum
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amount of work required to make the larger histogram contain the other. But this is also

clear from Theorem 4.19, since when λ contains µ we will have λ ´ µ P Hpa, nq, and so

xµyµ b pxλ´µ b 1q P Bλ,µ. Clearly ϕqpxµyµ b xλ´µ b 1q “ ϕqpxµyµq “ q0, so we must have

EMDpλ, µq “ 0.

Example 4.22. Here is an easy but no longer trivial example. Let n “ 3, with λ “ p1, 1, 4q P

Hp6, 3q and µ “ p2, 2, 0q P Hp4, 3q. Then a “ 6´ 4 “ 2, and we have

Bλ,µ “
!

xλ1yµ
b xλ´λ1

b 1
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
λ1 P tp1, 1, 2q, p1, 0, 3q, p0, 1, 3q, p0, 0, 4qu

)

.

The reader can check that these four choices for λ1 are the only ways to remove two data

points from λ. We now have

ord
ÿ

bPBλ,µ

ϕqpbq “ ord
”

ϕq

´

xp1,1,2qyµ
¯

` ϕq

´

xp1,0,3qyµ
¯

` ϕq

´

xp0,1,3qyµ
¯

` ϕq

´

xp0,0,4qyµ
¯ı

“ ordpq3
` q4

` q3
` q6

q

“ 3,

and hence EMDpλ, µq “ 3.

As discussed in [BL01], the fact that the EMD is zero whenever one histogram contains

the other (as in our Example 4.21) is likely a drawback in most statistical applications

(although it may have some merit when applied to image retrieval, for example). In

particular, if one histogram is much smaller than the other, then the EMD tends to be

determined by the smaller histogram alone, losing all information about the larger one.

In the next chapter, we introduce a variation of the EMD, inspired directly by the structure

of crystal bases in Types B and C, which remedies this disadvantage.
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5 THE EMD AS A METRIC ON CRYSTAL GRAPHS

As we will show, a natural setting for understanding the EMD combinatorially arises

from the study of quantum groups, which are deformations of the universal enveloping

algebras of Lie groups. At the heart of quantum group theory is the notion of a crystal

base, a combinatorial object analogous to a representation. Crystal bases are typically

depicted as oriented graphs; we show how on certain Type-A crystal graphs, upon iden-

tifying the words wpλq of histograms with crystal base elements in a natural way, the

EMD is precisely the graph distance. Moreover, the analogous crystal bases in Types B

and C suggest a variation on the EMD which we believe improves upon the statistical

drawbacks of partial matching (i.e., unequal histogram masses) discussed at the end of

the previous chapter.

5.1 Crystal base preliminaries

Throughout this chapter, we follow the exposition from the book [BS17] by Bump and

Schilling. In the context of the EMD, we will view crystal bases as purely combinatorial

objects, but we should say a word about the depth of representation theory behind them.

A quantum group Uqpgq is a Hopf algebra that is a sort of q-analogue, or “noncommu-

tative” analogue, to the universal enveloping algebra Upgq of a Lie group. Modules over

quantum groups are said to have “crystal bases” — the name is derived from the fact that

these bases emerge from setting the parameter q “ 0, analogous to the physical notion of

a “perfect crystal” that exists only at the temperature absolute zero. The theory of crystal

bases was pioneered in the 1990s by Kashiwara [Kas91], parallel with Lusztig [Lus90] and

Littelmann [Lit94], and has applications in mathematical physics, statistical mechanics,

and number theory, among other areas. Another major application is the representation

theory of certain infinite-dimensional (“Kac–Moody”) Lie algebras. A standard reference
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on crystal bases from the quantum group perspective is [HK02].

A (Kashiwara) crystal is an object associated with a given root system Φ with index

set I and weight lattice Λ. Keeping representation theory at the back of our minds, we can

regard I as indexing the simple roots αi P Φ; in this thesis, we will consider root systems

Φ of types A, B, and C. Axiomatically, a crystal is a nonempty set B along with maps

ei, fi : B ÝÑ B \ t0u,

εi, ϕi : B ÝÑ Z\ t´8u,

wt : B ÝÑ Λ,

for i P I, and 0 an auxiliary element extrinsic to B; these maps satisfy the following:

• For x, y P B, we have eipxq “ y if and only if fipyq “ x.

• In the previous bullet point, we then have wtpyq “ wtpxq` αi. Intuitively, we should

think of the raising operator ei and the lowering operator fi as corresponding to the

simple root αi, where wtpxq is truly a weight in the sense of Lie theory.

• Continuing from the first bullet point, εipyq “ εipxq ´ 1 and ϕipyq “ ϕipxq ` 1. Hence

εi decreases and ϕi increases as we apply the raising operator ei successively.

• For all x P B and i P I, we must have ϕipxq “ xwtpxq, α_i y ` εipxq. Intuitively, we

should think of εi and ϕi as the distance from the “higher” (respectively, “lower”)

end of a root string.

The operators ei and fi are sometimes called Kashiwara operators. An element x P B

such that eipxq “ 0 for all i P I is called a highest weight element of B, while its weight

wtpxq is called a highest weight. Notice that the terminology is completely analogous

to the highest weight of a representation. To a crystal B we associate the crystal graph,

whose vertices are the elements of B; whenever fipxq “ y, we draw an edge from x to y

labeled by i, as follows: x i
ÝÑ y.
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To bring this all back down to earth (moving), we will focus on the special case of

crystal graphs whose highest weight is a multiple of the first fundamental weight v1,

where Φ “ An´1, Bn, or Cn, depending on the application.

5.2 Type A: EMD as graph distance

We start by taking Φ “ An´1, and we will use the GLn weight lattice (rather than SLn),

so that Λ “ Zn. We have I “ t1, . . . , n´ 1u, where αi “ εi´ εi`1, and v1 “ ε1. (We will not

refer again to the string lengths εi and ϕi from the previous section, and so we continue

to write the weight εi without risk of confusion.) For each partition ξ P P`pglnq, we have

an associated crystal Bξ with highest weight ξ. The crystal graph of Bξ is connected

and is a combinatorial picture of the multiset of weights of the GLn-module Fξ
n ; in the

language of quantum groups, we say that Bξ is the crystal of the Uqpglnq-module with

highest weight ξ. Moreover, there is a bijective correspondence between Bξ and the set of

SSYT’s of shape ξ; for this reason, Type-A crystals are often called “crystals of tableaux.”

The weight function simply sends an SSYT to its content, in the sense of (3.1).

In the special case where the highest weight is a multiple of the first fundamen-

tal weight, namely mv1 “ pmq :“ pm, 0, . . . , 0q, the SSYT’s in Bpmq are in fact one-row

tableaux, and so we are in familiar territory from Section 3.1. In particular, given a his-

togram λ P Hpm, nq Ă Λ, we immediately have

wpλq P Bpmq,

wtpwpλqq “ λ.

Hence we have a bijection Hpm, nq ÐÑ Bpmq. Although for general shapes ξ there are sev-

eral equivalent combinatorial formulations for the effect of applying the raising and low-

ering operators ei and fi (see [BS17, Chapter 3]), the one-row case is particularly straight-

forward. On the SSYT’s themselves, ei changes the leftmost entry i ` 1 into an i, while

fi changes the rightmost i into an i ` 1 (and if these are not possible, then the operators
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kill the SSYT by sending it to 0). Clearly the highest weight element in Bpmq is the row

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 , whose weight is indeed the histogram in Hpm, nqwith the highest weighted total.

We can also see that Bpmq can be regarded as a basis of weight vectors for the GLn-module

Fpmqn – SmpCnq, which we have already viewed as the free vector space on Hpm, nq in the

previous chapter.

As a visual example, in Figure 7 we show the crystal Bp4q for the Uqpgl3q-module with

highest weight p4q. From the crystal perspective, each x P Bp4q is depicted as a one-row

SSYT, with wtpxq displayed beneath; from the histogram perspective, each λ P Hp4, 3q

is denoted by an ordered triple, with wpλq displayed above. Because n “ 3 and thus

Φ “ A2, we can easily depict the crystal in two dimensions, one for each simple root.

To reduce the clutter, we suppress the labels on the edges, but it is easy to see that each

horizontal (blue) arrow should be labeled “1,” while each vertical (red) arrow should be

labeled “2.” The highest weight element is in the upper-right corner.

Figure 7: The crystal Bp4q for type Φ “ A2. Each element corresponds (via its weight, displayed
just below) to a histogram in Hp4, 3q.

We now apply all this to the EMD. Applying ei to wpλq, and then taking the weight

of the result, results in the histogram λ` αi: in other words, identifying histograms with

weights, ei moves a data point from bin i ` 1 to bin i if possible, and sends wpλq to 0
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otherwise (i.e., if λi “ 0, meaning that there are no data points in bin i` 1 to be moved).

Likewise, fi moves a data point from bin i to bin i ` 1 if possible. In other words, the

operators ei and fi each contribute one unit of “work” in the EMD sense; furthermore, in

the language of this thesis, the raising operator ei truly does raise the weighted total tpλq

by one, while the lowering operator fi lowers tpλq by one. As is standard in graph theory,

the distance between two vertices in a crystal graph is the length of the shortest path

(i.e., graph geodesic) connecting them; here we disregard the edge orientation in defining

distance. From the preceding discussion, we obtain the following connection to the EMD.

Proposition 5.1. Let λ, µ P Hpm, nq. Then EMDpλ, µq equals the distance between wpλq and

wpµq in the crystal graph of Bpmq for type Φ “ An´1.

Remark. The authors of [BW20] recursively define a generating function whose partial

derivative encodes the sum of EMD’s over all histogram pairs in Hpm, nq ˆHpm, nq. In

light of Proposition 5.1, we can reinterpret their result as a generating function for the

Wiener index of the crystal graph Bpmq. The Wiener index (also called the gross status or

transmission) of a graph is the sum of all pairwise distances, and is an important topo-

logical invariant arising in mathematical chemistry and network theory. (See [Wie47].)

Remark. We can view this entire section as a cleaner perspective on the Young’s sublattice

Ypm, n ´ 1q from Section 3.7. In fact, as a graph, the crystal Bpmq is isomorphic to the

Hasse diagram of Ypm, n´ 1q endowed with edges X Ñ Y whenever X covers Y, via the

map wpλq ÞÝÑ Ypλq. But despite the two graphs being the same, nevertheless the crystal

combinatorics certainly reveals a more elegant concept of distance than does Young’s

lattice in Proposition 3.13.

Remark. The affine root system Ap1qn´1 is obtained by adjoining an additional simple root

α0 “ εn ´ ε1, called the affine root. (In general, the affine root is the negative of the

highest root; in Type A, on the Dynkin diagram, α0 is joined to α1 and to αn by a single

edge, forming a circle.) The affine crystal graph B1,m has the same vertices as Bpmq, but
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with additional edges x 0
ÝÑ y whenever y is obtained from x by changing an n into a 1

(and moving that cell to the far left in order to maintain an SSYT). In terms of the EMD,

this corresponds to moving a data point from bin n to bin 1. In our typical histograms, the

cost of such a move is n´ 1 rather than only 1; hence the affine crystal graph corresponds

to the EMD where the feature space consists of n bins in a circle, with bins 1 and n next to

each other. The EMD between circular histograms is prominent in the field of computer

vision; see [RDG08].

5.3 Type C: EMD as distance from the zero weight space

In these next two sections, we define a variation of the EMD purely in terms of crystals.

Root system types B and C are nearly identical in their connection to the EMD, the only

difference ultimately arising from the parity of the total mass of the histograms. Type C is

slightly more straightforward, so we postpone Type B until the next section. Details can

be found in [BS17, Chapter 6].

For Φ “ Cn, we take the weight lattice Λ “ Zn of the symplectic group Sp2npCq.

We have I “ rns, and the simple roots are the same α1, . . . , αn´1 from Type A, with the

addition of αn “ 2εn. Just as in Type A, crystals in Type C can be realized as crystals of

SSYT’s sharing a common shape, but the notion of “semistandard” and the combinatorics

of the operators ei and fi are now much more complicated. Nonetheless, because we

will restrict our attention to those crystals whose highest weight is a multiple of the first

fundamental weight v1 “ ε1, our tableaux will have only one row, which simplifies the

situation considerably.

The alphabet for our tableaux is no longer rns, but rather the totally ordered set con-

sisting of the following 2n elements:

1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 2 ă 1.

It is still the case that a one-row tableau is semistandard if and only if its entries are
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weakly increasing. We now show how a one-row Type-C crystal graph relates to the

EMD between histograms. This will differ from Type A in two important ways. First,

each SSYT will encode an ordered pair of histograms, rather than a single histogram, and

thus our EMD will ultimately be defined for vertices rather than vertex pairs. Second,

we allow the two histograms to have different masses; in Type C, we require that their

combined mass be an even number. (Type B will cover the case when the combined mass

is odd.) For λ P Hp`, nq and µ P Hpm, nq, such that ``m is even, we define the joint word

wpλ, µq “ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
looooomooooon

λ1

2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 2
looooomooooon

λ2

¨ ¨ ¨ n ¨ ¨ ¨ n
looooomooooon

λn

n ¨ ¨ ¨ n
looooomooooon

µn

¨ ¨ ¨ 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 2
looooomooooon

µ2

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
looooomooooon

µ1

,

which by its construction is a one-row SSYT of length ` ` m. In this way, we use the

alphabet of barred and unbarred elements to encode histogram pairs in a single row: we

simply regard each entry i as a data point in bin i of λ, and each entry ı̄ as a data point in

bin i of µ.

The raising and lowering operators ei and fi act as follows, for 1 ď i ă n:

• If possible, ei changes the leftmost ı̄ to i` 1; if not possible, then it changes the

leftmost i` 1 to i; if still not possible, then it kills the SSYT.

• If possible, fi changes the rightmost i` 1 to ı̄; if not possible, then it changes the

rightmost i to i` 1; if still not possible, then it kills the SSYT.

In the language of histograms, note that each ei above raises the weighted difference

Dpλ, µq by 1, since it either demotes a data point in µ or promotes a data point in λ.

Likewise, each fi above lowers Dpλ, µq by 1.

The i “ n case is special:

• If possible, en changes the leftmost n to n; otherwise it kills the SSYT.

• If possible, fn changes the rightmost n to n; otherwise it kills the SSYT.
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Hence en and fn have no effect on Dpλ, µq; they simply transfer a data point between bin

n of λ and bin n of µ.

The weight of an SSYT is defined as follows: each entry i contributes εi to the weight,

and each entry ı̄ contributes ´εi. In other words, the ith component of the weight equals

the number of i’s minus the number of ı̄’s. It follows that wtpxq “ 0 if and only if the

SSYT x contains an equal number of i’s and ı̄’s, for all i P rns. This has an important

consequence: namely, wtpwpλ, µqq “ 0 if and only if λ “ µ. In other words, the weight-

zero condition is precisely the objective of the Monge problem that defines the EMD: to

transform two histograms into the same histogram. This fact motivates us to define a

variation of the EMD purely in terms of Type-C crystals, in which the relevant distance is

measured from the nearest weight-zero vertex.

Definition 5.2. Let λ P Hp`, nq and µ P Hpm, nq, where ``m is even. Then we define

EMDCpλ, µq :“ distance from wpλ, µq to the zero weight space in Bp``mq for Φ “ Cn.

When the histograms have the same mass, this new definition coincides with the orig-

inal EMD:

Proposition 5.3. Let λ, µ P Hpm, nq. Then EMDCpλ, µq “ EMDpλ, µq.

Proof. Any shortest path from wpλ, µq to a weight-zero vertex must not contain any edges

labeled n, since en and fn change the total number of barred and unbarred entries in an

SSYT (and hence the masses of the histograms). Therefore a shortest path contains only

edges labeled 1, . . . , n ´ 1. But since the corresponding αi are identical to the αi in Type

A, the corresponding operators ei and fi translate to one unit of work in the EMD sense.

Hence the distance to a weight-zero vertex, which is the minimum number of ei’s and

fi’s required to equalize λ and µ, is precisely the minimum amount of work required

to transform both λ and µ into some ν P Hpm, nq. By definition this minimum equals

EMDpλ, µq.
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In the case of histograms with different masses, EMDC no longer agrees with the

original definition of EMD in terms of the Monge problem — but we believe that EMDC

has the advantage in certain applications. We illustrate with some examples.

Example 5.4. Recall from Example 4.21 that whenever λ contains µ (i.e., λi ě µi for all

i), we have EMDpλ, µq “ 0. In certain applications this property might be useful, but

statistically it seems undesirable. For example, let λ “ p1, 1, 1, 1q and µ “ p1, 0, 0, 1q, so

that m` ` “ 6 and EMDpλ, µq “ 0. Our newly defined EMDCpλ, µq is nonzero, however,

since wtpwpλ, µqq “ p0, 1, 1, 0q ‰ 0. Indeed, the shortest path to a weight-zero vertex

comprises four edges; one of several such paths is shown below:

wpλ, µq “ 1 2 3 4 4 1 , wt “ p0, 1, 1, 0q,

f4
ÝÑ 1 2 3 4 4 1 , wt “ p0, 1, 1,´2q,

f3
ÝÑ 1 2 3 4 3 1 , wt “ p0, 1, 0,´1q,

f3
ÝÑ 1 2 3 3 3 1 , wt “ p0, 1,´1, 0q,

f2
ÝÑ 1 2 3 3 2 1 , wt “ p0, 0, 0, 0q.

Hence EMDCpλ, µq “ 4. Note how each application of fi corresponds to subtracting the

simple root αi from the weight. From the perspective of histograms, the four lowering

operators first moved a data point from bin 4 of λ to bin 4 of µ; then from bin 4 to bin

3 of µ; then again from bin 4 to bin 3 of µ; then finally from bin 3 to bin 2 of µ. We also

point out that the ordering among the lowering operators can be changed, and as long

as the SSYT is not killed along the way, the final result will still be a (possibly different)

weight-zero vertex.

Example 5.5. First let λ “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 3q and µ “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 1q, so that EMDpλ, µq “ 0. To

determine EMDCpλ, µq, we observe that

wpλ, µq “ 1 5 5 5 5 1
f5
ÝÑ 1 5 5 5 5 1 ,

whose weight is 0, and so EMDCpλ, µq “ 1.
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Now by contrast, let λ “ p3, 0, 0, 0, 1q and keep µ “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 1q. The EMD is still 0, but

the EMDC is now much greater than 1: as the reader can check, we must compose nine

lowering operators in order to arrive at the weight 0, and so EMDpλ, µq “ 9.

As Example 5.5 illustrates, when using EMDC, it costs only one unit of work to trans-

fer a data point between bin n of λ and bin n of µ, since this can be done by a single

operator en or fn. At the opposite extreme, it costs 2n´ 1 units of work to transfer a data

point between bin 1 of λ and bin 1 of µ. This is because the only way to transfer data

points from one histogram to the other is via bin n. While this asymmetry may seem to

be a strange property, we actually believe that it is desirable for applications in which the

weighted difference D is significant: after all, data points in bin n contribute nothing to

the weighted totals, while those in bin 1 contribute maximally. Said another way, trans-

ferring an A student from one class to the other has a large effect upon the difference in

GPA’s, while transferring an F student has almost no effect. Therefore we believe that

EMDC is a natural candidate for a metric on histograms, and in many cases may be a

better choice than the classical EMD or the Wasserstein distance.

5.4 Type B: mutatis mutandis

Our new metric EMDC from the previous section can be thought of algorithmically

as a two-stage process: first, repeatedly apply lowering operators fi (or raising operators

ei, if ` ă m) in order to transfer data points from the larger to the smaller histogram via

bin n until the masses both equal ``m
2 ; second, apply a combination of ei and fi for 1 ď

i ă n in order to equalize the two resulting histograms; the EMD is the minimum number

of Kashiwara operators required to carry out this process. A difficulty arises, however,

when ``m
2 is not an integer, since then there is no way to equalize the two masses. This

is the difficulty that is remedied by Type-B crystals, where the root system allows for

annihilating or creating one data point.
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For Φ “ Bn, we take Λ “ Zn to be the weight lattice of the special orthogonal group

SOp2n` 1,Cq. We have I “ rns, and the simple roots are the same α1, . . . , αn´1 from Type

A, along with αn “ εn. Once again we will restrict our attention to crystals whose highest

weight is a multiple of v1 “ ε1, and so the tableaux in our crystals will have one row of

length ``m. The alphabet for our tableaux is the same as for Type C, with the addition

of 0, as follows:

1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă 0 ă n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă 2 ă 1.

As before, in order to be semistandard, a one-row tableau must have weakly increasing

entries, with the added condition that no more than one “0” entry may appear. Once

again, each entry i contributes εi to the weight, each ı̄ contributes ´εi, and the entry 0

contributes 0.

The definition of the joint word wpλ, µq remains the same as in Type C, as do the

actions of the operators ei and fi for 1 ď i ă n. The only difference, in fact, is the action of

en and fn:

• If possible, en changes the leftmost n to 0; if not possible, then it changes a 0 into n;

if still not possible, then it kills the SSYT.

• If possible, fn changes a 0 into n; if not possible, then it changes the rightmost n into

0; if still not possible, then it kills the SSYT.

Intuitively, en and fn either annihilate or create a data point in bin n of one of the his-

tograms. When the histograms’ combined mass ``m is odd, annihilating or creating a

data point (and never more than one at a time, due to the condition that a semistandard

row must contain no more than one “0” entry) changes that combined mass into an even

number, so that it is possible to attain the weight 0, just as in Type C. Whereas in Type C

we could expend a unit of work to transfer a data point from bin n of λ to bin n of µ, here

in Type B we must expend a unit of work to annihilate a data point in bin n of λ, and then

expend another unit of work to create a data point in bin n of µ. As before, we are led to
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define a Type-B variant of the EMD:

Definition 5.6. Let λ P Hp`, nq and µ P Hpm, nq, where ``m is odd. Then we define

EMDBpλ, µq :“ distance from wpλ, µq to the zero weight space in Bp``mq for Φ “ Bn.

Example 5.7. Let λ “ p0, 0, 2, 1, 0q and µ “ p0, 1, 1, 0, 0q, so that ``m “ 3` 2 “ 5. Then

among the shortest paths to the zero weight space we have the following path of length

three:

wpλ, µq “ 3 3 4 3 2 , wt “ p0,´1, 1, 1, 0q,

f4
ÝÑ 3 3 5 3 2 , wt “ p0,´1, 1, 0, 1q,

f5
ÝÑ 3 3 0 3 2 , wt “ p0,´1, 1, 0, 0q,

e2
ÝÑ 3 3 0 3 3 , wt “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q.

Therefore EMDBpλ, µq “ 3. This length-3 crystal path translates to the following: moving

a data point in λ from bin 4 down to bin 5; then annihilating a data point in bin 5 of λ;

then moving a data point in µ from bin 2 down to bin 3.

We find it striking that the combinatorics of crystal graphs are so amenable to captur-

ing and generalizing the EMD, while also respecting the weighted difference D (even to

the extent that raising and lowering operators literally raise and lower D). An interesting

question for further research is whether there is a natural application for the EMD ana-

logue in Type D, where the root system seems to be less adaptable to the comparison of

histograms.
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6 GENERALIZATION TO MORE THAN TWO HISTOGRAMS

In this chapter, we generalize the EMD and our previous combinatorial approach in

order to compare arbitrarily many histograms at a time. Then, extending the methods of

[BW20], we devote much of the chapter to computing the expected value of this gener-

alized EMD. We also introduce a natural analogue for the weighted difference D in this

setting, and interpret the distribution of D-values as a character of a virtual representa-

tion, which we visualize using weight diagrams. Most of the results in this chapter have

been published in the author’s paper [Eri21] or written down in the preprint [Eria].

6.1 Definition of the EMC

Because our generalized EMD will compare more than two histograms, the term “dis-

tance” is no longer fitting; therefore from now on we will refer to the earth mover’s coef-

ficient (EMC). Throughout this chapter, we let d denote the number of histograms under

comparison. Since we will work with d-tuples of histograms, we need a way to write

down elements of the d-fold Cartesian product Hpm, nqd, and so we use a boldface Greek

letter

λ “ pλ1, . . . , λd
q,

where each λi “ pλi
1, . . . , λi

nq P Hpm, nq.

Next we need to generalize the cost matrix C from (2.1) to become a d-dimensional,

n ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ n cost array. For an array position x “ px1, . . . , xdq P rnsd, we wish to define

the cost entry Cpxq to be the taxicab distance between x and the line Np1, . . . , 1q, the main

diagonal of the array. (We will justify this choice below, but for now we observe that in

the d “ 2 case this agrees with the original definition Cij “ |i´ j|.) The formula for the d-

dimensional taxicab distance from a point to a line is derived in [Col19]; taking the main
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diagonal as the line in question, the formula can be reduced to

Cpxq “ min
iPrds

$

&

%

ÿ

jPrds

|xi ´ xj|

,

.

-

. (6.1)

We introduce, however, a more direct and convenient way to compute Cpxq. Given x P

rnsd, let xpiq denote the ith order statistic, namely, the ith-smallest component of x. For

example, if x “ p7, 1, 5, 3, 4q, then xp1q “ 1, xp2q “ 3, . . . , xp5q “ 7.

Proposition 6.1. The cost in (6.1) can be computed as Cpxq “
td{2u
ÿ

i“1

xpd´i`1q ´ xpiq.

As an example before the proof, take x “ p7, 1, 5, 3, 4q as above. Then by the proposi-

tion, to compute Cpxq, we instead look at
`

xp1q, . . . , xpdq
˘

and sum up the pairwise differ-

ences working outside-in (ignoring the median if d is odd, as it is here):

`

xp1q, . . . , xpdq
˘

“ p

7´1“6
hkkkkkikkkkkj

1,

5´3“2
hkkikkj

3, 4, 5 , 7q,

therefore Cpxq “ 6` 2

“ 8.

Proof. For fixed i P rds, let i˚ be such that xpi˚q “ xi. Then we have

ÿ

jPrds

|xi ´ xj| “
`

xp2q ´ xp1q
˘

` 2
`

xp3q ´ xp2q
˘

` 3
`

xp4q ´ xp3q
˘

` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pi˚ ´ 1q
`

xpi˚q ´ xpi˚´1q
˘

`
`

xpdq ´ xpd´1q
˘

` 2
`

xpd´1q ´ xpd´2q
˘

` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pd´ i˚q
`

xpi˚`1q ´ xpi˚q
˘

,

which is minimized when i˚ “ td`1
2 u. Making this evaluation in the displayed sum, we

find that the sum telescopes: when d is even, we obtain

´xp1q ´ xp2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ x
pt d`1

2 uq
` x
pt d`1

2 u`1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xpdq,

and when d is odd, we obtain

´xp1q ´ xp2q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ x
pt d`1

2 u´1q ` x
pt d`1

2 u`1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xpdq.
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In either case, this simplifies as

Cpxq “
td{2u
ÿ

i“1

xpd´i`1q ´ xpiq.

Now that we have defined a cost array C, we can pose the d-fold analogue of the

Monge problem from Section 2.2. Let λ1, . . . , λd P Hpm, nq. We want to find a d-dimensional,

nˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ n flow array F “ Fpxq that solves the following:

Minimize
ÿ

xPrnsd
CpxqFpxq, (6.2)

subject to Fpxq ě 0 for all x P rnsd, (6.3)

and
ÿ

x: xi“j

Fpxq “ λi
j for all i P rds and j P rns. (6.4)

As before, we denote by Fλ the set of all flow arrays F satisfying the constraints (6.2) –

(6.4). Geometrically, the constraint (6.4) dictates that in F, the sums inside the hyperplanes

perpendicular to the ith standard basis vector must match the entries in λi. See Figure 8

to visualize this in the case d “ 3 and n “ 5.

Figure 8: An illustration of the constraint (6.4) on F in the transport problem defining the EMC.
(Here d “ 3 and n “ 5.) Each arrow represents the sum of the entries in the designated plane.

Once we have found an optimal solution F P Fλ to the d-fold Monge problem above,

the earth mover’s coefficient (EMC) of λ “ pλ1, . . . , λdq is defined to be the objective

quantity in (6.2):

EMCpλq :“ inf
FPFλ

$

&

%

ÿ

xPrnsd
CpxqFpxq

,

.

-

. (6.5)
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Remark. It is worth justifying why the taxicab distance from the main diagonal is the nat-

ural candidate to capture the cost of moving data points when comparing d histograms.

The defining feature of the main diagonal is that it is the set of positions whose coor-

dinates are all equal; hence for given x P rnsd, its taxicab distance from the main diag-

onal is the fewest number of ˘1’s we need to add in order to equalize all the coordi-

nates xi. For example, the most efficient way to equalize the coordinates of the position

x “ p5, 4, 5, 5, 5, 7, 5q is to add 1 to x2, and then to subtract 2 from x6, for a total cost of

3. But this is precisely the taxicab distance to the main diagonal, specifically to the posi-

tion p5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5q. This distance-finding exercise corresponds explicitly to moving data

points:

• When we added 1 to x2 to make the change 4 Ñ 5, we moved a data point in λ2

from bin 4 to bin 5. (The cost is one unit of work.)

• When we subtracted 2 from x6 to make the change 7 Ñ 5, we moved a data point in

λ6 from bin 7 to bin 5. (The cost is two units of work.)

A recent paper [Kli19] defines a different cost array than ours for the earth mover’s prob-

lem, namely C1pxq :“ xpdq ´ xp1q. We can see from Proposition 6.1 that C1 agrees with our

C for d “ 2 and d “ 3, but not for d ą 3. For example, letting x “ p1, 1, 2, 2q, we have

Cpxq “ 2 but C1pxq “ 1. In this thesis, we have chosen to define our C so that it counts ev-

ery data-point move in the context of the EMC. For example, consider the four histograms

λ1 “ λ2 “ p1, 0q and λ3 “ λ4 “ p0, 1q. It is easy to see that an optimal flow array F is the

2ˆ 2ˆ 2ˆ 2 array whose only nonzero entry is a 1 at position x “ p1, 1, 2, 2q. Intuitively,

we want EMCpλq to be 2, not 1, since we must first move a data point by one bin, and

then move another by one bin.
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6.2 The Monge property, NW corner rule, and RSK in d dimensions

As we recall from Section 2.3, Hoffman [Hof63] showed that the two-histogram Monge

problem can be solved by the greedy algorithm known as the northwest corner rule, if

and only if the cost matrix C has the Monge property (Definition 2.3). This result was

generalized by [AP89] and [BBPP95] to an arbitrary number of histograms: namely, the

d-histogram Monge problem (6.2) – (6.4) can be solved by a d-dimensional analogue of

the northwest corner rule if and only if the cost array C has the d-dimensional Monge

property:

Definition 6.2. A d-dimensional array A has the Monge property if, for all x “ px1, . . . , xdq

and y “ py1, . . . , ydq, we have

Apmintx1, y1u, . . . , mintxd, yduq ` Apmaxtx1, y1u, . . . , maxtxd, yduq ď Apxq ` Apyq.

Remark. If we regard an array as a function on a lattice, then the Monge property is equiv-

alent to submodularity. Characterized by their “diminishing returns” property, submod-

ular functions have found a vast expanse of modern applications, especially in machine

learning (see [AMJJ18]).

Note that Definition 6.2 reduces to Definition 2.3 in the d “ 2 case. Crucially, our

particular cost array C defined in (6.1) retains the Monge property for all d; for the proof

of this fact, see [Eri21, Section 8]. It is clear from the algorithm described in [BBPP95] that,

just as in the two-dimensional case, the d-dimensional northwest corner rule outputs an

optimal flow matrix with support on a chain, leading to the analogue of Proposition 2.5:

Proposition 6.3. There exists an optimal F P Fλ with entries in N, whose support is a chain in

rnsd.

Next, we generalize the RSK correspondence to allow for an input of d SSYT’s; for

experts, details on the existence of the multivariate generalization of RSK can be found in
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[Cas09], but for our purposes we need only consider the one-row case:

$

&

%

d-tuples of SSYT’s
with shape pmq

in the alphabet rns

,

.

-

ÐÑ

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

d-dimensional
nˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ n arrays
with entries in N
summing to m

and support in a chain

,

/

/

/

/

.

/

/

/

/

-

.

(6.6)

Just as in the classical construction, the chain follows from the fact that SSYT entries are

weakly increasing. Given λ1, . . . , λd P Hpm, nq, the d-tuple pwpλ1q, . . . , wpλdqq is an ele-

ment of the left-hand side of (6.6); from this we form the dˆm matrix

Wλ :“

»

—

–

wpλ1q
...

wpλdq

fi

ffi

fl

,

(6.7)

from which we construct the d-dimensional array Fλ so that Fλpxq equals the number

of occurrences of the column x “ rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xds
T in Wλ. This Fλ is the RSK image of

pwpλ1q, . . . , wpλdqq. As the reader can easily check, the coordinate hyperplane sums in

Fλ are given by the λi, and so Fλ satisfies the constraint (6.4), meaning that Fλ P Fλ.

Hence we conclude that this Fλ obtained via RSK is the unique optimal matrix described

in Proposition 6.3; we now have the analogue of Lemma 3.3:

Lemma 6.4. Let λ P Hpm, nqd, with Wλ “ rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xms defined as above, where xj P rnsd is the

jth column of Wλ. Then we have

EMCpλq “
m
ÿ

j“1

Cpxjq.

Example 6.5. Set d “ 4, m “ 6, and n “ 5. We aim to compute the EMC of the histograms

λ1, . . . , λ4 P Hp6, 5q:

λ1
“ p4, 1, 1, 0, 0q wpλ1

q “ 1 1 1 1 2 3 ,

λ2
“ p3, 0, 0, 0, 3q wpλ2

q “ 1 1 1 5 5 5 ,

λ3
“ p0, 4, 2, 0, 0q wpλ3

q “ 2 2 2 2 3 3 ,

λ4
“ p1, 1, 2, 1, 1q wpλ4

q “ 1 2 3 3 4 5 .
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The words above become the rows of the matrix Wλ:

Wλ “

»

—

—

–

1 1 1 1 2 3
1 1 1 5 5 5
2 2 2 2 3 3
1 2 3 3 4 5

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

Following Lemma 6.4 and Proposition 6.1, we compute the cost Cpxjq for each of the six

columns xj of M:

Cp1, 1, 2, 1q “ p2´ 1q ` p1´ 1q “ 1,

Cp1, 1, 2, 2q “ p2´ 1q ` p2´ 1q “ 2,

Cp1, 1, 2, 3q “ p3´ 1q ` p2´ 1q “ 3,

Cp1, 5, 2, 3q “ p5´ 1q ` p3´ 2q “ 5,

Cp2, 5, 3, 4q “ p5´ 2q ` p4´ 3q “ 4,

Cp3, 5, 3, 5q “ p5´ 3q ` p5´ 3q “ 4.

Finally, summing these costs, we conclude that

EMCpλq “ 1` 2` 3` 5` 4` 4 “ 19.

We conclude this section by observing that the trivariate EMC is just half the sum of

the pairwise EMC’s (equivalently, pairwise EMD’s):

Proposition 6.6. Let λ, µ, ν P Hpm, nq. Then

EMCpλ, µ, νq “
1
2

´

EMCpλ, µq ` EMCpλ, νq ` EMCpµ, νq
¯

.

Proof. Fix j P rms. In the jth column of the matrix Wλ,µ,ν, call the three entries xj, yj, zj,

labeled so that xj ď yj ď zj. Each of the three pairs pxj, yjq, pxj, zjq, and pyj, zjq corresponds

naturally to one of the pairs pλ, µq, pλ, νq, and pµ, νq, if we let rows 1, 2, 3 correspond to
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λ, µ, ν respectively. Therefore by Lemmas 3.3 and 6.4, we have

EMCpλ, µq ` EMCpλ, νq ` EMCpµ, νq “
m
ÿ

j“1

Cpxj, yjq ` Cpxj, zjq ` Cpyj, zjq

“
ÿ

j

pyj ´ xjq ` pzj ´ xjq ` pzj ´ yjq

“
ÿ

j

2zj ´ 2xj

“ 2
ÿ

j

zj ´ xj

“ 2
ÿ

j

Cpxj, yj, zjq

“ 2 ¨ EMCpλ, µ, νq.

This relationship does not generalize to d ą 3, because in general, the telescoping

summand in the proof does not reduce in terms of a higher-dimensional cost function.

For example, when d “ 4, the analogue of the third line above is
ř

j 3wj ` zj ´ yj ´ 3xj, or
ř

j Cpxj, yj, zj, wjq ` 2pwj ´ xjq.

6.3 A generalization of the symmetric difference

Typically in the literature, the definition of symmetric difference 4 is extended asso-

ciatively to any finite number of sets; in this way, the symmetric difference contains those

elements that are contained in an odd number of the original sets. In order to capture the

behavior of the EMC, however, we introduce a different generalization:

Definition 6.7. We say the unimodal symmetric difference of sets X1, . . . , Xd is

NpX1, . . . , Xdq :“
d
ÿ

k“0

mintk, d´ ku ¨ #telements contained in exactly k of the Xiu.

Note that N returns a natural number rather than a set. Intuitively, the unimodal sym-

metric difference counts elements by assigning the weight 1 to those elements contained
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For d “ 2, weights are 0, 1, 0. For d “ 3, weights are
0, 1, 1, 0.

For d “ 4, weights are
0, 1, 2, 1, 0.

For d “ 5, weights are
0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 0. Note that in this
example, the intersection of
all five sets is empty.

For d “ 6, weights are
0, 1, 2, 3, 2, 1, 0.

For d “ 8, weights are
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. This im-
age depicts a chain of eight
subsets.

Figure 9: A visualization of the unimodal symmetric difference NpX1, . . . , Xdq.

in exactly one, or all but one, set; then the weight 2 to those elements in exactly two, or all

but two, sets; and so forth, finally assigning the greatest weight td{2u to those elements

contained in exactly “half” of the sets. In each subfigure of Figure 9, we provide a visual-

ization of this, where each ellipse is one of the sets Xi, and the weights 0, 1, . . . , td{2u are

depicted by successively darker shades of grey. Elements contained in 0 or d sets are not

counted (white regions); elements contained in exactly 1 or d ´ 1 sets are counted once

(lightest grey); elements in exactly 2 or d´ 2 sets are counted twice (slightly darker grey);

and so forth, until elements in the darkest regions are counted td{2u times. Note that if
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the Xi are all subsets of a set U, then N is invariant under complements:

NpX11, . . . , X1dq “
d
ÿ

k“0

mintk, d´ ku ¨ #telements contained in exactly k of the X1iu

“

d
ÿ

k“0

mintk, d´ ku ¨ #telements contained in exactly d´ k of the Xiu

“ NpX1, . . . , Xdq.

We also observe that NpX, Yq “ |X4Y|, and hence the proposition below reduces to

Proposition 3.4 in the d “ 2 case.

Proposition 6.8. For λ P Hpm, nqd, we have EMCpλq “ N
`

Ypλ1q, . . . , Ypλdq
˘

.

Proof. By Lemma 6.4, we have EMCpλq “
řm

j“1 Cpxjq, where xj is the jth column of the

matrix Wλ defined in (6.7). Fix j P rms, and let xj “ px1, . . . , xdq. Then by Proposition 6.1,

we have

Cpxjq “

td{2u
ÿ

i“1

xpd`1´iq ´ xpiq

“

td{2u
ÿ

i“1

d´i
ÿ

k“i

xpk`1q ´ xpkq.

Now we switch the order of summation, using the fact that i ď k ď d ´ i implies i ď

mintk, d´ ku:

Cpxjq “

d´1
ÿ

k“1

¨

˝

mintk, d´ku
ÿ

i“1

xpk`1q ´ xpkq

˛

‚

“

d´1
ÿ

k“1

mintk, d´ ku ¨
`

xpk`1q ´ xpkq
˘

“ N
´

rx1s, . . . , rxds
¯

,

where as usual rxis denotes the set t1, . . . , xiu. Now recalling the construction of the matrix

Wλ, we know that xi is the jth element from the word wpλiq, and therefore x1i – n´ xi is

the length of the jth row of Ypλiq. Hence Nprx1s, . . . , rxdsq “ Nprx11s, . . . , rx1dsq is the result
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of applying N to the collection containing the jth row from each of the Young diagrams

Ypλ1q, . . . , Ypλdq. Letting j range over all m rows and taking the sum, we conclude that

EMCpλq “ N
´

Ypλ1q, . . . , Ypλdq
¯

.

Example 6.9. We revisit Example 6.5, but this time we will calculate the EMC by using the

symmetric difference from Proposition 6.8. We translate the complementary word w1pλiq

of each histogram into its corresponding Young diagram:

Ypλ1
q “ Ypλ2

q “ Ypλ3
q “ Ypλ4

q “

Now we superimpose these four diagrams so that they share a common upper-left cell;

see the two diagrams below in (6.8). On the left-hand side of (6.8), we label each cell with

the number of diagrams Ypλiq that contain it (obtaining a plane partition); then on the

right-hand side, to each cell labeled k we assign the weight mintk, 4´ ku, since d “ 4, and

shade as in Figure 9:
4 4 4 3
4 4 4 2
4 4 3 2
3 3 2 1
3 2 1
2 2

 

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 2
0 0 1 2
1 1 2 1
1 2 1
2 2

(6.8)

The shading is superfluous, of course, since we only need to sum the entries of the right-

hand diagram to compute that EMCpλq “ N
´

Ypλ1q, . . . , Ypλ4q
¯

“ 19, agreeing with the

calculation in Example 6.5.

6.4 Expected value of the EMC

This section contains the main result (Theorem 6.12) of the author’s paper [Eri21],

extending to arbitrary values of d the methods used in [BW20] for d “ 2. First we will

define a generating function, in which the exponents encode the values of EMC, and

which we will differentiate in order to sum up all of these values. This will allow us to

compute expected value for the EMC by reading off the coefficients of this derivative.
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6.4.1 A generating function for the discrete setting

Just as in Section 3.4, because we are about to make a recursive definition, we must

momentarily consider d-tuples λ consisting of histograms with different numbers of bins

— i.e., different values ni such that each λi P Hpm, niq. Therefore, n “ pn1, . . . , ndq will

denote this vector of bin numbers. Note that the EMC is still defined on Hpm, n1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ

Hpm, ndq, since we can append zeros to the end of each ni-tuple as needed; in this way,

we regard the histograms as sharing a common bin number maxtn1, . . . , ndu. We do not,

however, consider any statistical meaning for the EMC on these padded histograms; they

are a formal means to an end, and our main result (Theorem 6.12) ultimately assumes

equal bin numbers.

In order to encode an inclusion–exclusion argument, we define an indicator vector eA

for a subset A Ď rds. Namely,

eA :“
ÿ

iPA

ei

is the vector whose ith component is 1 if i P A and 0 otherwise. For example, if d “ 5, and

A “ t2, 4, 5u, then eA “ p0, 1, 0, 1, 1q.

For fixed n “ pn1, . . . , ndq, we define a generating function in two indeterminates q

and z:

Hnpq, zq :“
8
ÿ

m“0

¨

˝

ÿ

λPHpm,n1qˆ¨¨¨ˆHpm,ndq

qEMCpλq

˛

‚zm. (6.9)

The coefficient of qrzm is the number of elements λ P Hpm, n1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHpm, ndq such that

EMCpλq “ r.

Proposition 6.10. Fix n “ pn1, . . . , ndq. The generating function Hn :“ Hnpq, zq has the follow-

ing recursive formula, where the sum is over all nonempty subsets A Ď rds:

Hn “

ř

Ap´1q|A|´1 ¨ Hn´eA

1´ qCpnqz
,

where Hp1,...,1q “
1

1´z , and Hn´eA “ 0 if n´ eA contains a 0.
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Proof. Each λ P Hpm, n1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHpm, ndq corresponds to a unique monomial

λ ÐÑ
ź

x
wFλpxq

x , (6.10)

where λ Ø Fλ is the generalized RSK correspondence. The variables wx are indexed by

multi-indices x P rn1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rnds. Note that the degree of the monomial (6.10) equals m

(the sum of the entries of Fλ). Now making the substitution

wx ÞÝÑ qCpxqz, (6.11)

the correspondence (6.10) gives us the maps

λ ÐÑ
ź

x
wFλpxq

x ÞÝÑ qEMCpλqzm.

Therefore the generating function Hn is just the image of the formal sum H˚
n of all mono-

mials of the form (6.10), under the substitution (6.11); as m ranges over N, there is one

monomial in H˚
n for each possible λ P Hpm, n1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHpm, ndq.

Since x ĺ n for all x, every RSK array Fλ is allowed to contain n in its support without

violating the chain condition. This means that every monomial in H˚
n is allowed to contain

the variable wn, and so we may factor out the sum of all possible powers of wn, rewriting

as

H˚
n “

ÿ

λ

˜

ź

x
wFλpxq

x

¸

“

8
ÿ

r“0

wr
n ¨ hpwx‰nq “

hpwx‰nq

1´wn
,

where h is an infinite formal sum of monomials in the variables wx where x ‰ n. Now

we focus on rewriting this numerator h. Suppose we subtract 1 from exactly one of the

coordinates of n; the possible results are n ´ ei for i “ 1, . . . , d. Now, on one hand, any

monomial in h containing the variable wn´ei appears in H˚
n´ei

. But on the other hand,

note that all of these n´ ei are mutually incomparable under the product order, and so

at most one of them can be in the support of some Fλ, because of the chain condition.

Therefore any monomial in h contains at most one of the variables wn´ei . But the sum
řd

i“1 H˚
n´ei

still overcounts the monomials appearing in h, since the same monomial may

appear in several distinct summands.
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In other words, we want h to be the formal sum of the union (without multiplicity) of

the monomials which appear in the summands H˚
n´ei

. We can achieve this by using the

inclusion–exclusion principle: subtract those monomials which appear in at least 2 of the

summands, then add back the monomials which appear in at least 3 of the summands,

then subtract those appearing in at least 4 summands, and so on, until we arrive at those

monomials appearing in all d of the summands. We can write this inclusion–exclusion as

an alternating sum over nonempty subsets A Ď rds, adding when |A| is odd and subtract-

ing when |A| is even:

h “
ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
¨ H˚

n´eA.

Finally, applying the substitution (6.11), we obtain

Hn “ H˚
n

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

wx“qCpmqz
“

ř

Ap´1q|A|´1 ¨ H˚
n´eA

1´wn

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

wx“qCpxqz

“

ř

Ap´1q|A|´1 ¨ Hn´eA

1´ qCpnqz,

proving the recursion.

As for the base case Hp1,...,1q “
1

1´z , there is only one element in Hpm, 1q, and so since

every ni “ 1, the inside sum in (6.9) has only one term; moreover, this unique λ is just d

copies of the same trivial histogram with mass m and 1 bin, meaning that EMCpλq “ 0.

Hence Hp1,...,1qpq, zq “
ř

m q0zm “
ř

m zm “ 1
1´z . Likewise, since Hpm, 0q is empty, we

must have Hn “ 0 whenever any of the ni are 0.

Example 6.11. We write out this recursive definition in a concrete case, where d “ 3 and

n “ p5, 2, 2q. It is easiest to arrange the terms of the numerator according to the size of the

subset A. First, for |A| “ 1, we add together all possible Hn1 such that n1 equals n with

exactly 1 coordinate decreased; then for |A| “ 2, we subtract all possible Hn2 such that n2

equals n with exactly 2 coordinates decreased; finally, for |A| “ 3, we add the one possible

Hn3 where n3 equals n with all 3 coordinates decreased. As for the denominator, c is

the same cost function we defined in (6.1), meaning that Cp5, 2, 2q “ 5´ 2 “ 3. Then the
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recursion for Hn looks like this:

Hp5,2,2q “
Hp4,2,2q ` Hp5,1,2q ` Hp5,2,1q ´ Hp4,1,2q ´ Hp4,2,1q ´ Hp5,1,1q ` Hp4,1,1q

1´ q3z.

Having seen an example, we now study the important (and very well-studied) spe-

cialization that results from setting q “ 1. In this case, the coefficient of zm in Hnp1, zq is

the total number of d-tuples λ, which is
śd

i“1 #Hpm, niq “
śd

i“1
`m`ni´1

ni´1

˘

:

Hnp1, zq “
8
ÿ

m“0

d
ź

i“1

ˆ

m` ni ´ 1
ni ´ 1

˙

zm. (6.12)

It is shown in [DR69] that the closed form of (6.12), after adjusting the index to match

our setup, and writing |n| :“ n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nd, is

Hnp1, zq “
Qnpzq

p1´ zq|n|´d`1 , (6.13)

where the numerator Qnpzq is a polynomial whose coefficients are the “Simon Newcomb”

numbers. (For more on this natural generalization of Eulerian numbers to multisets, see

[Abr75], [DR69], and [Mor13].) Specifically, denoting the coefficient of zi in Qn by the

symbol rzisQn, we have

rzi
sQn “ # permutations of the multiset t1n1´1, . . . , dnd´1

u containing i descents.

It follows that the evaluation Qnp1q equals the total number of permutations of the mul-

tiset t1n1´1, . . . , dnd´1u, a fact we will need later:

Qnp1q “

´

řd
i“1pni ´ 1q

¯

!
śd

i“1pni ´ 1q!
“
p|n| ´ dq!
ś

pni ´ 1q!
(6.14)

6.4.2 A partial derivative

Next, in order to transfer the EMC values from the exponents of q into coefficients,

we take the partial derivative of Hn with respect to q. Applying the quotient rule to our
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definition of Hn in Proposition 6.10, we obtain the following, where the sum still ranges

over nonempty subsets A Ď rds:

BHn

Bq
“

´

1´ qCpnqz
¯

˜

ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
¨
BHn´eA

Bq

¸

` Cpnq ¨ qCpnq´1
¨ z ¨

˜

ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
¨ Hn´eA

¸

`

1´ qCpnqz
˘2

Now that the exponents have been changed into coefficients of z, we set q “ 1:

H1
n :“

BHn

Bq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

q“1

“

8
ÿ

m“0

¨

˝

ÿ

λPHpm,n1qˆ¨¨¨ˆHpm,ndq

EMCpλq

˛

‚zm

“

p1´ zq

˜

ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
¨ H1

n´eA

¸

` z ¨ Cpnq

˜

ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
¨ Hn´eA

¸

p1´ zq2

(6.15)

At this point, q has played out its role, and so from now on we will write Hn in place of

Hnp1, zq.

Our goal is now in sight: to find the expected value of EMC for fixed n, we need to

divide the sum of all possible values of EMCpλq (i.e., the coefficient of zm in H1
n) by the

total number of possible inputs λ (i.e., the coefficient of zm in Hn). Therefore, once we

find a way to simplify (6.15), we will be able to compute the result

E
´

EMCpλq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
λ P Hpm, n1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆHpm, ndq

¯

“
rzmsH1

n
rzmsHn

“
rzmsH1

n
śd

i“1
`m`ni´1

ni´1

˘

. (6.16)

In order to make the expression (6.15) for H1
n more tractable to program, we will now

focus only on the numerators of Hn and H1
n. We have already defined the numerator of

Hn as Qnptq in the previous section. We will let Nnptq denote the numerator of H1
n. By

using Mathematica to observe patterns for small n, we anticipate that the denominator of

H1
n has exponent |n| ´ d` 2, and so we set both

Qnpzq :“ p1´ zq|n|´d`1Hn and Nnpzq :“ p1´ zq|n|´d`2H1
n. (6.17)

Therefore, we can clear denominators in (6.15) by multiplying both sides by p1´ zq|n|´d`2.
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Proceeding carefully and clearing the remaining denominators using (6.17), we obtain

Nn “
ÿ

A

p´1q|A|´1
p1´ zq|A|´1Nn´eA ` z ¨ Cpnq ¨ p1´ zq|n|´d

¨ p1´ zq ¨ Hn

“
ÿ

A

pz´ 1q|A|´1Nn´eA ` z ¨ Cpnq ¨Qn. (6.18)

This provides us with a quick recursive code to obtain Nnpzq, after which we need only

divide by p1´ zq|n|´d`2 to recover H1
n. The rest is just a matter of extracting coefficients in

order to apply the result in (6.16).

6.4.3 Expected value of EMC for probability distributions on rns

We now shift our perspective from histograms to probability distributions. Let Ppnq

denote the set of probability distributions on rns. We assume the uniform probability

measure on the d-fold product Ppnqd, defined by its embedding into Rnd. The Monge

problem (6.2) – (6.4) still makes sense when λ1, . . . , λd P Ppnq, and therefore the definition

of the EMC is still meaningful. Our goal is to write down a formula for the expected value

of the EMC restricted to the domain Ppnqd.

Starting with the expected value of EMC from (6.16), we scale by 1{m to normalize,

and then take the limit as m Ñ 8:

En :“ E
´

EMCpλq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
λ P Ppn1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆPpndq

¯

“ lim
mÑ8

1
m
¨

rzmsH1
n

śd
i“1

`m`ni´1
ni´1

˘

.

First we focus on the rzmsH1
n part, namely the coefficient of zm in H1

n “
Nnpzq

p1´zq|n|´d`2 . It is a

standard fact that the coefficient of zm in the series 1
p1´zq|n|´d`2 is just

ˆ

m` |n| ´ d` 1
|n| ´ d` 1

˙

“
m|n|´d`1

p|n| ´ d` 1q!
` lower-order terms in m.

Meanwhile, Nnpzq is a polynomial, with some finite degree b. Now, as m Ñ 8, we also

have m´ b Ñ 8, and so the coefficient of zm in H1
n is asymptotic to m|n|´d`1

p|n|´d`1q! multiplied

by the sum of the coefficients of Nnpzq. But this sum is just Nnp1q, and so we have

rzm
sH1

n „ Nnp1q ¨
m|n|´d`1

p|n| ´ d` 1q!
.
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Accounting for the 1{m, we currently have the following:

En “ lim
mÑ8

Nnp1q ¨
m|n|´d

p|n| ´ d` 1q!
śd

i“1
`m`ni´1

ni´1

˘

.

Since
ś

i
`m`ni´1

ni´1

˘

„
ś

i
mni´1

pni´1q! “
m|n|´d

ś

ipni´1q! , this becomes

En “ Nnp1q ¨
śd

i“1pni ´ 1q!
p|n| ´ d` 1q!

. (6.19)

But when we evaluate Nnp1q from equation (6.18), the terms with pz ´ 1q all disappear;

hence we need only consider singletons A Ď rds, meaning we are now summing from 1

to d:

Nnp1q “
d
ÿ

i“1

Nn´eip1q ` CpnqQnp1q.

Substituting for Qnp1q using (6.14), we have

Nnp1q “
d
ÿ

i“1

Nn´eip1q `
Cpnq ¨ p|n| ´ dq!
śd

i“1pni ´ 1q!

Finally, returning to (6.19) and substituting the above for Nnp1q, we obtain the recursive

definition

En “

«

d
ÿ

i“1

Nn´eip1q `
Cpnq ¨ p|n| ´ dq!
śd

i“1pni ´ 1q!

ff

¨

śd
i“1pni ´ 1q!

p|n| ´ d` 1q!

“

řd
i“1 Nn´eip1q ¨

śd
i“1pni´1q!
p|n|´dq!

|n| ´ d` 1
`

Cpnq ¨ p|n| ´ dq!
p|n| ´ d` 1q!

“

řd
i“1pni ´ 1qEn´ei ` Cpnq

|n| ´ d` 1
, (6.20)

where En´ei “ 0 if n´ ei contains a 0.

We record this as the main theorem of Section 6.4. We state the result only in the case

of equal bin numbers, writing pndq “ pn, . . . , nq, so that the EMC retains its statistical

meaning.

Theorem 6.12. The expected value of EMC on Ppnqd is given by Epndq as defined in (6.20).
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Remark. Recall from Proposition 6.6 the special relationship between the d “ 2 and d “ 3

cases for the EMC of histograms (namely, the EMC of three histograms equals half the

sum of their pairwise EMC’s). This leads us to anticipate that Epn3q “
3
2 ¨ Epn2q. We confirm

this in Mathematica:

n Epn2q Epn3q Epn3q{Epn2q

2 0.3333 0.5000 1.5
3 0.5333 0.8000 1.5
4 0.6857 1.0286 1.5
5 0.8127 1.2191 1.5
6 0.9235 1.3853 1.5
7 1.0230 1.5345 1.5
8 1.1139 1.6709 1.5
9 1.1982 1.7972 1.5

10 1.2770 1.9155 1.5

6.4.4 The effect of the parity of d

It is convenient to unit normalize the value of the EMC so that its value falls between

0 and 1. Observe that the maximum value of the discrete EMC occurs when, in every

column of the matrix Wλ, half the entries are 1’s and the other half are n’s; if d is odd, then

“half” means td{2u, with the leftover entry being irrelevant by Proposition 6.1. For such

a λ, then, EMCpλq equals the cost td{2upn´ 1q multiplied by m (the number of columns).

After dividing by m to pass to probability distributions, we see that the maximum value

of EMC on Ppnqd is td{2upn´ 1q. With this in mind, we define the unit normalized EMC

and its expected value:

ČEMCpλq :“
EMCpλq

td{2upn´ 1q
and rEpndq :“

Epndq

td{2upn´ 1q.
(6.21)

Using Theorem 6.12 and the definitions in (6.21), we record the unit normalized expected

value rEpndq in Table 4, for the first few values of n and d.

We observe a curious phenomenon in Table 4 when we fix n and let d increase: the

unit normalized expected value alternately increases (d changing from even to odd) and
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n
d 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 0.3333 0.5000 0.4000 0.5000 0.4286 0.5000 0.4444 0.5000 0.4545
3 0.2667 0.4000 0.3175 0.3968 0.3388 0.3952 0.3505 0.3943 0.3579
4 0.2286 0.3429 0.2711 0.3389 0.2888 0.3370 0.2985 0.3358 0.3046
5 0.2032 0.3048 0.2405 0.3006 0.2560 0.2986 0.2644 0.2974 0.2697
6 0.1847 0.2771 0.2184 0.2730 0.2322 0.2710 0.2398 0.2698 0.2445
7 0.1705 0.2557 0.2014 0.2517 0.2141 0.2498 0.2210 0.2486 0.2253
8 0.1591 0.2387 0.1878 0.2348 0.1996 0.2329 0.2060 0.2318 0.2101
9 0.1498 0.2247 0.1767 0.2209 0.1877 0.2190 0.1937 0.2180 0.1975

10 0.1419 0.2128 0.1673 0.2092 0.1778 0.2074 0.1834 0.2064 0.1870

Table 4: Selected values of the unit normalized expected value rEpnqd .

decreases (d changing from odd to even). This suggests that an even number of proba-

bility distributions are more likely to be “closer” together (in the sense of the EMC) than

an odd number of distributions. We can explain this dependence on parity from both a

geometric and statistical perspective.

Geometrically, in an odd number of dimensions, the taxicab distance from a point to

the main diagonal remains unchanged as we vary the median of the point’s coordinates,

and the variability of the median increases as the distance increases (i.e., as the other coor-

dinates become more spread out). For example, in a 3-dimensional array with side lengths

n, the greatest possible distance from the main diagonal is t3{2upn´ 1q “ n´ 1; this is at-

tained by all those positions whose coordinates (up to reordering) are p1, , nq, where the

blank can take any value in rns. In a 4-dimensional array, however, there is a much smaller

proportion of positions at maximal distance t4{2upn´ 1q “ 2pn´ 1q from the main diago-

nal: namely, those positions whose coordinates (up to reordering) are p1, 1, n, nq. In effect,

the free “odd-man-out” coordinate does not exist in an even number of dimensions, so

there is a smaller proportion of array positions farther away from the main diagonal com-

pared to an odd number of dimensions. This remains true when we restrict to arrays with

support in a chain, and so we expect to see the even–odd disparity reflected in the EMC

data.
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Figure 10: A plot of rEp3dq (vertical axis), for values of d up to 100 (horizontal axis).

Likewise, statistically, three probability distributions achieve maximum EMC when

one of them is p1, 0, . . . , 0q, another is p0, . . . , 0, 1q, and the third is anything at all. But the

maximum EMC for four probability distributions is attained only when two distributions

are p1, 0, . . . , 0q and the other two are p0, . . . , 0, 1q. For d odd, the variability in the free

“odd-man-out” distribution is greater for higher EMC values, and so it is no surprise that

there is a greater proportion of higher EMC values when d is odd.

Although this even–odd disparity is significant when d is relatively small (as in Table

4), the values of rEpndq do stabilize fairly quickly. We plot these values in Figure 10, fixing

n “ 3 and letting d grow from 2 to 100 on the horizontal axis. On the far left side of

the plot, the disparity between even and odd values of d is indeed striking — and the

variability is much greater when d is even than when d is odd — but we see that this

difference quickly becomes negligible, with the sequence of expected values converging

to approximately 0.39.

6.4.5 Real-world data

As a basic example, we apply our generalized discrete EMC to four mathematics

courses at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee, during the Fall 2019, Spring 2020,

and Fall 2020 semesters. (Needless to say, these three semesters are of added interest be-

cause of the drastic changes brought on by the Covid-19 pandemic in Spring 2020.) These
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Course Fall 2019 Spring 2020 Fall 2020
Sections ČEMC Sections ČEMC Sections ČEMC

MATH 105 29 0.2059 13 0.1829 27 0.1356
MATH 231 10 0.1095 6 0.1150 7 0.1883
MATH 232 7 0.1308 7 0.1950 6 0.2617
MATH 233 7 0.1650 6 0.1867 6 0.1900

Table 5: Grade data from three semesters of mathematics courses at UW–Milwaukee.

data are contained in the Section Attrition and Grade Report, published by the Office of

Assessment and Institutional Research at UWM; final letter grades are A, B, C, D, and F, so

n “ 5. The four courses are MATH 105 (Introduction to College Algebra) along with 231,

232, and 233 (Calculus I–III), and we analyze the grade distributions from the individual

sections of each course. In Table 5, we record the number d of course sections in each

semester, along with the unit normalized EMC among those sections. Before comput-

ing the EMC values using Lemma 6.4, we needed to account for the unequal “masses”

(enrollments) among course sections. Although a generalization of our crystal EMD’s

from Chapter 5 would cetianly be a viable approach, here we decided to treat the sections

as probability distributions, and hence we simply scaled each grade distribution so that

m “ 100, rounding as necessary to maintain whole numbers.

The results in Table 5 are also plotted in Figure 11, from which we can make one imme-

diate observation: the EMC of each of the calculus courses increased from one semester to

the next, whereas the EMC of the College Algebra course decreased. In fact, in the semester

before the pandemic, College Algebra had a higher EMC than any of the calculus courses,

but its EMC was lower than all of the calculus courses by the second semester of the pan-

demic. Of course, the EMC is only one statistic among many, and we would need to exam-

ine other measures (particularly the grade-point averages) and more previous semesters

before drawing any conclusions. But we can at least say that the grade distributions of

the various calculus sections (within each course) had grown farther apart since the shift

to online learning in Spring 2020, while the distributions of the various sections of Col-
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Figure 11: The unit normalized EMC values for the courses in Table 5.

lege Algebra had become closer together. In future applications, it might be interesting

to observe courses’ EMC values as their course coordinators vary, or to compare course

EMC values between departments.

Finally, we compare these real-world EMC values to the expected value defined in

Theorem 6.12. From Table 4, for n “ 5, we observe that the approximate range of rEp5dq is

between 0.25 and 0.30 for the section numbers d in our data set. The actual EMC values

lie significantly below this range (with the sole exception of MATH 232 in Fall 2020). We

should not be too surprised by this, of course, since college grades are (hopefully) not

assigned at random, and therefore not all grade distributions are equally likely.

Remark. In the d “ 2 case, the authors of [BW20] used the EMD to perform cluster anal-

ysis on selected grade distributions. Each pair of courses was connected by an edge if the

EMD fell below a fixed threshold, and then this threshold was varied until the number of

connected components became meaningful. (In a striking example with two connected

components, it turned out that all of the English courses formed one cluster, while all

of the mathematics and psychology courses formed the other cluster.) In the setting of

this chapter, now that d is allowed to be arbitrary, we can now extend this cluster anal-

ysis so that multiple courses (or sections) form a higher-dimensional simplicial complex

if their EMD is below a given threshold; this is the purview of persistent homology in data

science. We believe that this is an interesting direction for further research and potential
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applications.

6.5 A generalization of D

We leave probability distributions behind, and return to our accustomed setting of

histograms. When comparing two histograms, the weighted difference D was a natural

statistic to study, both in its own right and in relation to EMD. In this section we adapt

the notion of weighted difference to an arbitrary number of histograms, and we study its

combinatorics through representation theory.

6.5.1 D as a weight for sld

First we must define a weighted difference D that makes sense for d histograms rather

than only two. We want D to capture just the right amount of information — namely,

each of the pairwise differences between weighted totals, but nothing more — and so

the most natural setting will be the root lattice ΛR for the Lie algebra sld, that is, for

Type Ad´1. Rather than the standard (“epsilon”) coordinates, however, we will write

elements of the root lattice in terms of the simple roots αi “ εi ´ εi`1 for 1 ď i ă d, along

with the affine root α0 :“ εd ´ ε1. (Recall this root from the final remark in Section 5.2.)

Specifically, we write pt1, . . . , tdq “ t1α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` td´1αd´1 ` tdα0, with each ti P Z. Note

that the simple roots already form a Z-basis for ΛR, and the addition of the affine root

introduces the relation α1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αd´1 ` α0 “ 0; hence any multiple of p1, . . . , 1q must

equal 0. (As we will see, this is our motivation for including the affine root: from the

perspective of statistics, adding the same amount to the weighted total of every histogram

has no effect on the pairwise weighted differences.) In this way, we regard elements of

ΛR as equivalence classes of integer d-tuples modulo p1, . . . , 1q; hence as a Z-module we

have ΛR – Zd{Zp1, . . . , 1q. We write an element of ΛR using square brackets around any

of its representatives; for example, r1, 5, 2s “ r4, 8, 5s “ r´1, 3, 0s. Note that each element
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of ΛR has a unique representative whose last component is 0.

Definition 6.13. Let d ě 2. We (re)define the weighted difference to be the function

D : Hpm, nqd ÝÑ ΛR given by

Dpλ1, . . . , λd
q :“

“

tpλ1
q, . . . , tpλd

q
‰

.

Remark. As mentioned above, each element of ΛR can be represented uniquely by a d-

tuple whose final coordinate is 0, which can then be truncated into a pd´ 1q-tuple. With

this convention in mind, our new definition of D agrees with the original definition in the

d “ 2 case, since Dpλ, µq “
“

tpλq, tpµq
‰

“
“

tpλq ´ tpµq, 0
‰

 tpλq ´ tpµq, just as before.

We pose the natural combinatorial question: how many elements in Hpm, nqd have a

given D-value? It turns out that the answer can be interpreted as a weight multiplicity in

the sld-representation described in the following theorem. By a virtual representation we

mean a formal Z-combination of representations; in this context it makes sense not only

to add but also to subtract characters.

Theorem 6.14. Let m, n ě 1 and d ě 2. For 1 ď i ă d, put qi “ eαi , and put qd “ eα0 . Then the

vector space

U “
Âd SmpCnq

admits a virtual representation of sld whose character

chsldpUq “
d
ź

i“1

„

m` n´ 1
m



qi

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

qd“pq1¨¨¨qd´1q
´1

(6.22)

is the distribution of D-values on Hpm, nqd. Specifically, the coefficient of qt1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q

td´1
d´1 equals the

number of histogram d-tuples whose D-value is rt1, . . . , td´1, 0s.

Proof. The easy part to prove is that the expression (6.22) is the generating function for

the distribution of D-values on Hpm, nqd: we simply recall from (3.9) that r m`n´1
m sqi

“

ř

λPHpm,nq qtpλq
i . Hence the coefficient of qt1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q
td
d in the product in (6.22) equals the num-

ber of elements pλ1, . . . , λdq P Hpm, nqd such that tpλiq “ ti for each i “ 1, . . . , d. Carrying
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out the substitution qd “ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd´1q
´1 then identifies terms whose ratio is some power

of q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd, and leaves the expansion expressed in terms of q1, . . . , qd´1 only. Hence the co-

efficient of qt1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q

td´1
d´1 now equals the number of d-tuples λ such that rtpλ1q, . . . , tpλdqs “

rt1, . . . , td´1, 0s. (Compare this to the identical calculation for the d “ 2 case in the proof

of Theorem 3.12.)

The harder part to prove is that (6.22) really is the virtual character of U under an

action of sld. Consider the irreducible action on U by pglnqd “ gln ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ gln, with each

copy of gln acting on the corresponding tensor factor. But gln “ Mn – EndpFn´1
2 q, where

Fn´1
2 – Sn´1pC2q is the n-dimensional irreducible representation of sl2; since sl2 is simple,

the homomorphism defined by Fn´1
2 has trivial kernel and thus defines an embedding

sl2 ãÑ gln. The embedding is (up to conjugation) unique, and its image is called the

principal sl2-subalgebra of gln. Restricting to the principal sl2-subalgebra in each copy of

gln, we see that U is also a representation of psl2qd. Crucially, these d copies of sl2 embed

simultaneously into sld so as to induce a virtual sld-action, as follows. For 1 ď i ă d, let

si Ă sld denote the image of the sl2-embedding given by the Lie algebra homomorphism
„

a b
c d



ÞÝÑ
a ¨ Ei,i ` b ¨ Ei,i`1

` c ¨ Ei`1,i ` d ¨ Ei`1,i`1,

where Ei,j is the elementary matrix with 1 in position pi, jq and 0’s elsewhere. Similarly,

define sd Ă sld as the image of the embedding
„

a b
c d



ÞÝÑ
´ a ¨ E1,1 ´ c ¨ E1,d
´ b ¨ Ed,1 ´ d ¨ Ed,d

via the negative transpose in the “four corners.”

Not only does each si inherit (from sl2) a natural action on the ith tensor factor of U,

but these actions extend to a (virtual) sld-action, as follows.1 We have

Cd
– spantei, ei`1u ‘ spante1, . . . , ei´1, ei`2, . . . , edu

– C2
‘Cd´2,

1In the following calculations, we must treat the special case i “ d differently: namely, replace all in-
stances of i` 1 by 1, to respect the embedding sd, and change C2 to its dual pC2q˚.
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where C2 is the defining representation of si – sl2, and Cd´2 is the direct sum of d ´ 2

copies of the trivial representation of sld. In other words, we let h Ă sld act on Cd not as

in the defining representation, but via

diagph1, . . . , hdq ¨ pv1, . . . , vdq
J
“ p0, . . . , 0, hivi, hi`1vi`1, 0, . . . , 0qJ.

Hence we are setting ε j “ 0 for all j except i and i` 1, so that the character of this action

is chsldpC
dq “ eεi ` eεi`1 ` pd´ 2q. We then regard C2 as the formal difference Cd ´Cd´2 of

sld-representations. Recalling that εi “ ´εi`1 as si-weights, we have the virtual character

chsldpC
2
q “ chsldpC

d
q ´ pd´ 2qpchsld Cq

“ eεi ` eεi`1 ` pd´ 2q ´ pd´ 2qp1q

“ eεi ` eεi`1

“ eεi ` e´εi

“ xi ` x´1
i “ chsipC

2
q,

where we write xi “ eεi . Hence, the ith tensor factor SmpCnq – SmpSn´1pC2qq of U also

admits a virtual sld-representation, whose character, by (4.5), is

chsld Sm
pCn

q “

ˆ

m` n´ 1
m

˙

xi.

But since εi “ ´εi`1, we have the substitution qi “ eαi “ eεi´εi`1 “ e2εi “ x2
i . Thus by (4.6),

we have

chsld Sm
pCn

q “

ˆ

m` n´ 1
m

˙

xi

“ x´mpn´1q
i

„

m` n´ 1
m



qi.

Multiplying all these sld-characters for i “ 1, . . . , d in order to obtain the character of the

d-fold tensor product U, we have

chsldpUq “
d
ź

i“1

x´mpn´1q
i

„

m` n´ 1
m



qi.

But since ε1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εd “ 0, we have x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ xd “ 1, and so
śd

i“1 x´mpn´1q
i “ 1, leaving us

with

chsldpUq “
d
ź

i“1

„

m` n´ 1
m



qi.

(6.23)
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Finally, since α0 “ ´pα1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αd´1q, we have q0 “ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qd´1q
´1, and so we can perform

this substitution to express the character in terms of q1, . . . , qd´1, just as in (6.22). This

completes the proof.

Example 6.15. Let d “ 3, with m “ 1 and n “ 2. Then by the character formula in Theorem

6.14, we have

chsl3pUq “
„

2
1



q1

„

2
1



q2

„

2
1



q3

“

„

2
1



q1

„

2
1



q2

„

2
1



pq1q2q´1

“ q1 ` q2 ` q1q2 ` q´1
1 ` q´2

2 ` q´1
1 q´1

2 ` 2.

Lining up each term’s exponent vector pt1, t2qwith its corresponding D-value rt1, t2, 0s, we

conclude that in Hp1, 2qˆHp1, 2qˆHp1, 2q, there is one triple having each of the D-values

r1, 0, 0s, r0, 1, 0s, r1, 1, 0s, r´1, 0, 0s, r0,´1, 0s, and r´1,´1, 0s,

and two triples for which D “ r0, 0, 0s. The reader can easily verify this distribution by

hand.

6.5.2 Weight diagrams

We would like to visualize the distribution of D-values for a given d, m, and n. The-

orem 6.14 tells us that such a visualization is nothing other than the weight diagram of

U under the sld-action described in the proof, and the theorem even tells us the data of

the diagram explicitly via the character. Since the root lattice ΛR for sld can be depicted

in pd´ 1q dimensions, we can easily plot the weight diagrams when d ď 3, and even the

three-dimensional lattice for d “ 4 is quite possible to visualize.

For d “ 2, of course, we can obtain the desired diagram simply by taking our planar

plots from Section 3.5 and “projecting” (via summation) each vertical strip down onto

the horizontal axis; in this way, each integer on the number line is labeled with the total
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number of histogram pairs having that D-value. (Essentially, this is just throwing away

the EMC information from the plots; we have already done this in the proof of Theorem

3.12.) In this case ΛR is generated by the sole simple root α1, pointing in the positive

D-direction. On one hand, we know that these “column sums” from our old plots count

the number of Young diagram pairs which differ in size by a fixed number of cells; on the

other hand, Theorem 6.14 says that these sums are just the weights of SmpCnq b SmpCnq

as an sl2-representation.2

For d “ 3, the root lattice ΛR is a two-dimensional triangular lattice generated by α1

(pointing due east, at 0 degrees) and α2 (pointing northwest, at 120 degrees). Now we can

plot each exponent vector in chsl3pUq, which we label with the corresponding coefficient.

From Example 6.15, we obtain a regular hexagon of dots labeled “1,” along with a dot at

the origin labeled “2.” (See the first diagram in Figure 12, which the reader may recognize

as the weight diagram of the adjoint representation of sl3.) In Figure 12, for d “ 3, we

display the weight diagrams (i.e., D-distributions) for several other values of m and n.

Incidentally, Theorem 6.14 gives a much more efficient way to create these graphics than

does generalizing the generating function from Section 3.4, especially for large values of

n.

Remark. We consider another, perhaps more natural way to think about the plots of D-

distributions; we remain with the d “ 3 case, although this approach holds in any dimen-

sion. For any histogram triple pλ, µ, νq, draw three axes radiating from the origin (as we

do in Figure 12): the λ-axis in the direction of α1, the µ-axis in the direction of α2, and

the ν-axis in the direction of α0, i.e., southwest at 240 degrees. (These are the roots corre-

sponding to q1, q2, and q3 in the character formula.) Now we can plot a D-value ra, b, cs,

whether or not its final coordinate is 0, by starting at the origin and moving a units par-

allel to the λ-axis, b units parallel to the µ-axis, and c units parallel to the ν-axis. Notice

that any multiple of r1, 1, 1s lands on the origin, just as we would expect.
2When d “ 2, we can drop the term “virtual” since U – SmpSn´1pC2qq b SmpSn´1pC2q˚q under the

standard action of sl2.
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Figure 12: Plots of the distribution of D-values for d “ 3. By Theorem 6.14, these are also the
weight diagrams of the space U “

Â3 SmpCnq as a virtual sl3-representation.
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Now the angular position of a D-value tells us immediately the ordering of the three

weighted totals: for example, at all points strictly between 120 and 180 degrees, we must

have tpµq ą tpνq ą tpλq. The radial distance is a measure of the “lopsidedness” among the

three weighted totals. By the symmetry inherent in our setup, we can get a full picture

of the diagram by restricting our attention to just one sector, such as that between 0 and

60 degrees where tpλq ě tpµq ě tpνq. Although we have focused on D at the expense

of the EMC in this section, we could nevertheless include the EMC frequencies in the

d “ 3 diagrams by plotting them in the third dimension, along strips directly above each

D-value, just as in our d “ 2 plots.

From the perspective of representation theory, rather than work with the entire weight

diagram of U, it is natural to seek the decomposition of U into irreducible subrepresen-

tations of sl3. Since finite-dimensional irreducible representations are indexed by their

highest weight, we can actually convey the same information from the weight diagram

with a much sparser diagram, on which we plot only those highest weights correspond-

ing to the irreducible decomposition of U. (See Figure 13, where we show only the region

of the sl3 root lattice inside the dominant chamber.) As experts will have anticipated,

we programmed these decompositions by multiplying chsl3pUq by the Weyl denominator

p1´ q´1
1 qp1´ q´1

2 qp1´ pq1q2q
´1q, and then plotting the dominant weights in the resulting

expansion. In these plots, the number inside each dot indicates the multiplicity of that

irreducible representation inside U. Note that some multiplicities are negative (depicted

by red dots), reflecting the fact that U is actually a virtual representation of sl3. When

m “ 1, we see that U is isomorphic to the irreducible representation of sl3 with highest

weight pn´ 1qpα1 ` α2q. As m or n increases, certain patterns are emerging from the di-

agrams, and this decomposition will be an interesting subject of further research. The

three-dimensional diagrams in the d “ 4 case will likely be of interest as well.

Remark. From this perspective of representation theory, the pm, nq ÐÑ pn ´ 1, m ` 1q
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m “ 1, n “ 2 m “ 1, n “ 3 m “ 1, n “ 4 m “ 1, n “ 5

m “ 2, n “ 3 m “ 2, n “ 4 m “ 2, n “ 5 m “ 2, n “ 6

m “ 3, n “ 4 m “ 3, n “ 5 m “ 4, n “ 5 m “ 4, n “ 6

Figure 13: The decomposition of U “
Â3 SmpCnq as a virtual sl3-representation. Each irreducible

representation of sl3 is plotted (with multiplicity) at its highest weight. Negative multiplicities are
colored red.
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duality in (3.3) is a manifestation of Hermite reciprocity: as sl2-representations,

Sm
pCn

q – Sm
´

Sn´1`C2˘
¯

– Sn´1
´

Sm`C2˘
¯

– Sn´1
pCm`1

q.

This can be seen directly from the q-binomial coefficient that expresses the sl2-character

in (4.5). Since the distribution of D-values is completely determined by the sld-action on

U, which in turn is completely determined by the actions of copies of sl2, it is clear why

Hpm, nqd must have the same D-distribution as Hpn´ 1, m` 1qd.
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7 ENRIGHT RESOLUTIONS AND BLATTNER’S FORMULA IN

TYPE A

As a technical coda to the thesis, this final chapter describes a striking connection that

the author observed between Howe duality in Type A — in particular, the complicated

structure of the infinite-dimensional supp, qq-modules rFλ
p,q from Section 4.4, which include

the first Wallach representation — and certain non-holomorphic discrete series represen-

tations of supk, p` qq. This chapter leaves the EMD far behind, and some familiarity with

the representation theory of real groups is required. The results in this chapter are for the

most part contained in the author’s preprint [Erib].

The first of the two settings is that of Section 4.4, in particular the Howe duality de-

composition (4.15), and the supp, qq-modules therein which we denoted by rFλ
p,q. (Now that

there is no danger of confusing Greek letters for histograms in this chapter, we will let λ

denote an integral weight of glk. In particular, λ will from now on play the role of ξ from

the Howe duality decomposition (4.15).) Although the modules rFλ
p,q have a complicated

structure (outside the stable range k ě p ` q), they nonetheless have finite resolutions,

constructed by Enright and Willenbring in [EW04], in terms of generalized Verma mod-

ules (4.9). The Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q is determined by the (non)occurrence of each

possible Mµ,ν, which we will encode via the integer ελ
µ,ν (see Definition 7.1).

The second setting is, it seems, far removed from the first: namely, the discrete series of

the special indefinite unitary group SUpk, p` qq. Harish–Chandra first conjectured (1954),

and subsequently proved in [HC66], that a linear connected semisimple real Lie group G0

has discrete series representations if and only if its rank is equal to that of a maximal

compact subgroup K0. In this case, it is natural to restrict a discrete series representation

of G0 to the action of the complexified Lie algebra k, and to study the multiplicities of

irreducible k-modules (“k-types”) in the resulting decomposition. A formula for these

k-type multiplicities — an alternating sum over the Weyl group of k — was (according
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to Harish–Chandra) conjectured by Robert J. Blattner, and this “Blattner’s formula” was

eventually proved by Hecht and Schmid in [HS75]. We will write Bpδ, ηq to denote the

value of Blattner’s formula for the k-type with highest weight δ inside the discrete series

representation of G0 with Blattner parameter η. (Outside certain conditions, the outputs

of Blattner’s formula do not correspond to actual discrete series representations, and can

assume negative values.)

When we put G0 “ SUpk, p ` qq with a certain embedding of K0 (see Figure 15), we

obtain our main result uniting the two settings above, namely the equation

ελ
µ,ν “ B

`

0, vλ, µ, νw
˘

,

with the v´,´,´w notation to be defined below in (7.16). Theoretically, the heart of the

paper lies in Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9, which spell out the explicit connection between the

character theory of CrVs and the generating function bp0q :“
ř

η Bp0, ηqeη introduced by

Willenbring and Zuckerman in [WZ08]. Our result allows us (see Example 7.7) to write

down the Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q — without any knowledge of the machinery used in

[EW04] — simply by reading off the coefficient of eλ in bp0q.

7.1 Preliminaries

7.1.1 Howe duality in Type A, continued

The reader is invited to review Section 4.4, from which we carry forward all definitions

and notation. In addition, we supplement Section 4.4 with the following preliminary

observations.

Recall the maximal compact subalgebra k0 “ spup‘uqq Ă g0, embedded block-diagonally.

In the Howe duality setting, the complexification k “ spglp ‘ glqq Ă g acts on V by the de-

rived action (up to a central character) of the complexified group K “ SpGLpˆGLqq:

pg, hq ¨ pX, Yq “ pXg´1, Yh´1
q, (7.1)
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where g P GLp and h P GLq. Since the action in (7.1) commutes with the GLk-action in

(4.12), we have an action of the product M1 “ SpGLkˆGLpˆGLqq upon V:

pgk, gp, gqq ¨ pX, Yq “ pg´T
k Xg´1

p , gkYg´1
q q. (7.2)

(We choose the notation M1 because this group will soon play the role of a Levi factor in

Section 7.4, in which we will decorate all groups and Lie algebras with prime symbols in

order to distinguish them from the present context.)

Recall from (4.15) the Howe duality decomposition

CrVs –
à

λ

Fλ
k b

rFλ
p,q. (7.3)

We now clarify which λ’s appear in this decomposition: the sum ranges over all weakly

decreasing k-tuples λ such that `pλ`q ď p and `pλ´q ď q. These length conditions mo-

tivate a notion of “stability”: we say that the parameters k, p, q lie in the stable range

when

k ě p` q.

Inside the stable range, any pair of partitions pλ`, λ´q such that `pλ`q ď p and `pλ´q ď

q determines a weakly decreasing k-tuple λ “ rλ`, λ´s, i.e., the highest weight of the

rational GLk-representation Fλ
k . Furthermore, inside the stable range, upon restriction to

K “ SpGLpˆGLqq, the module rFλ
p,q has the especially nice structure

rFλ
p,q – CrMp,qs b

´

Fλ`
p b Fλ´

q

¯

, (7.4)

where K acts on the second tensor factor in the obvious way, and on the first tensor factor

via

pg, hq ¨ f pXq “ f pgTXhq. (7.5)

The reader may recognize (7.4) as the generalized Verma module for g induced from the

irreducible k-module Fλ`
p b Fλ´

q , as in (4.9). In this context, CrMp,qs – Spp´q as k-modules,

given the Cartan decomposition in (4.7).
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Outside the stable range, the structure of rFλ
p,q is more complicated than in (7.4). Re-

gardless of stability, however, rFλ
p,q admits a certain finite resolution, as proved by Enright

and Willenbring in [EW04]. This idea is an extension of the BGG resolution of a finite-

dimensional module in terms of Verma modules, and of the Lepowsky resolution of a

finite-dimensional module in terms of generalized Verma modules. We describe these

resolutions in the next section.

7.1.2 Enright resolutions

There exists an Enright resolution (also called a “generalized BGG resolution” in

[EH04]) for any unitarizable highest-weight representation of a simple connected real Lie

group (G0 “ SUpp, qq in our case), given a maximal compact subgroup (K0 “ SpUpˆUqq

for us) such that pG0, K0q is a Hermitian symmetric pair. (As we will see later, the block-

diagonal embedding K0 Ă G0 implies the Hermitian symmetric property.) Each of the

finitely many terms in the Enright resolution is the direct sum of generalized Verma mod-

ules

Upgq bUpqq Lkpξq (7.6)

associated with the standard maximal parabolic subalgebra q “ k‘ p`, where Lkpξq de-

notes the irreducible k-module with highest weight ξ, regarded as a q-module by letting

p` act trivially. As a k-module, (7.6) is isomorphic to Spp´q b Lkpξq. Therefore in our

case, namely the Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q, the generalized Verma modules restrict as

k-modules to the form

Mµ,ν :“ CrMp,qs b pF
µ
p b Fν

q q, (7.7)

where µ and ν are partitions of lengths at most p and q respectively. See Theorem 2 and

the preceding discussion in [EW04] for the explicit construction of the individual terms

in the resolution; for our purposes, we will appeal only to its existence, because our main

result will actually show us how to find all the data from the Enright resolution hidden

within a certain generating function. (See Example 7.7.)
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We will now assign to each generalized Verma module Mµ,ν an integer ελ
µ,ν which

describes its occurrence in the Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q. Let chkp´q denote the character

of a k-module. Let

X :“
!

chk

`

Mµ,ν
˘

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
`pµq ď p and `pνq ď q

)

,

which is a basis for its integer span ZX . Hence chkp
rFλ

p,qq has a unique expansion as an

element of ZX , which we can regard as the Euler characteristic of the Enright resolution

of rFλ
p,q.

Definition 7.1. For fixed k, p, q, suppose λ, µ, ν satisfy the following conditions:

λ a weakly decreasing k-tuple; `pλ`q, `pµq ď p; `pλ´q, `pνq ď q. (7.8)

Then we define

ελ
µ,ν :“ the coefficient of chk

`

Mµ,ν
˘

in chkp
rFλ

p,qq,

where chkp
rFλ

p,qq is expanded as an element of ZX .

Whether or not we are in the stable range, we thus have a k-character of the form

chkp
rFλ

p,qq “ chk

`

CrMp,qs
˘

¨
ÿ

µ,ν
ελ

µ,ν ¨ chkpF
µ
p b Fν

q q, (7.9)

where ελ
µ,ν is nonzero for only finitely many µ, ν. Note that inside the stable range, (7.4)

implies that

ελ
µ,ν “ δpλ`,λ´q, pµ,νq (7.10)

where δ is the Kronecker delta.

We can now write out the character of CrVs as a representation of M1, under the action

in (7.2). Combining (4.15) and (7.9), we have the factorization

chCrVs “ chCrMp,qs ¨
ÿ

λ,µ,ν

ελ
µ,ν ¨ chpFλ

k b Fµ
p b Fν

q q (7.11)

as a character of M1 and therefore of m1. This time the sum is infinite, since λ ranges over

an infinite set.
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7.1.3 Discrete series and Blattner’s formula

In this section, we temporarily forget the concrete setting of the previous section, and

so we regard G0, K0, g, k, etc. in the abstract. Nonetheless, the reader may profitably keep

in mind the specific notation of Sections 4.4 and 7.1, which is one example of the general

setting below.

A discrete series representation of a Lie group G0 is a topologically closed subspace

of L2pG0q that is invariant and irreducible under the usual G0-action on functions. (See

the end of our introduction for the analytical background of the discrete series.) As men-

tioned above, Harish–Chandra proved in [HC66] that a connected semisimple group G0

has discrete series representations if and only if rank G0 “ rank K0, where K0 Ă G0 is a

maximal compact subgroup. (Hence G0 must have finite center.)

It is natural to restrict a discrete series representation from G0 to K0, thus to the com-

plexified Lie algebra k, then decompose into a direct sum of irreducible finite-dimensional

k-representations (“k-types”), and then seek the multiplicity of a given k-type in this de-

composition. Before recording this multiplicity formula (named after Robert J. Blattner),

we explain the preliminary notation, following that used by Willenbring and Zuckerman

in [WZ08].

Let G0 be a connected, semisimple Lie group with finite center, with complexified Lie

algebra g. Let K0 Ă G0 be a maximal compact subgroup, with complexified Lie algebra

k. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h Ă g. By Harish–Chandra’s equal-rank criterion, we may

assume that h Ă k. Let Φ “ Φpg, hq denote the corresponding root system.

Let Φ` denote a choice of positive roots and let let Φ´ “ ´Φ` denote the set of

negative roots. We call a root α P Φ a compact root if gα Ă k; otherwise, we call the

root noncompact. We denote the sets of compact and noncompact roots by Φc and Φnc

respectively. Thus we have k “ h ‘
À

αPΦc
gα. We write p “

À

αPΦnc
gα for the sum of

the noncompact root spaces, and so we have g “ k ‘ p. Finally, since we will need to
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distinguish the positive and negative roots, we let

Φ`c “ Φ` ∩ Φc, Φ`nc “ Φ` ∩ Φnc, Φ´c “ Φ´ ∩ Φc, Φ´nc “ Φ´ ∩ Φnc

in the obvious way. Then we have p “ p` ‘ p´, where

p` “
à

αPΦ`nc

gα and p´ “
à

αPΦ´nc

gα.

Let Wg and Wk be the Weyl groups for g and k respectively, and let `pwq denote the

length of a Weyl group element w P Wk, so that `pwq “ |wpΦ`c q∩Φ´c |. Let Π “ tα1, . . . , αru Ă

Φ` be the set of simple roots, and set Πc “ Π ∩ Φc and Πnc “ Π ∩ Φnc. Then either of the

sets Πc or Πnc determines the decomposition g “ k‘ p. The case where |Πnc| “ 1 is espe-

cially important in the theory of maximal parabolic subalgebras, and in this case we say

that pG0, K0q is a Hermitian symmetric pair. (This is the algebraic definition, as opposed

to the analytical one we gave in Section 4.3.1. See [EHP14] for a detailed exposition of this

theory.)

Let p´,´q denote the Killing form on g, which restricts to a nondegenerate form on h

and thus allows us to identify h with h˚. Under this identification, α_ :“ 2α
pα,αq is identified

with the simple coroot in h corresponding to α, for each α P Π. A weight ξ P h˚ is called

an integral weight for g if pξ, α_q P Z for all α P Π; the set of g-integral weights is denoted

by Ppgq. The same condition defines the k-integral weights Ppkq if we replace Π by Πc.

Moreover, ξ is said to be g-dominant if pξ, αq ě 0 for all α P Π, and likewise k-dominant

if pξ, αq ě 0 for all α P Πc; the sets of dominant integral weights are denoted by P`pgq

and P`pkq. We say that ξ is g-regular if pξ, αq ‰ 0 for all α P Φ. For δ P P`pkq we let Lkpδq

denote the finite-dimensional representation of k with highest weight δ. We distinguish

the elements

ρc “
1
2

ÿ

αPΦ`c

α and ρnc “
1
2

ÿ

αPΦ`nc

α

to be half the sum of the positive compact (respectively, noncompact) roots. Finally, define

Qpξq to be the number of ways of writing ξ as a sum of noncompact positive roots; in other

words, Q is the Φ`nc-partition function.
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For δ, η P Ppkq, Blattner’s formula is given by

Bpδ, ηq “
ÿ

wPWk

p´1q`pwqQ
`

wpδ` ρcq ´ ρc ´ η
˘

. (7.12)

Under certain assumptions on δ and η, the output of Blattner’s formula gives a k-type

multiplicity in a discrete series representation of G0. In order to index these represen-

tations, we appeal to Vogan’s theory (see [Vog79]) of the lowest k-type, i.e., the unique

k-type which appears with multiplicity 1 in the k-decomposition of a discrete series rep-

resentation. For η P P`pkq, we write Dη for the discrete series representation of G0 whose

lowest k-type is Lkpηq. This η is sometimes called the “Blattner parameter” of the represen-

tation Dη. (See [Kna86], page 310.) We now state the precise interpretation of Blattner’s

formula in terms of k-type multiplicities, as proved in [HS75].

Theorem 7.2 (Hecht and Schmid, 1975). Assume δ, η P P`pkq such that η ` ρc ´ ρnc is g-

dominant regular. Then Bpδ, ηq equals the multiplicity of Lkpδq in Dη.

In [WZ08], Willenbring and Zuckerman introduce the formal power series

bpδq :“
ÿ

ηPh˚

Bpδ, ηqeη

which encodes the values of Blattner’s formula when the first argument δ P P`pkq is held

fixed. Their main result is the closed form

bpδq “ ch Lkpδq ¨

ś

αPΦ`c
1´ e´α

ś

αPΦ`nc
1´ e´α

which specializes to

bp0q “

ś

αPΦ`c
1´ e´α

ś

αPΦ`nc
1´ e´α

. (7.13)

In proving our main result in Section 7.4, we will reinterpret bp0q in terms of the character

of CrVs from the Howe duality setting.
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7.2 Discrete series and Howe duality: one noncompact simple root

We return to the concrete setting in which G0, K0, g, k, etc. denote the specific objects

in Section 4.3.1. Note that

rank G0 “ rank SUpp, qq “ p` q´ 1 “ rank SpUpˆUqq “ rank K0,

so that SUpp, qq satisfies Harish–Chandra’s criterion and thus has discrete series repre-

sentations. As it turns out, we have already encountered one example of discrete series

representations in the Howe decomposition (4.15). Recall that inside the stable range

k ě p` q, the infinite-dimensional rFλ
p,q decomposes as a k-module as in (7.4). In this case,

rFλ
p,q is a discrete series representation (or limit thereof) of a covering group of SUpp, qq —

hence of supp, qq — and by (7.4) its lowest k-type is Fλ`
p b Fλ´

q . (See [HTW05, Theorem

3.2(b)].) Therefore, inside the stable range, by regarding λ as the pair pλ`, λ´q of highest

weights, we can write

rFλ
p,q – Dλ

as a discrete series representation of supp, qq. Since in the setting of Section 4.3.1 the em-

bedding k Ă g is block diagonal in nature (see Figure 14), there is exactly one noncompact

simple root, namely αp, and so pG0, K0q is a Hermitian symmetric pair.

k “ spglp ‘ glqq p` “ Mp,q

Figure 14: The Hermitian symmetric case (i.e., one noncompact simple root) in Type A, where
g “ slp`q.

In this Hermitian symmetric case for G0 “ SUpp, qq, we can derive a combinatorial

expression, without signs, for Blattner’s formula. Since k “ spglp ‘ glqq, the weights δ
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and η in Blattner’s formula are actually pairs δ “ pδp, δqq and η “ pηp, ηqq. Here δp and

ηp are partitions of length at most p (thus highest weights of polynomial representations

of GLp), while δq and ηq are partitions of length at most q (and thus highest weights

of polynomial representations of GLq). Recall that for partitions α, β, γ, with lengths at

most k, the Littlewood–Richardson coefficient cγ
α,β is the multiplicity of Fγ

k in the tensor

product Fα
k b Fβ

k , under the restriction of GLkˆGLk to its diagonal subgroup ∆pGLkq –

GLk.

Proposition 7.3. Let g “ slp`q, with Πnc “ tαpu; hence k “ spglp ‘ glqq embedded block

diagonally in g. Let δ “ pδp, δqq, η “ pηp, ηqq P P`pkq. Then

Bpδ, ηq “
ÿ

ξ

cδp

ξ,ηp cδq

ξ,ηq (7.14)

where the sum is over all partitions ξ such that `pξq ď minpp, qq.

Proof. By Cauchy’s identity, we have the following decomposition as a K-module:

CrMp,qs –
à

ξ

Fξ
p b Fξ

q , (7.15)

where ξ ranges over all partitions of length at most minpp, qq. Starting from (7.4), and

putting ηp “ η` and ηq “ η´, we have

Dη
– rFη

p,q – CrMp,qs b
´

Fηp

p b Fηq

q

¯

–

˜

à

ξ

Fξ
p b Fξ

q

¸

b

´

Fηp

p b Fηq

q

¯

–
à

ξ

´

Fξ
p b Fηp

p

¯

b

´

Fξ
q b Fηq

q

¯

–
à

ξ

˜

à

δp
cδp

ξ,ηp Fδp

p

¸

b

˜

à

δq
cδq

ξ,ηq Fδq

q

¸

–
à

δp,δq

¨

˝

ÿ

ξ

cδp

ξ,ηp cδq

ξ,ηq

˛

‚Fδp

p b Fδq

q

“
à

δp,δq
Bpδ, ηq Fδp

p b Fδq

q,
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where δp and δq range over all partitions of length at most p and q respectively. Compar-

ing the coefficients in the last two lines, we see that the proposition holds.

One benefit of Proposition 7.3 is that there are no negative signs in the sum on the

right-hand side of (7.14), whereas Blattner’s formula itself is an alternating sum. One ap-

plication of our main result will be a similar combinatorial expression, without signs, for

discrete series representations outside the Hermitian symmetric case (in particular, with

two noncompact simple roots). For this, we will need a generalization of the classical

Littlewood–Richardson coefficients, which we present in the following section.

7.3 Generalized Littlewood–Richardson coefficients

In the Howe decomposition (4.15), the infinite-dimensional modules rFλ
p,q actually pro-

vide combinatorial information about the representation theory of the finite-dimensional

modules Fλ
k . Using the method of seesaw pairs, the authors of [CEW22] describe a gen-

eralization of the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients cγ
α,β which applies to multi-tensor

product multiplicities for rational (not only polynomial) representations of GLk. Below

we outline the generalization in the case of only two tensor factors, since this will suffice

for our purposes here.

Let α, β, γ be k-tuples of weakly decreasing integers (i.e., highest weights indexing

rational GLk-representations). We wish to obtain the multiplicity of Fγ
k inside Fα

k b Fβ
k ,

which we will denote by LRCγ
α,β. To this end, we consider all possible hollow contin-

gency tables of the form
α´ β´ γ`

« ffα` 0 ˚ ˚

β` ˚ 0 ˚

γ´ ˚ ˚ 0

where each star denotes an arbitrary partition (0 being the empty partition, corresponding

to the trivial GLk-representation). Note that each row and column naturally corresponds

to a (classical) Littlewood–Richardson coefficient; for example, the first row corresponds
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to cα`
˚,˚. To obtain the multiplicity LRCγ

α,β, multiply these six Littlewood–Richardson coef-

ficients together, and then sum over all such tables. We share an easy example below.

Example 7.4. Let α “ p1, 0, . . . , 0q and β “ p0, . . . , 0,´1q. Hence Fα
k – Ck is the defining

representation of GLk, while Fβ
k is its dual pCkq˚. Then Fα

k b Fβ
k – Mk – glk, the adjoint

representation of GLk. We have α` “ p1q, α´ “ β` “ 0, and β´ “ p1q. Treating γ as the

unknown, there are only two ways of filling the contingency table so that the product of

Littlewood–Richardson coefficients is nonzero, namely

0 p1q γ`
« ff

p1q 0 0 p1q
0 0 0 0

γ´ 0 p1q 0
and

0 p1q γ`
« ff

p1q 0 p1q 0
0 0 0 0

γ´ 0 0 0
.

The first table forces γ “ rp1q, p1qs “ p1, 0, . . . , 0,´1q, and the second table forces γ “ 0; in

each case, by a simple application of the Pieri rule, all six Littlewood–Richardson coeffi-

cients are 1. Hence Fα
k b Fβ

k “ Fp1,0,...,0,´1q
k ‘ F0

k , or in other words, the adjoint representa-

tion glk is the direct sum slk ‘CIk.

As an immediate advantage, which the reader can check, we can rewrite (7.14) as a

single generalized Littlewood–Richardson coefficient:

Bpδ, ηq “ LRCrη
p,ηqs

δp, r0,δqs

with the r , s notation as in (4.3). We will use these generalized coefficients again in Theo-

rem 7.10 to write down a combinatorial expression for Blattner’s formula with two non-

compact simple roots.

7.4 Main result

It turns out that the classical decomposition in (4.15) is related, in a very different way,

to certain discrete series representations outside the Hermitian symmetric case outlined

in Section 7.2. In fact, the thrust of our main result is that we can read off the character
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theory of CrVs — in particular the integers ελ
µ,ν and hence the Enright resolutions of the

modules rFλ
p,q — from the generating function bp0q for Blattner’s formula for the group

SUpk, p` qq, with two noncompact simple roots. To distinguish this new setting from the

Hermitian symmetric setting of Section 7.2, we will now decorate all of our notation with

prime symbols; a complete summary is found in Table 6, accompanied by illustrations in

Figure 15.

Sections 4.4 and 7.2 Sections 7.4 and 7.5
Classical representation V Mk,p‘Mk,q – –

Group G0 SUpp, qq G10 SUpk, p` qq
Compl. Lie algebra g slp`q g1 slp`k`q

Noncomp. simple roots Πnc tαpu Π1
nc tαp, αp`ku

Compl. max. compact k spglp ‘ glqq k1 spglk ‘ glp`qq

Levi subalgebra – – m1 spglk ‘ glp ‘ glqq
À

pos nc root spaces u` Mp,q u1` Mp,k‘Mk,q
À

neg nc root spaces u´ Mq,p u1´ Mk,p‘Mq,k

Table 6: Compendium of notation for Chapter 7.

k1 “ spglk ‘ glp`qq m1 “ spglk ‘ glp ‘ glqq u1` “ Mp,k‘Mk,q

Figure 15: A visual companion to the notation in Table 6; regard as subspaces of g1 “ slp`k`q.

Let G10 “ SUpk, p` qq, whose complexified Lie algebra is g1 “ slp`k`q. Suppose that

g1 has two noncompact simple roots, namely Π1
nc “ tαp, αp`ku. This implies that g1 has

maximal compact subalgebra k1 “ spglk ‘ glp`qq, where the glk is embedded in the “mid-

dle” and glp`q is embedded in the “four corners.” Hence the direct sum u1` of the pos-

itive noncompact root spaces is embedded in g1 as the two blocks in the upper-right, so
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that u1` – Mp,k‘Mk,q as a vector space. Likewise, the sum u1´ of the negative noncom-

pact root spaces is embedded in the two corresponding blocks in the lower-left, so that

u1´ – Mk,p‘Mq,k as a vector space. Special importance will be played by the Levi subal-

gebra m1 “ spglk ‘ glp ‘ glqq Ă k1, which is the Lie algebra of M1 “ SpGLkˆGLpˆGLqq.

We will write a weight of g1 as a triple

vλ, µ, νw :“ p´µp, . . . ,´µ1
looooooomooooooon

µ˚

, λ1, . . . , λk
loooomoooon

λ

, ν1, . . . , νq
loooomoooon

ν

q (7.16)

where λ P Ppglkq, µ P Ppglpq, and ν P Ppglqq. The resulting pp` k` qq-tuple on the right-

hand side of (7.16) is written in terms of the standard coordinates εi : diagrh1, . . . , hp`k`qs ÞÝÑ

hi. Notice that the order of the three weights in vλ, µ, νw follows the alphabetical order

k, p, q, whereas the explicit tuple transposes λ and µ in order to respect the embedding of

m1 in g1. The reason for the dual on µ will soon become apparent, in the proof of Lemma

7.8: in order to line up the actions of M1 in the Howe duality setting and in the Blattner

setting, we will need to regard glp as being embedded in g1 with a twist (i.e., negative

transpose).

A weight vλ, µ, νw P Ppg1q is k1-dominant if and only if

λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λk and ´ µp ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě ´µ1 ě ν1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě νq.

We will need this fact only in the proof of Theorem 7.10. For most of this paper, we

will actually be concerned with m1-dominant weights, in which we drop the condition

´µ1 ě ν1; in other words, λ P P`pglkq and µ P P`pglpq and ν P P`pglqq. Note that for any

λ, µ, ν satisfying the conditions (7.8), the weight vλ, µ, νw is automatically m1-dominant.

We now state the main result of this chapter, uniting the Enright resolutions of Section

4.4 with Blattner’s formula for G10 “ SUpn, p` qq in the present section.

Theorem 7.5. Let λ, µ, ν satisfy the conditions (7.8), with ελ
µ,ν as in Definition 7.1. Let Bp , q de-

note Blattner’s formula as defined in (7.12), for the special case described in the rightmost column
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of Table 6, and with v´,´,´w as defined in (7.16). Then

ελ
µ,ν “ B

`

0, vλ, µ, νw
˘

.

We reserve the proof for Section 7.5, opting first to provide some concrete examples.

By (7.13), Theorem 7.5 implies that ελ
µ,ν equals the coefficient of evλ,µ,νw in bp0q.

Example 7.6. We work out the case when k “ p “ q “ 1 in full detail. Note that

this is outside the stable range. In this case, CrVs “ Crx, ys, and the action of M1 “

SpGL1ˆGL1ˆGL1q upon a typical monomial follows from (7.2):

pgk, gp, gqq ¨ xayb
“
`

gkgpx
˘a
ˆ

gq

gk
y
˙b
“

´

ga´b
k ga

pgb
q

¯

xayb,

where gk, gp, gq P Cˆ. Hence each monomial spans a one-dimensional subrepresentation

of M1. Note that by setting λ “ a´ b and c “ minpa, bq, we can rewrite the formal sum of

these monomials as

ÿ

a,bPN
xayb

“

8
ÿ

c“0

pxyqc
˜

ÿ

λě0

xλ
`

ÿ

λă0

y´λ

¸

“
ÿ

λě0

xλ
8
ÿ

c“0

pxyqc `
ÿ

λă0

y´λ
8
ÿ

c“0

pxyqc.

When k “ p “ q “ 1, each rational representation of GLk and GLp and GLq is one-

dimensional, indexed by a single integer λ (nonnegative if the representation is polyno-

mial), where the group action is g ¨ z “ gλz. Hence we will write Cλ for the representation

Fλ
1 of GL1 – Cˆ. Comparing the two calculations above, we see that the Howe decompo-

sition (4.15) in this case is

Crx, ys “
à

λPZ
Cλ b

rFλ
1,1

where

rFλ
1,1 “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

Crxys b pCλ bC0q “ Mλ,0, λ ě 0,

Crxys b pC0 bC´λq “ M0,´λ, λ ă 0.
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Therefore the Enright resolution of rFλ
1,1 contains only one term, and so for λ, µ, ν P Z we

have

ελ
µ,ν “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

1, λ “ µ ě 0 and ν “ 0,

1, λ “ ´ν ă 0 and µ “ 0,

0 otherwise,

so that the triples pλ, µ, νq satisfying the first two cases are of the form

Np1, 1, 0q and Np´1, 0, 1q. (7.17)

Next we compute bp0q in order to check it against (7.17). We have g1 “ sl3, with

Π1
nc “ tα1, α2u “ Π1. Then Φ1`c “ tε1 ´ ε3u and Φ1`nc “ tε1 ´ ε2, ε2 ´ ε3u. Recall that the

triple v`, m, nw corresponds to the g1-weight p´m, `, nq in standard ε-coordinates. Setting

ti “ eεi for i “ 1, 2, 3, we have

bp0q “
1´ t3

t1
´

1´ t2
t1

¯´

1´ t3
t2

¯ “
1

1´ t2
t1

`

t3
t2

1´ t3
t2

“

8
ÿ

k“0

ekpε2´ε1q `

8
ÿ

k“1

ekpε3´ε2q

“

8
ÿ

k“0

ekp´1,1,0q
`

8
ÿ

k“1

ekp0,´1,1q

“

8
ÿ

k“0

ekv1,1,0w
`

8
ÿ

k“1

ekv´1,0,1w,

coinciding exactly with (7.17) and Theorem 7.5. (See Figure 16 for a visualization of bp0q,

in which we plot the support of Bp0,´q on the weight lattice of sl3.)

Before presenting a more interesting example, we outline how Theorem 7.5 allows us

to write down explicitly the Enright resolution for rFλ
p,q. Note that the theorem could just
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Figure 16: A visualization of bp0q from Example 7.6. By programming Blattner’s formula (7.12)
directly in Mathematica, we plot a hexagon at each weight η P Ppsl3q such that Bp0, ηq “ 1. Note
that these weights are the nonnegative multiples of ´α1 “ p´1, 1, 0q and of ´α2 “ p0,´1, 1q. (All
other weights return 0.)

as well be rewritten as the following (in fact, this will be the last step (7.22) of the proof):

bp0q “
ÿ

λ,µ,ν
as in (7.8)

ελ
µ,ν evλ,µ,νw

`
ÿ

ξRP`pm1q

cξeξ , cξ P Z

“
ÿ

λ

evλ,0,0w

˜

ÿ

µ,ν
ελ

µ,ν ¨ e
v0,µ,νw

¸

loooooooooomoooooooooon

:“ “coefficient” of eλ

`
ÿ

ξRP`pm1q

cξeξ . (7.18)

Therefore we begin by computing bp0q, expanding to a sufficiently high order, and then

ignoring all terms corresponding to nondominant m1-weights. Then given λ, we should

collect all the remaining terms in bp0q of the form evλ,˚,˚w (where the stars are arbitrary),

and then factor out evλ,0,0w to obtain the multi-term “coefficient” of eλ indicated in (7.18).

The terms inside this coefficient tell us exactly which generalized Verma modules Mµ,ν

appear in the Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q, along with appropriate signs depending on the

parity of the term.

Remark. In order to recover the complete data of the Enright resolution, we clearly need

to supplement the method outlined above so as to determine the exact term (rather than

just the parity) in which each generalized Verma module occurs. Although not a priori

obvious, it can be seen from the construction in [EW04] that as we move from right to left
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in the resolution, the partitions µ and ν strictly increase in size. This fact will allow us to

easily recover the ordering of the terms once we have found the coefficient of eλ.

Example 7.7. We use software to present an example of the method outlined above. On

one hand, we will compute the terms of the Enright resolution of rFλ
p,q directly, using Maple

code written by Jeb Willenbring. On the other hand, we will expand bp0q and isolate the

coefficient of eλ, using Mathematica code written by the author of the thesis.

Let k “ 1, with p “ q “ 3. Set λ “ 0, the empty partition; then rF0
3,3 “ CrVsGL1 is

the invariant subalgebra of CrVs in the setting of Section 4.4. This example is of special

interest since it is the first Wallach representation of sup3, 3q, from Section 4.3. See Enright

and Hunziker’s paper [EH04] on minimal resolutions for the Wallach representations; in

fact, our present example is exactly Example 7.11 in [EHP14] where p “ 3.

In Maple, we compute the following resolution for rF0
3,3, with Mµ,ν as in (7.7):

0 Ñ Mp2,2,2q,p2,2,2q Ñ Mp2,1,1q,p2,1,1q Ñ Mp1,1,1q,p2,1,0q ‘Mp2,1,0q,p1,1,1q

Ñ Mp1,1,0q,p1,1,0q Ñ Mp0,0,0q,p0,0,0q Ñ
rF0

3,3 Ñ 0.

We can also write this more compactly with Young diagrams:

0 Ñ

˜

,

¸

Ñ

˜

,

¸

Ñ

¨

˝

,

˛

‚

‘
¨

˝ ,

˛

‚

Ñ

ˆ

,

˙

Ñ p∅,∅q Ñ rF0
3,3 Ñ 0.

In Mathematica, we define the generating function bp0q directly from the definition (7.13),

setting xi “ eεi for i “ 1, 2, 3, and w “ eε4 , and yi “ eεi`4 for i “ 1, 2, 3. Note that the

alphabetical order w, x, y mirrors that of k, p, q as we visualize the embedding m1 Ă g1; in

this way, the exponent vector for the variables xi encodes (the dual of) a weight of glp,

the exponent vector for the yi encodes a weight of glq, and the exponent of w encodes a
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weight of glk. Using (7.13), we obtain

bp0q “

ź

1ďiăjď3

ˆ

1´
xj

xi

˙

ź

1ďiăjď3

ˆ

1´
yj

yi

˙

ź

1ďi,jď3

ˆ

1´
yj

xi

˙

ź

1ďiď3

ˆ

1´
w
xi

˙

ź

1ďiď3

´

1´
yi

w

¯

.

Upon expanding bp0q to a sufficiently high order, we program Mathematica to retain only

those terms in which the exponent vectors for px1, x2, x3q and py1, y2, y3q are both weakly

decreasing, corresponding to dominant weights for gl3. (Since k “ 1 in this example, there

is no need to do the same for the lone variable w.) In the remaining sum, we then find the

“coefficient” of eλ, namely, of w0 — that is, we collect all terms in which the power of w is

0. This “coefficient” is the following sum of terms in the variables xi and yi; in light of the

remark before this example, we write the terms in descending order with respect to total

degree in the yi:

y2
1y2

2y2
3

x2
1x2

2x2
3
´

y2
1y2y3

x1x2x2
3
`

y2
1y2

x1x2x3
`

y1y2y3

x2x2
3
´

y1y2

x2x3
` 1

“ ep´2,´2,´2,0,2,2,2q
´ ep´1,´1,´2,0,2,1,1q

` ep´1,´1,´1,0,2,1,0q
` ep0,´1,´2,0,1,1,1q

´ ep0,´1,´1,0,1,1,0q
` ep0,0,0,0,0,0,0q

“ ev0,p2,2,2q,p2,2,2qw
´ ev0,p2,1,1q,p2,1,1qw

` ev0,p1,1,1q,p2,1,0qw
` ev0,p2,1,0q,p1,1,1qw

´ ev0,p1,1,0q,p1,1,0qw
` ev0,p0,0,0q,p0,0,0qw.

We thus arrive at the Enright resolution produced by Maple.

7.5 Proof of Theorem 7.5

All notation remains as in Section 7.4. We will prove Theorem 7.5 by rewriting the

closed form for bp0q in (7.13), in terms of the character theory of CrVs from Section 4.4.

To this end, we partition the positive compact roots Φ1`c into two subsets, as in Figures
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17a and 17b. Let Φm1 “ tα P Φ1`c | g1α Ă m1u, which contains those positive compact

roots whose root spaces span the three triangular regions in Figure 17a. Let Φm1 denote

the complement of Φm1 in Φ1`c , which contains those positive compact roots whose root

spaces span the upper-right pˆ q block in Figure 17b.

(a) Φm1 (b) Φm1 (c) Φ1`nc

Figure 17: Root spaces corresponding to three subsets of Φ1`.

Now define the products

∆m1 “
ź

αPΦm1

1´ e´α, ∆m1 “
ź

αPΦm1

1´ e´α, ∆u1` “
ź

αPΦ1`nc

1´ e´α,

where the “∆” notation is meant to evoke the Weyl denominator from the Weyl character

formula. Now we can rewrite (7.13) as

bp0q “

ś

αPΦ`c
1´ e´α

ś

αPΦ`nc
1´ e´α

“
∆m1 ¨ ∆m1

∆u1`
. (7.19)

The following two lemmas capture the connection between the expression for bp0q in

(7.19) and the Howe duality setting from Section 4.4.

Lemma 7.8. Consider CrMp,qs from the Howe duality setting in Section 4.4. Then ∆m1 “

`

chCrMp,qs
˘´1 as a character of m1.

Proof. Define the block “upper-right” embedding

ψ : Mp,q ÝÑ
à

αPΦm1

g1α,

Ei,j ÞÝÑ Ei,p`k`j
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for i “ 1, . . . , p and j “ 1, . . . , q. (Here Ei,j denotes the matrix with 1 in the pi, jq position

and 0’s elsewhere.) Clearly ψ is a vector space isomorphism; we claim that ψ is in fact an

isomorphism of m1-modules.

To see this, recall the action of K “ SpGLpˆGLqq on Mp,q given in (7.5) in the Howe

duality setting, where pg, hq ¨ X “ g´TXh´1. Here in the Blattner setting, we also have

K Ă M1 Ă G1 “ SLp`k`q embedded block-diagonally with GLp in the upper-left and GLq

in the lower-right. In this embedding, impψq Ă g1 is a K-module via the adjoint action,

and the explicit action is pg, hq ¨ X “ gXh´1. Therefore, the K-actions in the Howe duality

setting and in the Blattner setting are the same, up to a twist in the GLp-action. (This is

remedied by embedding GLp in the upper-left via its inverse transpose, and at the Lie

algebra level, by embedding glp via its negative transpose.) Extending this K-action to M1

by letting the factor GLk act trivially, we conclude that Mp,q – impψq as modules for M1,

and thus for m1, which proves the claim.

Now, impψqT :“ tXT | X P impψqu is the embedding of Mp,q via the transpose into

the lower-left block of g1. Furthermore, impψqT – impψq˚ as an M1-module, which is clear

from the adjoint action of M1 Ă G1 on g1. Therefore

S
`

impψqT
˘

– Crimpψqs – CrMp,qs

as m1-modules. Now we can conclude that

∆m1 “
ź

αPΦm1

p1´ e´α
q

“

´

ch S
`

impψqT
˘

¯´1

“
`

chCrMp,qs
˘´1

as a character of m1.

Lemma 7.9. We have p∆u1`q
´1 “ chCrVs as a character of m1.

Proof. Let ϕ : V ÝÑ u1` be given by ϕpX, Yq “ pXT, Yq. We claim that ϕ is an isomorphism

of m1-modules.
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To see this, note that an element of V is of the form pX, Yq, while an element of u1` is of

the form pXT, Yq, where X P Mk,p and Y P Mk,q. Recall the action of M1 on V given in (7.2),

from the Howe duality setting. Here in the Blattner setting (as explained in the proof

of Lemma 7.8), regard GLp as being embedded in the upper-left block of G1 via inverse

transpose; then the adjoint action of M1 Ă G1 on u1` Ă g1 is given by

pgk, gp, gqq ¨ pXT, Yq “ pg´T
p XTg´1

k , gkYg´1
q q.

For g “ pgk, gp, gqq P M1, we must show that g ˝ ϕ “ ϕ ˝ g. But

g ˝ ϕpX, Yq “ gpXT, Yq

“ pg´T
p XTg´1

k , gkYg´1
q q

“ ϕpg´T
k Xg´1

p , gkYg´1
q q

“ ϕ ˝ gpX, Yq,

by (7.2), which proves the claim.

Now, observing from the adjoint M1-action that u1` – pu1´q˚ as M1-modules, we have

Spu1´q – CrVs

as modules for M1, and therefore for m1. Therefore we have

p∆u1`q
´1
“

ź

αPΦ`nc

1
1´ e´α

“ ch Spu1´q

“ chCrVs

as a character of m1.

At this point, we should observe that for ξ P P`pm1q, the Weyl character formula can

be written as

ch Lm1pξq “

ř

wPWm1
p´1q`pwqewpξ`ρq

eρ
ś

αPΦm1
1´ e´α

“

ř

wPWm1
p´1q`pwqewpξ`ρq´ρ

∆m1
,
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where Wm1 is the Weyl group for m1 and ρ “ 1
2
ř

αPΦm1
α. Upon rearranging, this says

that the product ∆m1 ¨ ch Lm1pξq is the alternating sum of terms of the form ewpξ`ρq´ρ. But

ewpξ`ρq´ρ P P`pm1q if and only if w “ 1, which means that

∆m1 ¨ ch Lm1pξq “ eξ
` alternating sum of enondominant m1-weight’s.

More generally, consider an arbitrary m1-module L “
À

ξ mξ Lm1pξq, ranging over ξ P

P`pm1q, with multiplicities mξ P N. Then we have

∆m1 ¨ ch L “
ÿ

ξ

mξeξ
` alternating sum of enondominant m1-weight’s. (7.20)

The upshot is that multiplying the character of an m1-module L by ∆m1 produces a sum

of formal weights, in which the m1-dominant weights are precisely the highest weights of

the irreducible m1-modules in the decomposition of L, the coefficients of which are their

multiplicities in L.

Proof of Theorem 7.5. From (7.19), we have

bp0q “
∆m1 ¨ ∆m1

∆u1`

which, by Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9, becomes

bp0q “ ∆m1 ¨ pchCrMp,qsq
´1
¨ chCrVs.

Substituting for chCrVs from (7.11), we find that the two instances of chCrMp,qs cancel

each other out:

bp0q “ ∆m1 ¨ pchCrMp,qsq
´1
¨ chCrMp,qs ¨

ÿ

λ,µ,ν

ελ
µ,ν ¨ chpFλ

k b Fµ
p b Fν

q q

“ ∆m1 ¨
ÿ

λ,µ,ν

ελ
µ,ν ¨ chpFλ

k b Fµ
p b Fν

q q. (7.21)

The sum in the last line is a virtual m1-character, and so by (7.20), we have

bp0q “
ÿ

λ,µ,ν

ελ
µ,ν ¨ e

vλ,µ,νw
`

ÿ

ξRP`pm1q

cξeξ (7.22)

with cξ P Z. This completes the proof.
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The proof above suggests a combinatorial expression for Blattner’s formula in Type A,

similar to that in Proposition 7.3, but this time for two noncompact roots (under a stability

condition). We record this as a final result of the thesis.

Theorem 7.10. Suppose k ě p` q. Let g1 “ slp`k`q with Π1
nc “ tαp, αp`ku; hence k1 “ spglk ‘

glp`qq, just as in Section 7.4. Let δ, η P P`pk1q, where δ “ vδk, δp, δqw and η “ vηk, ηp, ηqw, and

write vδp, δqw :“ p´δ
p
p , . . . ,´δ

p
1 , δ

q
1, . . . , δ

q
qq P P`pglp`qq. Then

Bpδ, ηq “
ÿ

λ,µ,ν

LRCvδ
p,δqw

µ,ν LRCηk

δk,λLRCηp

µ,λ`LRCηq

ν,λ´

where the sum is over all λ, µ, ν satisfying (7.8).

Proof. Using (7.21) to substitute for bp0q, and then (7.10) to simplify since we are in the

stable range, we calculate that

bpδq “ ch Lk1pδq ¨ bp0q

“ ch
´

Fδk

k b Fvδ
p,δqw

p`q

¯

¨

¨

˝∆m1 ¨
ÿ

λ,α,β

ελ
α,β ¨ ch Fλ

k b Fα
p b Fβ

q

˛

‚

“ ch

˜

Fδk

k b
à

µ,ν
LRCvδ

p,δqw
µ,ν Fµ

p b Fν
q

¸

¨

˜

ÿ

λ

ch Fλ
k b Fλ`

p b Fλ´
q

¸

¨ ∆m1

“ ch

˜

à

µ,ν
LRCvδ

p,δqw
µ,ν

´

Fδk

k b Fµ
p b Fν

q

¯

b
à

λ

Fλ
k b Fλ`

p b Fλ´
q

¸

¨ ∆m1

“ ∆m1 ¨ ch
à

λ, µ, ν,
ηk,ηp,ηq

LRCvδ
p,δqw

µ,ν LRCηk

δk,λLRCηp

µ,λ`LRCηq

ν,λ´

´

Fηk

k b Fηp

p b Fηq

q

¯

“
ÿ

η:“vηk,ηp,ηqw

¨

˝

ÿ

λ,µ,ν

LRCvδ
p,δqw

µ,ν LRCηk

δk,λLRCηp

µ,λ`LRCηq

ν,λ´

˛

‚eη

plus terms of the form enondominant m1-weight. Since m1 Ă k1, nondominant m1-weights are

necessarily nondominant k1-weights, and so we ignore all such nondominant terms as

falling outside the hypothesis on η. Hence by the definition of bpδq, we conclude that

Bpδ, ηq “
ÿ

λ,µ,ν

LRCvδ
p,δqw

µ,ν LRCηk

δk,λLRCηp

µ,λ`LRCηq

ν,λ´ .
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